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Methods available to characterise the porous structure of soils are reviewed. 
Gas transport measurements from soil cores were related to image analysis of faces 
prepared from these samples. 
A low-cost method to obtain and analyse digital images of prepared soil sample 
faces is described. Soil samples are stabilised and pore space is highlighted using a 
hard-setting resin. The sample faces are photographed using a 35 mm SLR camera 
fitted with a macro lens and digital images of the negatives or slides are transferred 
on to Kodak Photo-CD. The images are analysed using custom written software on a 
standard IBM-compatible PC. Various soil structural characteristics are evaluated 
that have previously required greater resources for evaluation. 
Images from three contrasting soil compaction treatments from a field 
experiment are subjected to image analysis and the results obtained are examined in 
relation to gas movement measurements. 
The addition of contrasting resin to the soil samples also highlighted two 
interesting features that are not readily seen otherwise. The first is an artefact of 
sampling soil with the steel core rings and arises where the sampling procedure 
leaves voids at the outer edge of the soil cylinder inside the sampling ring. The 
second is presumably a natural effect and is where the resin highlights the pore space 
around stones within the soil core. 
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Literature Review 
1. Soil structure: a definition. 
Soils are complex mixtures containing many different physical, chemical and 
biological components involved in processes which interact to provide a medium 
suitable for the growth of plants, animals and micro-organisms. The organisation of 
these components is dynamic and inter-related. 
Soil structure, is as difficult to define as it is to measure. A general consensus 
(Brady, 1974, Oades, 1984, Payne, 1988 and Kay, 1990) is that the following aspects 
should be considered: the size distribution of soil particles, their arrangement and 
association into aggregates of various sizes and the inter- and intra-aggregate voids 
that result. A concise definition of soil structure may be given "as the arrangement of 
the solid phase of the soil and of the pore spaces located between its constituent 
particles" (Marshall and Holmes, 1979). The stability of the aggregates of soil 
particles determines the persistence of any given structure, as alterations to the 
aggregates will lead to changes in the complementary pore space through changes in 
packing geometries. 
Soil particles differ in shape, size, and orientation, and can be variously 
associated and interlinked. A mass of soil particles can form complex and irregular 
configurations which are exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to characterise in 
exact geometric terms (Hillel. 1982). The physical properties of a soil may be 
dependent on structural features. Thus, describing the effect of any given 
arrangement of soil particles may be more important than the precise description of 
that arrangement. Soil structure has been described as the 'architecture of the soil' and 
this has proven to be a very apt analogy in that, while the physical material and its 
arrangement is vitally important, it is the locations of, and associations between, the 
resulting spaces that is of primary interest in terms of effects on biological, chemical 
and physical processes. 
2. Formation and maintenance of soil structure 
Soil structural formation is the result of a combination of chemical, physical 
and biological processes. The principal factors involved in soil structural formation 
are listed by Batey (1988) as: wet-dry cycles; freeze-thaw cycles; the binding action 
of roots and fungal mycelia; and additions of plant and faunal residues and their 
decomposition in the soil. Agricultural activities are often based on manipulating soil 
structure, though often indirectly or unintentionally. Indirect manipulation of soil 
structure occurs, for example, when a period of weathering is allowed after 
ploughing. Unintentional manipulation of soil structure may occur, for example, 
when traffic is allowed on soil during inappropriate conditions. 
The relative importance of these principal factors is influenced by the soil 
particles present. In soils which contain sufficient quantities of silicate clay minerals. 
wetting and drying cycles can bring about structural changes even in the absence of 
plants. On drying, clay particles are pulled closer together which results in cracks or 
fissures, often regarded as a starting point in soil structural formation. The addition 
of plants carries this drying effect deeper via the root systems, and the depth of this 
effect is dependent on local conditions such as climate and water availability. 
Freezing may be disruptive through the formation of ice crystals, as well as 
dehydrating the surrounding soil. Freezing and thawing cycles may occur only 
periodically, at depth, perhaps annually, but wetting and drying cycles may occur 
several times a day thus representing a more important feature in soil structural 
development. 
The stability of soil aggregates has been shown to increase with the addition of 
organic matter. The binding action of plant roots, particularly in undisturbed soil, can 
play a major role in aggregate formation and stabilisation (Allison, 1968, Tisdall and 
Oades, 1980 and 1982, and Miller and Jastrow, 1990). Strands of decaying material, 
or of the saprophytic micro-organisms colonising such matter, serve to bind the soil 
particles together and are a source of polysaccharide secretions which can 'glue" the 
soil particles together (Oades, 1984, Forster, 1990). The uneven distribution of 
organic matter on a microscopic scale has been suggested as an important feature in 
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preventing slaking by the movement of air during wetting. The microscopic, and 
possibly hydrophobic, organic matter is claimed to slow the entry of water into 
aggregates and also to reduce its destructive effect by encapsulating air within pore 
space (Sullivan. 1990). A reduction in any of these agents may lead to breakdown of 
the soil structure, and possibly, through wind and water erosion, the soil itself may be 
lost (Oades, 1984). 
The spaces in soils, usually termed pore spaces or voids, are often named in 
accordance with the process that brought about their existence. For example, the 
burrowing activity of earthworms produces biopores, while freezing and drying can 
lead to the formation of cracks or fissures, and irregularly shaped soil particles bound 
together as aggregates contain packing spaces. As well as biotic and abiotic processes 
involved in pore space alteration, change may also be brought about through tillage. 
Tillage is the process of breaking soil aggregates, or peds, into smaller 
aggregates to produce an overall structure favourable to crop establishment and is 
commonly referred to as a good tilth. 
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3. Agricultural importance of soil structure 
A soil is considered to have a good structure when it holds sufficient water to 
prevent moisture deficits around plant roots during dry periods, while allowing 
sufficient drainage to prevent water-logging during wet periods. The soil aggregates 
should be small and/or weak enough to offer little resistance to growing roots, yet 
large and strong enough not to be removed or destroyed by wind and/or rain (Lynch, 
1979, Koppi and Douglas, 1991). 
Tillage is undertaken in an attempt to obtain suitable conditions for crop 
establishment and growth. Unfortunately, the tractors and tillage equipment 
employed can sometimes alter adversely the seedbed, and the soil below it, during 
preparation. Further traffic required throughout a growing season, perhaps for pest 
control spraying, may add further damage (Soane et al., 1982). The damage that 
occurs includes compaction and is the process whereby soil pore spaces, and their 
inter-connections, are reduced as a result of changes in the positions, or deformations 
of, naturally occurring soil aggregates or the clods caused by previous management 
activities. Forces are applied due to the weight of the machinery and by the tractive 
contact between the tyres and soil (Soane et al., 1980/1981 b). Soil compaction may 
occur below the usual tillage depth and may therefore persist over many seasons and 
crops. 
The extent of any compaction is dependent on the soil texture and water 
content at the time. Whereas clay soils will be sensitive to the effects of increased 
water content, sandy soils will compact independently of water content. The bearing 
capacity of a soil will determine the methods and opportunities available to work any 
given soil. In terms of soil structure this means that the soil solids must be able to 
withstand the forces applied, without excessive alteration to the amount and 
organisation of the pore space (Soane etal., 1980/1981 a). 
Changes in soil structure may arise through other forces. Poaching of grassland 
occurs when a soil is so soft that the hooves of grazing animals cannot be supported 
on the surface and they press into the soil leaving depressions in the soil surface. The 
compacted depression may then act as a trap for rain water and as infiltration is 
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severely limited the water then influences the bearing capacity of neighbouring soil. 
As animals walk over the affected area, the weakened soil is continually remoulded 
reducing porosity and leaving a very simple structure. The incidence of poaching is 
dependent on soil texture, rainfall and grazing intensity. 
A form of very shallow compaction may arise due to the impact of rain drops 
on bare soil, where the slaking of aggregates and subsequent drying can produce 
strong surface caps which may impede the infiltration of rain and the emergence and 
growth of young shoots. 
The wet climate in Scotland combined with many soils with imperfect or poor 
drainage status provides soil conditions that are prone to damage by compaction 
(Ball et al., 1997). Thus changes in soil structure and the implications for crop 
growth or environmental pollution, due to compaction, are of interest. 
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4. Methods available to assess soil structure. 
Methods for measuring soil structure involve either the separate or 
simultaneous characterisation of solids and pores. Aggregates are usually evaluated 
by the mechanical breakdown of a sample and by some assessment of their relative 
stability (e.g. Yoder, 1936, Kemper and Chepil, 1965, Kemper and Rosenau, 1986) 
Pore space is generally quantified in the laboratory either indirectly by liquid 
displacement of air in the pores (Lawrence, 1977, Danielson and Sutherland, 1986) 
or by direct observation (Ringrose-Voase and Bullock, 1984, Warner et al., 1989). In 
the field, direct observation has been employed (Edwards et al., 1988). Indirect 
measures of pore space have been obtained via measurements of the attenuation of 
radiation by soil (Campbell and Henshall, 1991), and also by measurement of water, 
or other liquid, movement into and through the soil profile (Perroux and White, 
1988). 
Laboratory-based, direct observations often require the addition of a resin to act 
as a stabilising substance. The resin is applied to the sample as a liquid or slurry and 
allowed to travel into the pore space. After the resin sets, the sample may be studied 
without further disruption. The resins are often of a contrasting colour in order to 
allow easier identification of pore spaces. 
4.1 Assessment of solids 
4.1.1 Dry Bulk density 
The dry bulk density of a soil is its mass per unit volume. Knowledge of the 
density of the soil particles allows the porosity and void ratio to be calculated. Thus, 
one sample may provide an estimate of how tightly packed the soil particles are, and 
from this, the volume remaining as pore space. The estimate of pore volume is for the 
whole sample and can give no indication of the size and arrangement of the pores. 
Measurement of soil bulk density may be carried out using either of two main 
methods (Campbell and Henshall, 1991). The simpler of the two methods involves 
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measuring the sample mass and volume. The pore space in the sample will contain 
some water, and so the sample must be weighed before and after it has been oven 
dried in order to partition air- and water- filled porosity. Sample volume may alter 
during drying, and must therefore be measured beforehand. This method need not be 
expensive and is readily carried out on samples from both the soil surface and 
shallow depths. However it is destructive and measurement errors may arise. 
A simple technique uses stainless steel sampling rings, of known volume, 
which are driven into the soil to collect the sample. The action of hammering or 
driving the sample ring into the soil may lead to some compression of the sampled 
soil, while some drier, brittle soils or surface crusts may be shattered. The sample 
ring is dug out of the soil and the open ends are trimmed flush. Difficulties in 
trimming the soil precisely may lead to inaccurate sample volume estimates. 
Campbell and Henshall (1991) reviewed several techniques which rely on 
measurements of sample mass and volume, but they all tend to suffer from the same 
difficulty of obtaining accurate volume measurements, and tend to be time-
consuming. 
The second method available to measure soil bulk density involves the 
measurement of the attenuation of radiation by soil. In general, an apparatus with 
both a radioactive source and detector is placed on or in the test soil, the count rate 
over a set time period or the time to reach a set count is recorded and used in 
conjunction with an empirical calibration to estimate soil bulk density. The two basic 
apparatus designs are gamma-ray backscatter and transmission gauges. 
Backscatter gauges are designed to detect photons that have been scattered 
back from the soil to the detector. The apparatus is designed so that no photons may 
travel from the source to the detector directly. The backscatter gauge may be used on 
flat soil surfaces or lowered into prepared access holes. The design of the backscatter 
gauge results in a limited zone of influence and poor spatial resolution. 
Transmission gauges, ideally, detect photons that have travelled directly from 
the source through the soil to the detector. A greater mass between the source and 
detector allow fewer photons to travel through as they are deflected more and their 
energy is reduced. Some scattered photons are present at the detector, which should 
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be able to discriminate between the energy of direct and scattered photons. Direct 
photons are less likely to be influenced by the chemical content of the soil and the 
zone of influence, which is variable, is determined by the energy response settings 
and the distance between source and detector. 
In the case of either a transmission or backscatter gauge, an independent 
measurement of the gravimetric soil water content must be obtained and used in 
conjunction with a calibration derived using a similar type of soil, to calculate the dry 
bulk density which is a more useful parameter. 
Henshall and Campbell (1983) have calibrated and used a high resolution 
transmission gauge to measure the bulk density of soil in situ. The gamma-ray 
gauges must be calibrated in either the same or a similar soil to those being tested, 
over a range of known, uniform densities. A full calibration may take several weeks 
to complete. However the gauge allows repeated measurements to be made, at the 
same point if desired, which is not possible with soil core samples. High resolution 
gauges may be used to derive bulk density, and porosity profiles in 10 mm layers 
from the soil surface to approximately 0.5 m depth. Radiation gauges tend to be 
expensive to buy and may have to be handled in accordance with local safety rules 
and laws. 
4.1.2 Aggregate size distribution 
Soils in their natural condition have at least some of their individual particles 
bound together as aggregates or peds. Clods, strong aggregations of soil particles, 
may be formed as a result of external forces such as traffic. The resulting distribution 
of aggregate sizes may be used to characterise the soil. 
When comparing size distributions of soil aggregates it is vital that disruptive 
forces are standardised, and such forces should be related to the scale of forces that 
may be expected in the field. The impact and shearing forces applied while 
collecting, preparing and analysing samples are unlikely to duplicate natural 
weathering forces in the field situation. Thus the relationship between, say, the 
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aggregate size distribution obtained in the laboratory and that existing in the field is 
considered to be empirical (Kemper and Rosenau. 1986). 
The simplest method to obtain an aggregate size distribution is to sieve dry 
soil. The soil should be sampled, by collecting undisturbed blocks of the appropriate 
size and depth, while the test site is already fairly dry to reduce any changes during 
subsequent drying. The soil mass is then air- or oven- dried, according to which 
protocol has been adopted. The dry soil is placed on the top of a nest of sieves, the 
prescribed sieving action undertaken and the graded size fractions are weighed. 
Mechanical rotary sieving was introduced (Chepil and Bisal, 1943) to minimise 
operator bias or differences and it is claimed to give consistent results irrespective of 
the sample size used (Kemper and Chepil, 1965). Low (1954) quotes examples of 
work involving moist soil samples being passed through a nest of sieves in the field. 
One of the main difficulties was that soil aggregates tended to ball together rather 
than break down. This method is thus dependent on the soil moisture content at the 
time of sampling, and as such, is probably better suited to use in comparative studies 
only. 
Schjonning (1992) employed both dry and field moist aggregate size 
distributions on the assumption that sieving air-dry poorly structured soils would 
provide a different aggregate size distribution than would be found in the field at a 
natural water content. In fact the results of the two test methods were in agreement, 
showing a relationship with increasing clay content and decreasing numbers of 
particles in the <2 mm fraction. 
4.1.3 Aggregate stability 
On addition of water, soil aggregates can become disrupted through uneven 
wetting, air expulsion and the heat of wetting (Marshall and Holmes, 1979) . The 
proportion of a sample to resist such dispersion, often termed slaking, may be used as 
the basis for describing aggregate stability. Yoder (1936) described a method to wet 
and remove any disrupted aggregates on a nest of sieves that are oscillated while 
submerged in water. Disrupted aggregates are washed through the mesh of the sieve, 
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leaving only the stable aggregates and gravel. The sample is then subjected to much 
stronger dispersive forces which then leaves only the gravel portion which is allowed 
for in calculating stability. The proportion of soil remaining after the initial sieving 
compared to that wetted, corrected for gravel content, will provide an indication of 
aggregate stability within the range of sieve sizes used. 
As a nest of sieves is used, the results are in the form of a number-size 
distribution. As a single number was sought to characterise each soil, size 
distribution data was transformed into indices. Results may be expressed as Stability 
Index proposed by Kemper (1965), which is the bulked total of water stable 
aggregates, excluding gravel, expressed as a percentage of the total sample weight, 
excluding gravel. Van Bavel (1949) proposed the Mean Weight Diameter, perhaps 
the more common expression, which is the percentage weight of soil aggregates in 
each size range, multiplied by the mean diameter of the upper and lower limits of the 
size range. This technique, or at least variations, have been widely used as it 
characterises the strength of the aggregates which is of importance particularly in soil 
erosion studies. Wet sieving represents a reasonably cheap and readily available test 
but it provides limited information in terms of structural organisation. 
4.1.4 Field soil structural classification 
A largely ignored method, recently reconsidered (Batey, 1988), is that the soil 
in the field is viewed and classified in relation to the size, shape and distribution of 
soil aggregates. This test is very simple as only a spade and a pre-determined 
classification system are required, in order to characterise the soil structure. The main 
difficulty with this method is that operators are required to make judgements which 
may produce variable results. The classifications may be further biased if the 
operator considers crop or treatment factors. The pre-determined classification 
system results in the soil structure being given numerical values, which allows non-
parametric statistical analysis which may be invaluable in large-scale field 
experiments. However the numerical value awarded to any given sample is a 
judgement and as such the credibility apportioned by statistical analysis should be 
viewed critically. 
4.1.5 Other Methods 
There are other techniques which have been used to characterise soil structure. 
The need for these methods often arises out of specific problems with different soil 
types. Some soils which contain sufficient proportions of certain silicate clay 
minerals can shrink on drying and swell on wetting which makes assessment of 
structural status and changes very difficult. Specific volume dynamics, a measure of 
clod shrinkage and water loss during a drying process, has been employed by 
McGarry and Smith (1988) on Vertisols. The method involves coating individual soil 
clods with SARAN resin, which is impermeable to liquid water but allows the 
passage of water vapour, thereby allowing the soil clod to dry. SARAN resin is 
claimed to shrink with the soil clod as it dries. To measure water loss during drying 
the resin-coated clod is weighed on repeated occasions. The change in volume of the 
clod during drying may be estimated by displacement in a liquid of known density. 
Clod shrinkage data may be plotted as the reciprocal of bulk density against 
water content (McGarry and Malafant, 1987) which allows the various stages of 
shrinkage, and the resultant volume and water content changes to be partitioned. 
McGarry (1988) proposed seventeen indices that may be obtained from clod 
shrinkage data including: the slope of the line during the "normal" shrinkage zone; 
the specific volume at zero water content; and the specific volume of air-filled pores 
at both ends of the "normal" shrinkage zone. The four indices listed were used by 
McGarry and Smith (1988) to reduce the range of the shrinkage curve required to 
characterise samples while still obtaining strong treatment differences. 
The orientation of clay particles may provide a direct method of evaluating soil 
structural changes due to management (McGarry, 1989). It is claimed that face to 
face orientation of clay particles is brought about as the soil is smeared during tillage. 
A petrological microscope and a polarised light source are required to illuminate clay 
domains in prepared thin sections. Locating and identifying oriented clay in thin 
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sections is based on the relative size of the oriented clay zone and extinction pattern 
it produces when viewed using the microscope with a polarised light source . The 
zones caused by remoulding are much larger than individual domains, as they consist 
of many oriented domains. Remoulded zones possess a parallel, striped extinction 
pattern and are thus termed striated clay zones. Information is summarised by noting 
the location of each striated clay zone and its "area fraction", which is the area as a 
percentage of a specified depth layer occupied by striated clay zones. This method 
requires specialised thin section preparation facilities and skilful observation. 
Self-mulching processes can produce natural, well-aggregated seed beds with 
wetting and drying. Such processes can result in reduced cultivation requirements 
and enhanced structural recovery of compacted surface soils. In an attempt to assess 
the self-mulching ability of soils, Pillai-McGarry and Collis-George (1990) used 
automated image analysis to evaluate the development of crumb material and crack 
width and volume. Coughlan (1984) measured the stability of self-mulching soils by 
noting the percentage of individual aggregates which resisted breakdown, following 
gentle spray wetting to saturation and drying at 40 0C. 
The structure of a soil may also be assessed in terms of its strength and 
compactability. Vane shear strength can be used as an indicator of the structural 
condition of a soil at field capacity water content (Koppi and Douglas, 1991). This 
method provides a rapid technique that may be useful in confirming the quality of 
prepared seedbeds. Uniaxial compaction of repacked aggregate samples or minimally 
disturbed soil cores can provide information on how compactable a soil is. The 
structure of the soil will determine the extent of compaction at the current water 
content. 
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5. Assessment of voids 
5.1. Porosity 
A method to determine soil water release curves and pore size distributions was 
described by Childs (1940). A modem equivalent is to employ a tension table as 
described by Clement (1966) and modified, for ease of use, by Ball and Hunter 
(1988) by the inclusion of a contact layer of silica flour. Minimally disturbed soil 
cores, typically 50 mm deep with a diameter of 73 mm are collected from field sites. 
The core samples are then saturated by gradual immersion in de-aired water, which 
results in the sample ring being full of soil and water only with no, or at least very 
little, air-filled pore space. The full sample rings may then be weighed and positioned 
on a tension table. The samples can be weighed while submersed in water to remove 
the effect of any trapped air within the sample. The submersed weight must then be 
corrected by taking the weight and buoyancy of the sample ring into account. 
A tension table may be constructed from a perspex tray with drainage channels 
cut into the floor. The drain is directed to one point at the lower edge of the table, 
where it is connected to a hanging reservoir via a length of plastic tubing. The 
reservoir is positioned at the same height as the table and de-aired water is added to 
fill the drainage channels, the plastic tubing and up to about the first 10 mm of both 
the table and the reservoir. A sheet of filter paper and a 10 mm layer of silica sand is 
applied to the table to provide a good contact between the samples and the water 
column. Tension is applied by positioning the hanging reservoir at set positions 
below the samples on the table. After equilibration the sample is simply re-weighed 
and the difference in weight between saturation and the set point is equal to the 
amount of water removed and, therefore, equivalent to that volume of pore space. 
The limit for the minimum equivalent diameter can be calculated and the height 
difference that the head of water in the reservoir needs to be below the samples set. 
This method may be used to tensions down to -20 kPa. For greater tensions the 
ample need to he transferred to a pressure plate system. 
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5.2. Hydraulic conductivity 
The saturated hydraulic conductivity of soil is a well established indirect 
method of assessing soil structure. It is particularly useful as a comparative indicator 
of variations in structure between different management treatments on the same soil. 
Laboratory methods are claimed to suffer from errors caused by the confining ring 
(Coughlan et al., 1991) in common with ponded double rings for field use. 
Variability can be very high and the value of replicated measurements becomes 
apparent. Core-based methods may provide erroneous values because the soil pore 
system is disrupted on removal. Ponded double rings sample the soil in situ and the 
outer ring is intended to ensure that only vertical flow is observed. However ponded 
rings cannot provide any information regarding differences in terms of pore size. One 
large macropore may have the same effect as a large number of smaller pores. 
The tension or disc permeameter is claimed to overcome the difficulty of 
describing hydraulic conductivity of a soil in terms of pore size (Perroux and White, 
1988). The tension permeameter consists of a cylindrical reservoir attached to a 
porous plate which is positioned on a bed of moist sand on the test site. The release 
of water through the porous base, and moist sand into the test soil, is limited by the 
rate of air replacement in the reservoir. Thus, water entry to various pore sizes can be 
partitioned. Water is made available to the soil at different tensions, usually between 
-10 and -150 mm of water (equivalent to -1 kPa to -15 kPa), and by this means it can 
separate the contribution to hydraulic conductivity of various sizes of macropores 
ranging in size from 3.0 to 0.2 mm in effective diameter. A second advantage of the 
tension permeameter is that it is placed on to a bed of moist sand on the test site, 
thereby avoiding the disruptive effects of hammering in rings or cores. 
5.3. Gas movement measurements 
Soil aeration is often cited as a limiting factor in crop growth, and as such, 
techniques which attempt to measure rates of gas movement in soils are appropriate 
to soil structural characterisation. There are two mechanisms of gas movement in 
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soil. These are termed mass flow and diffusion. Mass flow occurs where the whole 
gas mixture moves in response to a pressure gradient which can arise through 
changes in barometric pressure or localised variations in temperature or soil water 
content. Diffusion occurs where a concentration gradient of any particular gas, causes 
a net transfer of that gas. Gas diffusion has long been accepted as the most important 
mechanism responsible for soil gas movement (Buckingham. 1904 is cited by Ball et 
al., 1981). Gas diffusion through water may be approximately four orders of 
magnitude smaller than through air and so water-filled pore pace may severely 
restrict soil-gas movement. 
5.3.1. Air permeability 
While mass flow of gas in soil is regarded with little interest in relation to soil 
aeration, it is relevant in the characterisation of soil structure (Buehrer, 1932) or 
intrinsic soil permeability (Green and Ampt, 1912) 
As noted above, the flow of water through soil pore space is used to estimate 
the pore volume and continuity. The flow of gases through soil pore space is, under 
certain circumstances, comparable to that of water in that the flow of both fluids is 
impelled by, and proportional to, a pressure gradient (Hillel. 1982). As such, it may 
provide a preferable method to measure soil structural features, as the passage of air 
causes negligible sample disturbance (Janse and Bolt, 1960). The use of air as a 
transmission fluid is not perfect, as air is compressible. and more sensitive to changes 
in temperature and pressure. The difference in the affinity of air and water for soil 
particles may result in air and water occupying different portions of the pore space 
(Hillel, 1982). 
There are both field and laboratory methods to evaluate air permeability in 
soils. Field methods involve the application of air under pressure on to a surface 
sealed inside a sample ring which has been inserted into the soil to a set depth 
(Grover, 1955). In laboratory measurements, a pressure difference is created across a 
soil core sample by the application of compressed air at one of the open faces. The 
resultant steady-state laminar flow of air is measured. with either a bubble or now 
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meter. Darcy's law applies if flow is laminar, or viscous, as it is when flow rates are 
small, and can be used to calculate the flow rate. Poiseuille's law can be applied in 
permeability models, where parallel capillary tubes of varying radii are taken to 
represent soil pore space and equations are set up in which permeability is expressed 
as a function of pore radius raised to the fourth power (Ball and Smith, 1991). 
5.3.2. Gas diffusivity 
Laboratory measurements of gas diffusion through soil are carried out by 
measuring the changing concentration of a tracer gas as it diffuses from one gas cell 
through the end face of a cylindrical soil sample contained in a ring and into a second 
gas cell at the other face (Ball et al., 1981). This method has proved reliable, 
reproducible and, when tested using model systems, provides results in close 
agreement with calculated values for those systems. There are however several 
limitations to this method: (i) the sample must be obtained, stored and then tested 
with a minimum of disturbance; (ii) the test measures gas diffusion through the end 
faces of a cylindrical sample, both of which will have, to some degree, been altered; 
(iii) gas diffusion rates may be altered due to movement of pore water; and (iv) the 
samples employed with this system are typically 209 cm 
3
and may be unlikely to 
provide highly accurate estimates, although larger, 1767 cm 
3
, samples have been 
tried recently and provided encouraging results (Ball and Robertson, 1994a). A 
further problem with soil core-based testing is that some soils under certain 
conditions are very difficult to sample and test. 
In situ measurements either use probes buried in the soil or chambers isolating 
the soil surface. Raney (1949) devised a buried probe and used it to reveal 
differences in soil aeration status between tillage treatments. Ball et al. (1994) 
developed a probe method in an attempt to detect such differences in soil structure 
and the sample provided by the probe technique was considered more appropriate 
than that provided by a surface chamber. 
The probe method proposed by Raney (1949) relies on the assessment of 
oxygen concentrations which can alter independently of diffusion because of soil 
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respiration. A further drawback of most field methods is the requirement to withdraw 
samples of the diffusing gas at regular intervals and take them to a gas 
chromatograph for analysis. The withdrawal of samples may influence the rate of 
diffusion, the frequency of sampling may be insufficient to characterise the early 
period of gaseous diffusion, the concentration of gas may change before analysis and 
the operator does not know the likely magnitude of the diffusion coefficient during 
the test. 
These drawbacks can be overcome by using a radioactive tracer as the diffusing 
gas (Robertson, 1969). In an attempt to improve the accuracy of soil gas diffusion 
measurements, as controlled by conditions in the field, Ball et al. (1994) adapted the 
basis of a laboratory technique (Ball et al. 198 1) for use in situ using the radioactive 
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tracer krypton( Kr). 
5.4. Direct observation 
Direct observation of the soil structure may entail viewing the soil in the field, 
where the macromorphology may be assessed. The study of large features such as 
macropores may be enhanced by the application of plaster of Paris (FitzPatrick et al., 
1985). At the other extreme, micromorphology may be employed with prepared thin 
sections viewed through a petrological microscope. During micromorpho logical 
studies, large features may be viewed only in part, if at all. The overall study of pore 
space, volume and arrangement is hindered. 
Recently, attempts have been made to bridge the gap between these two scales, 
by the observation and quantification of mesomorphological features (Koppi and 
McBratney, 1991) which may range in size from less than 50 jim to several 
millimetres. The discontinuity in the scale of features observable using macro and 
micromorphological techniques is reduced, and as this work has been carried out at 
the same time as revolutionary changes in computing power and availability have 
occurred, it has the advantage of being linked to computer-aided analysis from the 
start. 
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The use of computer-aided image analysis can now, of course, be applied to 
other scales of study (Terribile and FitzPatrick, 1992). The real importance of the 
increased availability of computing power is that it allows the use of machinery to 
carry out repetitive work, which is essential, if two-dimensional observations are ever 
to be translated into three-dimensional characterisations. 
Moran et a! (1989a) described a method to obtain digital binary images that 
highlight soil pore space. An opaque epoxy resin containing an ultraviolet fluorescent 
dye is applied to the test site. The resin will cure in the soil, even in the presence of 
moisture. The sample is excavated and more of the resin is applied to an exposed 
face. When the resin has cured, the impregnated face of the sample is ground to a 
smooth surface. The resin fluoresces under ultraviolet light and thus enhances the 
visibility of the pore space while holding the sample intact. 
A video camera and digitising board are used to capture an image of the sample 
as a digital file. The digitising board or "frame-grabber" may combine a series of 
images in order to reduce optical or electronic errors. The digital representation that 
is produced is in the form of a two-dimensional array of picture information points 
known as pixels. Each pixel contains a greyscale value which is proportional to the 
brightness of any point in the original image of the soil sample, but which is affected 
by the spatial and spectral resolution. 
The image contrast is then altered so that each pixel represents, either pore 
space or soil solids. The simplest method to partition soil solids and pore space is to 
arbitrarily declare a cut-off value and compare the value for each pixel in turn. 
Values below the cut-off are soil solids and those above represent pore space. The 
cut-off value is used to bi-partition the grey scale values and may be used to produce 
a binary representation of the soil sample. In order to ensure that an appropriate cut-
off value has been adopted, the binary representations must compare favourably with 
the original soil sample (Moran et al., 1989a). That is, it should show only pore space 
as such and contain a minimum amount of mis-classified areas. There are various 
methods available to analyse the final image, depending on the features of interest to 
the study. 
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There are several advantages in the use of image analysis in the study of soil 
structure. These include that the method is direct, that is, the user can see the 
structure that is to be analysed. In the vertical plane effects can be studied in thin 
layers which may be useful in the study of mechanisms of compaction. It may be 
used to validate pore models and can be used in the study of the interactions of soil 
and biological processes. 
Image analysis has been generally regarded as a scientific specialism in its own 
right. This and the cost and complexity of commercial systems limits the widespread 
use of image analysis techniques. There are some software solutions available from 
sources on the internet. Khoros software (University of New Mexico, USA) is a 
collection of data manipulation, visualisation and analysis procedures which includes 
many image analysis routines. This software is developed on an open basis, where 
researchers submit routines that they have produced for the use of anyone who 
wishes. The original version of this software runs on a variety of computer platforms 
including the PC, but only if a UNIX-type operating system is used. The vast 
majority of PCs use MS-DOS and/or MS Windows operating systems. While it is 
possible that some other software may be available from sites on the internet, their 
presence does not necessarily mean that the copyright owner has permitted its free 
availability. There would be advantages in developing a method that involved a 
minimum set of image handling and processing procedures that would run on a low-




As compaction is regarded as a major problem in Scotland, changes in the gas 
exchange capacity of soils as caused by compactive forces is of major interest. 
Many of the methods of quantifying soil structure mentioned are unable to 
provide detailed illustrations of soil structural arrangement. Thus monitoring any 
differences in structure can be carried out on bulk samples only. 
Microphotometric procedures would provide very detailed information on fine 
structural features but operate on too small a scale for use in comparison with the 
samples used in measuring gas transport. Like other image-analysis-based 
methods expertise is required, in particular, sample preparation is a complex 
procedure that requires specialist equipment. 
The method described by Moran et al (1989a) provides a starting point for an 
image-analysis-based method for use in describing the structural features present 
within typical soil core samples used for gas transport measurements. The 
analysis is carried out on the image in subsequent scan-lines and the pore space 
is treated as a network rather than a collection of individual pores. 
The variety of methods used to measure soil structure described above have been 
developed in response to specific questions and needs, and they are valuable in 
those terms. 
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7. Research aims 
An attempt will be made to describe differences in soil structural arrangement 
by employing the least disruptive flow measurements of gas diffusion and air 
permeability along with subsequent destructive, but highly descriptive, automated 
visual analysis. 
Certain practical difficulties require that alternative resin, digitisation and 
analysis methods be developed for use in this project. In order to obtain suitable 
images, a variety of candidate substances will be compared in order to select one 
which fills and contrasts pore space in soil samples, with consideration to safety and 
cost. Prepared samples will then be photographed to provide a permanent record of 
the sample and an image that may be scanned and digitised. It is hoped that 
techniques such as, the use of lens filters while taking, and the use of high contrast 
paper during printing, the photographs will provide a simple and repeatable method 
of obtaining suitable images with a limited variation in contrast and thereby 
minimise errors due to sample preparation. 
It is proposed that a hand-held scanner, in conjunction with a PC type 
computer, shall be investigated as a suitable image capturing system. The 
commercial service for scanning 35 mm photographic negatives and storing the 
digital images on CD ROM will also be investigated. It is hoped that commercially 
available image analysis software will be obtained. As commercial image analysis 
software packages can cost in excess of £2000, it may prove necessary to develop 
some home-made software in order to minimise set-up costs. The use of a resin to 
highlight structural features in soil will be useful in making features visible that 
would not be seen under normal visual examination. 
It is proposed that laboratory-based gas diffusion and air permeability 
measurements be carried out, on soil packed into core rings, to provide an index of 
the sample's gas exchange capacity, the samples will then be impregnated with the 
chosen pore-space highlighter and an appropriate photograph obtained for automated 
image analysis. 
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Remoulded soils will be studied first as it should be possible to prepare the 
large number of similar samples which may be required. Compactive effort will be 
applied using an oedometer to apply uniaxial compression. Subsequent studies 
should include minimally disturbed core samples obtained from field experiments as 
natural structural features are likely to provide an interesting topic of study. 
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Experimental work 
8. Image analysis method as applied to soil core samples. 
The essential contents of this section and section 11 have been published. A 
reprint is in Appendix E. 
8.1. Introduction 
Measurements of gas movement, air permeability and gas diffusion are 
commonly used to provide information on the structural state of intact soil samples 
collected from field sites, and can also be of use with repacked or remoulded samples 
in laboratory studies. 
A major advantage of gas movement measurements is that they are non-
destructive so that samples may be subjected to various treatments, such as water-
release or uniaxial compaction, and then be re-tested in order to study the effects of 
the treatment on the structure of the sample (Ball and Robertson, 1994b). However, 
gas movement measurement techniques are carried out on a whole sample basis, with 
no information about the spatial variation and effect of individual pores or pore sizes 
within the sample. As minimally disturbed cores obtained from field sites may often 
contain at least two quite distinct layers, the most restrictive layer will determine the 
overall result by acting as a "choke". This layered effect may be observed in samples 
collected from the surface 5 cm of arable plots where the top 2 - 3 cm may consist of 
quite loose aggregated soil over a more tightly packed layer of finer material. 
Similarly, the layering can also be observed at depth, particularly at the plough layer. 
In order to study structural features and the mechanisms by which structural 
change may occur within a core, as identified by gas measurement techniques, it was 
decided to investigate the usefulness of applying image analysis techniques to soil 
samples. 
Image analysis techniques have already been successfully used to compare soil 
structural attributes under different tillage practices (Shipitalo and Protz, 1987, 
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Moran et al., 1988 and Cavanagh et al., 1991). Pagliai et al. (1983) used image 
analysis to highlight the differences between two tillage systems in viticulture, where 
a no-till treatment contained lower total porosity but with a higher proportion of 
pores in the 30 - 500 pm size range associated with fluid transmission in soils. Miller 
et al., (1998) compared long-term conventional tillage (CT) and a no-till (NT) 
treatment effects on the porosity of a clay loam. CT was found to provide more 500 - 
1000 pm pores than NT in the top 10 cm layer of soil while NT provided more 500 - 
1000 pm pores below this depth. As the 500 - 1000 pm pores are regarded as the 
most important size class for seedling root growth, CT provides a higher potential for 
seedling root growth in the surface layer while NT provides a higher potential for 
root growth in the sub-surface layer. This may allow NT plants an opportunity to 
compensate for the earlier restriction. 
Controlled traffic systems on a clay loam soil were compared by Douglas and 
Koppi (1997). A zero traffic treatment exhibited superior structural quality to that in 
a conventional traffic system and a traffic system using reduced ground pressure 
tyres. Although the severity of structural damage using conventional traffic was 
moderated by using the reduced ground pressure system, the areal extent of soil 
damage was greater under the reduced ground pressure system. In contrast, Bakker 
and Barker (1998) used image analysis to examine the pore space in the wheel tracks 
of a controlled traffic experiment and suggested that the benefits of controlled-traffic, 
in this particular case, were primarily related to minimising structural decline caused 
by cultivation rather than traffic. Image analysis has been used to evaluate soil 
compaction in grassland (Koppi et al., 1992), and soil structural improvements under 
different wheel-traffic systems on grassland (Douglas et al., 1998) where increases in 
the number and size of macropores were observed in previously compacted soil. This 
type of work could be significant as the application of organic waste to agricultural 
land increases. 
Methods of improving or repairing soil structure have used image analysis as a 
basis for determining success. Mando and Miedema (1997) studied the change in soil 
structure of a compact grain-structured soil with no functional voids and a crusted 
surface. The addition of mulch to encourage termite activity provided a chamber and 
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channel structure that contained some small aggregates and which had a surface that 
was perforated. Similarly Zund et al. (1997) examined the effects of the addition of 
earthworms on soil structural features which was correlated with other features such 
as cast production and reductions in dry bulk density and penetration resistance. 
As image analysis has been applied to such a wide range of soil structural 
studies, it was considered that image analysis applied to various surfaces cut through 
a sample would provide a more complete picture of soil structure as it may vary 
within a sample. Following on from the description of soil structural features is the 
interest in describing how these features may become altered, particularly as a result 
of compaction. 
In the past, image analysis has tended to involve the use of time-consuming 
procedures and expensive, dedicated equipment. The procedure outlined here is an 
attempt to minimise the time and costs involved, while providing a useful technique 
that may become more widely used. The use of image analysis should provide 
information relating changes in the structure of samples to gas transport 
measurements. 
In this study, image analysis involves a series of operations to obtain and 
analyse a digital representation of soil structure. The first step involves the addition 
of a resin which travels into the pore structures within soil and sets hard where it 
serves to stabilise the sample and highlight structural features. The sample can then 
be cut open at the desired depth or vertical plane. The exposed face is then captured 
as a digital representation of the image. This can be carried out directly on the 
sample, or on a photographic print of the sample, by using a video camera and a 
frame grabber board installed in a PC. A photograph of a sample may also be 
digitised, at much lower cost, by using a hand or desk-top scanner attached to a PC, 
or via Kodak's Photo-CD service and a PC equipped with a CD-ROM drive. The 
latter method, using the Kodak Photo-CD system, was chosen as the most 
straightforward method to obtain digital images that did not include the expense of a 
video camera and frame grabber board. Hand-held scanners are difficult to use with 
the precision that is required. Images are easily distorted as the scanner is passed over 
the photograph. Although desk-top scanners have reduced in price, it was considered 
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that the Kodak Photo-CD system was better in that digital images could then be 
stored without using up hard drive space. There is also the advantage that the same 
digital image is used on subsequent occasions which reduces the possibility of 
changes being brought about by either the way in which the scanner was used or the 
effect of ageing of the photographic print. 
8.2. Image pre-treatment 
Once a digital version of the image is obtained, it may be necessary to carry out 
some pre-processing to ensure that the features of interest are easily identified and 
quantified. This may be carried out using any one of several procedures, some of 
which are available on low-cost digital art software packages. Pre-processing 
procedures that may be applied to images can include a variety of filters which are 
used to enhance features present in the original image. The filters are used to carry 
out various transformations, including segmentation, noise filtering and erosion or 
dilation effects. The benefits of pre-processing are most apparent when used on 
images of known objects. The effects of pre-processing are more difficult to gauge on 
images which contain uncertain and highly variable features and so the use of filters 
is kept to a minimum. 
The segmentation of an image is the process whereby each pixel of the image is 
regarded as being a member of any one of two or more sets. In the simplest case here, 
it would be whether the pixel belonged to light-coloured resin-filled pore space or 
dark-coloured soil solid. In order to segment an image, one or more threshold values 
must be selected. The individual pixels are then classified in relation to the threshold 
values. In order to select threshold values, the luminosity or greyscale of each of the 
pixels is used to construct a histogram. An example of a histogram constructed from 
the greyscale values present in a digital image of a soil core is shown in Fig. 8.1. 
In images of resin-impregnated soil, the threshold value may be selected at the 
right-hand side of the main peak which represents the large number of dark-coloured 
soil solid pixels. Fine adjustment of the exact position of the threshold value can then 
carried out by comparison of the displayed image with the original sample or 
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photograph. The user must decide when an appropriate threshold value has 
adequately segmented the pore space from solid soil. 
Frequency 
Ic 
0 	 255 
Greyscale 
Fig. 8.1 An example histogram of greyscales in a soil image, and a marker at a 
threshold greyscale. 0 = black, 255 = white. 
There are more complicated methods which may be employed to segment 
images, but they require more processing time and would not be easy to implement 
in the line-by-line approach used in the image analysis programmes written for this 
study. Intervention by the user takes only a short time in comparison to the rest of the 
processing carried out by the computer. 
The segmentation and analysis is carried out using a custom-written 
programme, which allows the user to choose an appropriate area and analyse it. The 
analysis attempts to obtain the porosity, pore horizontal star length, solid horizontal 
star length, perimeter between pore and solid matrix, and total and individual pore 
area. There are other feature measurements that are quoted in literature, but these are 
often related to feature orientation, can require complex algorithms and result in 
heavy processing requirements. 
The complex interconnected organisation of soil pore space means that it is 
difficult to isolate, identify and classify features either automatically or manually. 
Thus, the method described by McBratney and Moran (1990) recognises and 
measures aspects of pore space that are important for crop growth. 
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8.3. Sample preparation 
8.3.1. Soil cores 
Standard 209 cm  core samples were used throughout the study. The core rings 
were made from seamless stainless steel tube, cut into 50 mm lengths. The tube is a 
standard imperial size with a nominal 3 inch (approx. 76 mm) outer diameter. The 
tube has an internal diameter of 73 mm and a wall thickness of 1.5 mm. One open 
end of the ring is chamfered to provide a cutting edge with the inside edge leading to 
minimise disturbance within the sample. The other open end of the sampling ring has 
a flat edge. A close fitting metal dolly may be positioned on the flat edge of the core 
to allow it to be pushed or, more usually, to allow the core ring to be hammered into 
the soil. The core ring is then dug out with excess soil at both open ends. The open 
ends are then trimmed and picked to provide flush faces that are not smeared. 
In order to estimate the variability of the method. 36 core samples were 
gathered from a depth of 5-10 cm in a reduced ground pressure plot in a controlled 
traffic grassland experiment at Glencorse Mains (Douglas and Crawford, 1998). The 
samples were taken as close together as was possible and each core sample was 
assigned a partner sample. The partner sample was used to obtain oven-dry soil 
weights which could not be obtained from cores which subsequently received resin 
applications. The pairs of samples were saturated and then placed on tension tables 
which were set to -1 kPa. 
On reaching equilibrium, air permeability was measured on the samples. This 
was found to be quite variable, as is often the case. In data published by Ball et al. 
(1994), large differences in mean air permeability values are recorded between three 
contrasting tillage treatments. However, there was no significant treatment effect 
because the values within each treatment varied. This occurred even though other 
measurements, including air-filled porosity and relative diffusivity, on the same 
samples exhibited a highly (P<0.01). and very highly (P<0.001) significant treatment 
effect, respectively. Air permeability measurements were carried out because it is a 
reasonably quick and easy test, and it was felt that it would give some indication of 
the structural variability of the samples. Gas diffusion tests would have taken too 
long to carry out. One of each pair of samples was oven-dried so that both air-filled 
and total porosity could be estimated gravimetrically. The other core was used for 
image analysis. 
Further batches of cores were drained to -6 kPa and to -100 kPa, and again half 
were oven-dried and half had resin applied to them for image analysis. The cores 
shrank during the drainage process highlighting the point that sample shrinkage can 
be a major problem with the water release method of determining soil pore size 
distribution. The cores at -1 kPa that had resin applied to them did not allow the resin 
to enter the pore space as it was water-filled. The cores that were drained to -100 kPa 
shrank so much that the resin travelled down the outside of the soil sample. Only the 
cores at -6 kPa allowed resin to travel into the pore space. This was seen from the 
way the applied resin travelled into the samples rather than ponding or travelling 
down the outside of the soil and emerging at the base of the sample. The matric 
potential of the soil water at field capacity is considered to be approximately -6 kPa 
in south-east Scotland (Duncan, 1979). 
8.3.2. Fastglas resin 
In order to obtain a suitable image for analysis it is necessary to highlight the 
features of interest. As soil is a dark 3-dimensional solid, pore space tends not to 
show up too well. In order to highlight the pore space and stabilise the sample, a 
resin is applied to the upper surface of the core sample. 
The resin used was selected from a few candidate products, including a fine 
casting resin, UV security ink and several commercial stonework sealers. Fastglas 
resin was chosen because it seemed to possess the best combination of features. The 
resin is a readily available commercial product (W. David & Sons Ltd., 
Wellingborough, Northants., England, NN8 2QP) for use in fibreglass repairs and 
moulding. It is a two-part epoxy polyester resin to which a diluent, acetone, and a 
UV fluorescent dye "Oracet yellow 8GF" (Ciba-Geigy Pigments. Clayton, 
Manchester. England. Ml I 4AR) are added. The addition of acetone in varvinc 
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proportions provides the resin with a range of viscosities to suit different samples. 
The resin sets at normal room temperature over a couple of days, even in the 
presence of moisture. In normal light, the dye confers a fairly opaque yellow finish to 
the resin, but under UV light the resin fluoresces bright yellow. The resin application 
then restricts any further alteration in soil structural features and provides a highly 
contrasting subject for image capture. 
8.3.3. Application of resin 
The core samples have a collar of tape placed around the surface to be 
impregnated, in most cases the upper surface. The tape collar allows the resin to be 
ponded on the surface in an attempt to ensure that all pore spaces are filled with the 
resin. It became clear that some pores, larger than approximately 3 mm in diameter, 
allow the resin to pass through without filling up the pore space. The pores that 
allowed the resin to flow through tended to be smooth straight channels that are 
likely to have been formed by earthworms. In these cases, although resin may adhere 
to the pore walls, it might complicate the image, by providing apparent islands of 
solid soil within pore space. In order to maximise the filling of pore space it is best to 
start with a dilute mixture of the resin, followed by one or more applications of 
thicker, less dilute mixtures. Thus, the dilute resin will travel into confined pore 
space more readily while the thicker mixture can fill up larger pore cavities. In 
addition to varying the concentration of diluent, the sample may be placed on a 
vacuum chamber to draw the resin through the sample under a low vacuum. While 
the use of vacuum impregnation may be required for soils with very fine pore 
systems, it should be remembered that this may cause changes within the sample by 
moving water within, and possibly drawing water out of, the sample. The use of 
vacuum impregnation on remoulded soil samples was not successful as some of the 
samples were not stable enough to withstand the pressures exerted. 
Full impregnation of the sample is not very likely. The resin mixture is 
hydrophobic and will not readily displace water in filled pore spaces. The resin will 
travel into and subsequently highlight the connected air-filled pore space which is 
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involved in gas exchange. The pore features that control water movement within the 
soil are also likely to affect the ingress of the resin. The advantages of this resin are 
that it is: likely to travel into pore space involved in gas exchange; readily available; 
reasonably cheap; not too hazardous; sets well; and it does not heat up; or shrink too 
much, during setting. The resin provides a high contrast image subject for image 
capture and analysis. 
8.3.4. Sample cutting 
The resin sets to form a reasonably strong but quite brittle substance. It is 
possible to cut through the sample with a hack-saw, but this tends to produce fine 
dust particles which cover the exposed surface. The dust from the resin acts as 
"noise" in the digital image in the form of many UV-fluorescent specks that could be 
counted as many small pores. It is preferable to cut the samples with a sharp knife. 
This works particularly well if this is done within about a week of applying the resin. 
The cut soil face should have any fragments removed before being photographed. 
The removal of air in the resin, under low vacuum, reduces the setting time of the 
resin but this could prove useful in some studies involving stable samples. The resin 
becomes stronger with time, so it is better to extrude and cut samples as soon as the 
resin has set. 
8.3.5. Illumination 
A long wavelength 'Black light' was used to illuminate the samples at the first 
attempts. This particular light is similar to a spotlamp and while it provides ample 
illumination for taking photographs, it suffers from a "Hot-Spot" effect surrounded 
by halos of decreasing illumination. The spotlamp must be positioned carefully to 
keep the hotspot to one side of the sample while maintaining enough illumination. 
[he use of a floodlight filter in place of the standard spotlight filter would be an 
improvement \ secc)ncl lamp if iriiular pover could he used to impru\ e the lihi 
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level and reduce shadows. Powerful UV lamps are quite expensive at around £100 
each. There were no funds available to obtain another lamp or a floodlight filter. 
A 5 ft (1.52 m) fluorescent type light tube with long wavelength characteristics 
was used successfully as it provided bright and reasonably even illumination of 
samples. The fluorescent tube light also has the advantage that it activates the 
fluorescence in the dye without being a UV source and removes one safety risk. This 
light source is not perfect however as the general increase in illumination reduces the 
overall contrast of the image and although the illumination looks even it proves to be 
a little uneven in digital images. The light tube was salvaged from an old "blue-
printer" and the resulting images have a strong blue colour cast. The result can be 
seen as an overall colour cast on the photograph, in this case the cast was blue and 
was strong enough to cause the yellow resin to appear blue. It is common practice to 
use coloured filters to correct the colour of light reaching the camera lens and in this 
case a satisfactory correction filter was found to be a 0.5 Yellow from a Ciba-Geigy 
Cibachrome filter set. 
In looking for alternative sources of UV illumination, small UV lamps, fitted 
with 4 in (10 cm) UV tubes were used to try to provide more even illumination. 
Battery operated lamps were tried but inexpensive mains operated units, which have 
recently become available, proved to be more convenient and to provide more stable 
illumination. These lamps are quite small, which means that they may be placed 
more precisely around the sample allowing adjustments to the illumination to be 
made. As an accurate light meter was not available, the only attempt to quantify the 
illumination was that the camera exposure meter regarded the exposure to be suitable 
for each sample. The variation in light from the fluorescing resin may cause slight 
variations in the exposure settings recommended by the camera and so each image 
used should be obtained using the same exposure settings. It became apparent that 
evenly illuminated images were easier to analyse than images obtained under higher 
light levels that were unevenly distributed as the contrast between the resin and the 
soil was similar across the whole image. A more rigorous segmentation method 
could alleviate the problem of uneven illumination. 
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While illumination under small UV tube lamps is more even, it would be better 
if brighter lamps could be obtained. It can be quite difficult to focus the camera 
accurately under low light situations. Photographic film is manufactured for use 
under a variety of lighting conditions, but the generally weak light provided by UV 
lamps is at the lower limits of the film's capabilities. The response of the film to light 
becomes non-linear. This is called reciprocity failure and may lead to difficulties in 
obtaining accurate and repeatable exposures. 
8.4. Image production 
8.4.1. Photographic methods 
Photographs of the samples were taken in an otherwise totally dark room, as 
the long exposures required would allow a significant amount of ambient light to fall 
on the film and reduce the contrast of the image. Under UV illumination, a blue filter 
on the camera lens helps to increase the contrast between the dark soil solids and the 
fluorescing resin. As it is the fluorescence of the resin that is of interest and not UV 
light itself, the use of a UV filter is also recommended. As photographic film is 
sensitive to UV light, particularly compared with the response of the human eye, the 
effects of filters and UV light are easily underestimated. A copy of a risk assessment 
form for working with the resin and UV light is in appendix F. 
Photographs were taken using two camera systems, the first a Pentax P-30 SLR 
fitted with a 28-80 mm zoom lens with macro focus feature, the second, a superior 
but more expensive set-up consisting of a Yashica FX3 super SLR fitted with a 55 
mm macro lens. The genuine macro lens provides closer focusing on the sample 
allowing a greater proportion of the film frame to be occupied by the sample area. 
The Yashica camera was used in preference to the other camera but either would 
produce acceptable images. A 'Jessops' filter holder with a screwthread attachment 
was used to hold 67 x 67 mm 'A' size filters for colour correction as noted above. 
Exposure times were estimated using a standard 18 % grey card which may be 
obtained from photographic suppliers. The card is printed in a shade of grey 
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equivalent to 18 %, where 0 % is black and 100 % is white. The purpose of the card 
is to obtain an exposure, under the specific lighting conditions, which has a range of 
tones from black to white. The card is positioned in place of the object to be 
photographed and the exposure set on the camera accordingly. The 18 % grey card is 
intended for use in more ordinary lighting conditions and so the exposure settings 
that the camera light meter recommended when presented with the card was verified 
by checking that suitable images were indeed obtained. 
Monochrome photographs were taken with a few different films. 'Agfa 
Ortholith' document copying film, was the first monochrome film considered, but it 
was found to be unsuitable. This type of film is used for obtaining very high contrast, 
black and white negatives and so was thought to be the ideal way to obtain images 
that were in effect already segmented. This was not the case however, because the 
film provides a very restricted range of tones and was so sensitive to variations in 
illumination across the sample that areas of resin-filled pore space and some brightly 
illuminated soil areas where recorded as being the same. After digitisation, there was 
no way to distinguish between pore space and brighter areas of the sample. Vermeul 
et al. (1993) used a similar high contrast photographic technique with two UV 
blacklight fluorescent tubes in an attempt to ensure even illumination across the 
whole sample to minimise this problem. 
'Ilford FP4 plus', rated at ISO 125 was found to be most suitable as it can 
provide detailed negatives with a wide range of tones and fine grain. This film also 
has the advantages of being cheap, readily available and may be processed fairly 
easily in a choice of developing solutions. 'Ilford Delta' is a fine grain film rated at 
ISO 100, but there was no obvious improvement in the images obtained. 'Ilford HP5 
Plus' rated at ISO 400 is a faster film and so needs slightly shorter exposure times, 
but there was a slight deterioration in image quality. The differences between the 
three 'Ilford' films are so small that any of the three could probably have been used 
successfully. 
Monochrome prints were prepared using Ilford Multigrade paper and developer 
and a set of 'Jessops' multigrade filters, to allow variations in contrast to be 
investigated. 'Ilford Ilfosol 1+9' was used to develop the 'Ilford' films. 'Jessops Stop 
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Bath' and 'Jessops Fixer' was used during both film and print processing. The 'Agfa 
Ortholith' film was developed using 'Agfa Rodinol 1+25'. Developing and printing 
monochrome films and prints is relatively straight-forward and so these were usually 
processed personally to ensure consistent treatment and to allow the variations 
available using multigrade paper to be investigated. An image that may be regarded 
as most suitable for image analysis should be highly contrasting and accurately 
focused. 
Colour print film and colour reversal slide film were also used at various stages 
with encouraging results. Colour print and slide films were processed commercially 
because of the difficulties in maintaining consistent results. Unlike monochrome, 
commercial colour processing is highly automated and quite uniform. The colour of 
the resin and of the soil are so different that segmenting the image into soil and resin 
portions should be very effective. Unfortunately this would involve even more 
complex computer manipulation. Colour images can be used after conversion to 
greyscale images on the basis of the intensity at each point in the image. This means 
that colour images collected and analysed as greyscale images have the possibility of 
using colour features in future analyses. 
It is important to note that the images for a set of samples should be more or 
less the same size and resolution to minimise inconsistencies between samples and 
maintain sample comparability and so the photographs should be taken in a uniform 
manner, i.e. with the same distance between the lens and the sample face. 
8.4.2. Image digitisation 
In order to be able to use a computer to analyse an image, the image must be 
digitised. Digitisation is a process where an image is broken down into a two-
dimensional array of points, and a value describing each point is stored. The 
descriptive value is usually associated with the brightness of each point, usually 
called greyscale, but can be a reference to a colour value or a simple binary, black 
and white representation. 
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Most systems have so far employed a video camera and frame grabber board, 
but these have tended to be expensive and have limited resolution. Video image 
capture equipment can cost several thousand pounds and is often limited to 512 by 
512, or 1024 by 1024 pixel images. A certain amount of expertise is required to 
install such a system while the alternative methods described below are intended for 
wide-spread commercial sale and are less likely to cause problems for the 
inexperienced computer user. The alternative digitising methods considered were two 
fairly recent innovations in PC peripheral equipment, the scanner and CD-ROM. 
During the course of this study the price and specification of many PCs and PC-
related items have changed, some quite dramatically. 
8.4.2.1. Scanner 
The scanner is a hand-held device which is connected to a PC via an expansion 
card. The scanner has an array of closed-coupled devices (CCDs) which act as its 
eyes. A light source in the scanner illuminates the source image, and the CCDs 
respond to the reflected light from the image. A white area will reflect more light 
than a black area and the CCDs will provide a digital representation of this difference 
in brightness. Software supplied with the scanner and running under Microsoft 
Windows 3.1 reads the image scanned in and can store the image to a file on the 
computer's hard disk. It is claimed that the scanner is sensitive to 256 shades of grey 
up to a resolution of 400 dots per inch (dpi) while above this resolution the tone 
response is limited to two, black or white. 
The scanner is moved over a print and the accompanying software captures the 
image. This relatively inexpensive piece of equipment can provide a quite acceptable 
computer copy of the original image as far as a casual observer would be concerned. 
However, it is very difficult to obtain an absolutely linear scan of an image, even 
with the scanner running alongside a guide. The problem of obtaining a highly 
accurate image limits the use of the equipment to problems which need only low 
resolution solutions. The scanned images can take up a lot of disk space, both during 
scanning and for storage, which until very recently has been expensive. 
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The print to be scanned must be enlarged enough to provide the resolution 
required, while not affecting the image quality through emphasising grain in the 
negative. Desk-top scanners are more suitable for digitising photographic images as 
the scanner is moved across the photograph more precisely by the machine. They are 
unfortunately more expensive than hand scanners and this procedure could involve 
the expense of obtaining larger prints than are issued as standard. 
8.4.2.2. Photo-CD 
Photo-CD is a recent innovation from Kodak and is simply an automated 
scanning service carried out on negatives or slides. While the image being scanned is 
much smaller, the equipment used ensures that sufficient resolution is achievable 
from this system. Scanned images are stored in a highly compressed read-only image 
file format on a Compact Disk (CD-ROM). The image file contains five versions of 
the image stored at a range of resolutions. In order to access the images they are 
converted, using one of several digital imaging software packages, into a simpler 
uncompressed file format. The image sizes and resulting file sizes are shown in Table 
8.1. The actual resolution of the images depends on how the photograph was taken. 
Table 8.1 Image resolution in pixels and file size for an uncompressed, 8 bit, 







128 192 25,640 
256 384 99,368 
512 768 394,280 
1,024 1,536 1,573,928 
2,048 3,072 6,292,520 
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The five versions of each image are stored in full 24 bit colour which can 
provide over 16.7 million colours and retains the photographic quality of the images. 
A "Pro Photo-CD" service can provide an even greater resolution of 4096 x 6144 
pixels and slide or negative formats larger than 35 mm can be used, but this service is 
very expensive at a cost of about £7 per image compared to the standard service 
which costs about £0.60 per image (Noonan, 1994). 
Suitable CD-ROM readers are available for PCs at a cost ranging from under 
£50, and are reasonably easy to install. Many new PCs are now sold with a CD drive 
as standard, or at least as an option. Once installed in a PC and with the 
accompanying driver software the CD-ROM may be viewed as a very high capacity, 
read-only, floppy drive unit. 
A small piece of software is required to read the image from the CD-ROM into 
the computer, where it is stored temporarily on the hard disk. The software used to 
retrieve images from the Photo-CD is called Graphic Workshop for Windows 
(Version 1.1 p), but there are several other low cost packages that can be used for this 
and other image manipulation. PaintShop Pro (Version 3.11) is another example of 
low cost software that can retrieve images from Photo-CD and carry out some simple 
pre-processing as well. 
The two software packages mentioned are "Shareware" titles, which means that 
they are readily available for trial before purchase and tend to be reasonably priced. 
During retrieval, the image file format is transformed into a more common and 
uncompressed image file format called a Device Independent Bitmap (DIB). The 
DIB file format can be accessed by most image handling software, particularly 
software that claims to support the ubiquitous Microsoft Windows Bitmaps (BMP) 
which differs only in that compression methods may be employed to save storage 
space. In this case however, images are stored using up to 256 shades of grey, 
between black at 0 and white at 255. 
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8.5. Image manipulation 
At the start of this project, the range of commercially available image analysis 
software for PCs was limited and expensive. There are some image analysis 
packages, such as Khoros (University of New Mexico, USA) or IRAF (National 
Optical Astronomy Observatories,USA), that are available for free download from 
sites on the internet but they work under a UNIX operating system. While there are 
several UNIX-like operating systems available for the PC, it is not the operating 
system of choice on the vast majority of PCs. There was no funding available to 
purchase commercial software that would operate on a MS-DOS/MS-Windows based 
PC, and such software would only operate on, what were at the time, very high 
specification PCs. 
It was decided that a low-cost digital image processing package such as 
PaintShop Pro (version 3.11) could be used for manipulating images by applying 
filters to images to provide cropping, noise reduction or even segmentation. 
Many older image analysis systems were based on the video camera and frame-
grabber card combination and this had resulted in limited image resolution being 
available and software did not need to be able to handle large high-resolution images. 
This, and the fact that many of the then current systems were either dedicated image 
analysers such as the Quantimet systems or based on other platforms such as Apple 
Macintosh computers or Sun microcomputers, led to the decision to attempt to write 
a program for the PC platform that could handle large high-resolution images. A 
listing of the programs used to analyse images is given in Appendix A 
(PORMETER) and a modified version (PORSLICE). The modifications included 
within the PORSLICE version of the program were (i) to ignore the sample 
background and (ii) to mark pores either as edge-connected or isolated. The programs 
used in this study were based on a Tiff file reader and viewer written by J. K. 
Henshall (Personal communication, 1993). A Tiff file is another image file format 
that was originally selected as a well- documented, standardised format. The fact that 
this supposedly standard format appeared in many slight variations and the almost 
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universal acceptance of the DIB/BMP format made the change in image file format 
sensible. 
The fact that high-resolution images were available through both the scanning 
of enlarged photographs and the Photo-CD service meant that many images were of 
greater resolution than the computer screen could display. The program displays a 
compressed view of the whole image, and allows the user to select a rectangular area 
of interest. This selected area is then displayed as large as possible in the main 
screen. 
A greyscale histogram is then constructed using the value stored for each pixel 
of the selected area and presented in order to help the user choose a suitable 
threshold. The threshold is the level of grey, or brightness above which pixels are 
regarded as being resin-filled pore space, and below which, pixels are regarded as 
being solid soil. A set of images obtained under the same conditions may be expected 
to produce similarly shaped greyscale histograms. 
No other pre-processing is employed at this time because its effects on the 
image may not be desirable. As the structure of the sample is not known, the effects 
of pre-processing are difficult to gauge. However, some simplification of images will 
almost certainly be required for regular use. The threshold is applied to the displayed 
image by showing areas regarded as resin-filled pore space in a colour, rather than 
greyscales. The user then compares the highlighted pore-space on the screen image 
with the original image. If the pore space indicated does not appear to match then 
another threshold value may be selected and applied to the screen image. This 
process is repeated until the user is satisfied that the pore spaces indicated by the two 
images match. In the interests of reducing operator bias, this procedure should be 
carried out on a selection of images obtained in any one session and an average value 
applied to all of the images from that session. If all of the processes are carried out in 
exactly the same manner every time, an appropriate overall value may become 
obvious. Once a suitable threshold has been selected the image is segmented. 
Segmentation of the image may be carried out to simplify subsequent procedures, 
and is the process of producing a binary version of the sample image by noting pixels 
with values below the threshold as black (or 0) and pixels with values above the 
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threshold as white (or 1). Segmentation may thus provide a smaller file to work with 
and the binary values simplify testing individual pixel values as they do not need to 
be compared to stored values at every comparison in the analysis. The analysis of the 
segmented image is the next step. The programme is summarised in the control 
flowchart in Fig. 8.2. The analysis program is set-up to work on a PC with a 1 
megabyte (Mb) video card and an SVGA monitor to allow display of the image at 
high resolution and with 256 colours or shades of grey. The analysis programs run in 
a DOS environment and, although this can be done through MS windows, they do 
not use extended or expanded PC memory. The scanner and some inexpensive art 
packages run in a Microsoft Windows environment and this requires a 386 processor 
with at least 4 Mb ram. Faster processors and more ram will reduce processing time 
when handling large graphics files. 
8.6. Image analysis 
The analysis of an image involves testing the value stored for each pixel 
against declared values and/or against the values stored in neighbouring pixels or sets 
of pixels. The easiest way to deal with the image data is to consider the image as a 
two-dimensional grid made up from Os and Is. The grid, which is as wide and as long 
as the image, can then be analysed one line at a time. This is also a practical approach 
as the file information is stored in lines and is thus easily accessible while vertical or 
diagonal lines would require pieces of information to be read from all over the image 
file. As disk access to read image files is one of the slowest tasks involved here, it is 
better to minimise the number of disk access occasions. 
The analyses that are implemented in this program include the four structural 
features proposed by Moran et al., (1989a). In order to obtain the porosity of the 
sample, the number of pixels in each scan-line of a segmented image that have the 
value of 1 are counted. These values for each image line can then be used to produce 
a porosity profile of the sample representing the inter-connected, air-filled porosity, 
or added to obtain the total porosity of the selected image. 
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Pore horizontal star length is the expected continuous length of pore areas in 
either direction from any random point on each scan-line. Solid horizontal star length 
is the expected length of consecutive runs of solid pixels. Pore and solid horizontal 
star length values are related but not complementary. 
The perimeter between pore and soil is obtained by comparing each pixel value 
with those of the pixels which are (a) one pixel to the right and (b) one to the right 
and on the line above. The number of differences counted will provide the number or 
length of pore perimeter at that line of the image. Examining pixels to just one side 
avoids counting the same perimeter twice. The sum of the distances between the mid-
points of contrasting pixels on any one scan-line provides the perimeter length. The 
soil structure is assumed to be isotropic and so the perimeter represents one edge of 
an area one pixel deep. The area of the soil-pore interface is thus derived from a 
volume that is equivalent to one scan-line of pixels that is also one pixel deep. This 
method uses the test lines described to infer a three-dimensional property, that is the 
surface area of the pore-soil interface in an assumed volume, from a two-dimensional 
image. 
Individual pore areas may be obtained by associating pore pixels together on 
the same image line and then subsequently on neighbouring lines. This process may 
be inaccurate because pores may have complex convoluted shapes. The scale of the 
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Fig. 8.2. Control flowchart for the analysis program. 
8.7. Example results 
Fig. 8.3. contains typical examples of binary images from cylindrical soil 
cores from each of three treatments in a field experiment involving various traffic 
regimes. Fig. 8.3a is an image from a zero traffic treatment (ZT) and it can be seen 
that the resin has travelled throughout the soil core with only a few areas not reached. 
Fig. 8.3b is from a lightly compacted treatment (LT) and the resin is seen to have 
reached much less of the core with some areas exhibiting no penetrable pore space. 
Fig. 8.3c is from a heavily compacted treatment (HT) and shows little penetrable 
pore space below the uppermost part of the sample. There are very few of the finer 
pores exhibited by the ZT and LT treatments and this is likely to be caused by the 
finer pores being less well connected or, more likely, to contain enough water to stop 
the progress of the resin. 
The area of each sample is 770 pixels deep by 1200 pixels wide. Each pixel 
is equivalent to an area of 423 .tm square and each sample is approximately 32.6 mm 
deep by 50.8 mm wide. 
The results of analysing these specific images are shown in Figs. 8.4 to 8.7, 
with the results for one property graphed in each. Fig. 8.4 shows a graph of the 
porosity in each image, as a volume percentage. This represents the inter-connected, 
air-filled porosity in each of the three treatments. Fig. 8.5 is a graph of the soil pore 
surface area per unit volume and would be of particular interest in studies concerned 
with gas exchange. The surface area of pores is derived by counting the number of 
times a pore and a non-pore pixel are situated next to each other in each scan-line. 
Each occasion that this occurs is equivalent to a part of the perimeter of a pore, the 
length of perimeter being dependant on the scale of the pixel size used. It is assumed 
that any such perimeter is also one pixel deep and thus each length of perimeter now 
represents an area equivalent to one pixel squared. This area occurs within one pixel 
cubed and represents the surface area per unit volume. Changes from pore-pixel to 
non-pore pixel are only noted when they occur to the right of each target pixel to 
ensure that any perimeter is included only once. Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 are graphs of pore 
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horizontal star length and solid horizontal star length respectively and these represent 
the average horizontal width of pore and solid areas on each scan line. 
8.8. Discussion 
The treatment effect on soil porosity is clearly evident in the binary images in 
Fig. 8.3. It should be noted that the faces shown in Fig. 8.3 are typical of the faces 
obtained and that the pore structure may vary even within the cores from which the 
faces in Fig. 8.3 were produced. 
The results of the analyses of the images in Fig. 8.3, shown as graphs in 
Figs. 8.4 to 8.7, verify the initial indication of treatment effects observed in Fig. 8.3. 
ZT generally exhibits the highest pore volume throughout the depth of the sample 
while the two compaction treatments are generally less porous with the heavy 
compaction treatment (HT) porosity fairly well limited to the uppermost surface of 
the sample. Fig. 8.5 provides an indication of the surface area of the pores and again 
the results show that the pores in ZT provide a greater surface for gas exchange or 
other chemical or biological activities than either of the two compaction treatments. 
Fig. 8.6 describes the variation in horizontal pore star length down the 
samples faces. Pore star length does not directly represent pore size. It provides an 
indication of how this varies with depth and between treatments. The HT treatment 
contains many scan-lines with either only one or no pixels at all marked as pore 
space. Similarly Fig. 8.7 shows that, in many cases, the individual scan-lines of the 
HT image consist of solid soil as denoted by the solid horizontal star length being 
equal to the sample width. Both ZT and LT exhibit a variable pore horizontal star 
length (Fig. 8.6) throughout the samples while Fig. 8.7 shows a steadily increasing 
solid star length for the LT treatment. This suggests that the pores present in the ZT 
treatment are smaller at depth while the pores present in the LT treatment vary less in 
size but are positioned closer together at depth. The small but distinct increase in 
solid star length (Fig. 8.7) in the ZT treatment at about 31 mm depth may emphasise 
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Fig. 8.3. Binary images from three traffic treatments. Black areas represent 
pores. (a) Zero traffic (ZT). (b) Light compaction (LT). (c) Heavy compaction 
(HT). Each image is a vertical face covering a region approximately 15 to 47 
mm depth below the original soil surface. 
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Figure 8.4. Porosity shown as a percentage of volume. 
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Figure 8.5. Surface area of pore space per unit volume. 
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Figure 87. Solid star length, mm 
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It should be noted that Figs 8.3 to 8.7 describe the variation in specific 
properties observed on two-dimensional faces and as such can only provide 
information on how the properties vary across the chosen sample face. 
8.9. Conclusions 
A method to obtain and store detailed digital images of soil with highlighted 
structural features has been described. While the principle of the method is not 
revolutionary, it makes use of cheap and readily available products and services, 
and equipment that is likely to be available in soils laboratories. This method 
provides access to the increasingly popular research technique of image analysis at 
much reduced cost. 
Having obtained images suitable for analysis the method provides information 





9. Some structural features highlighted by the application of resin and their 
implications. 
While looking for an appropriate resin to use, several soil structural features 
became apparent that were more striking than had been expected. These were that 
voids in soil were observed at the outer cylindrical surface of the core samples and 
also at stone surfaces within the soil. 
9.1. Resin at soil sample - sample ring face 
This study was concerned primarily with the structure and subsequent 
changes to the structure within soil core samples. The technique of sampling soil 
with minimal disruption using core rings is used commonly as a means to obtain 
defined samples for use in subsequent measurements carried out on the soil held 
within the sample ring. In some initial samples it became clear that the resin was able 
to travel down the outside edge of the soil sample, at the inner surface of the core 
sample ring. While this in itself is not too surprising, the extent to which this can 
occur is quite worrying in that it highlights the extent to which this may adversely 
affect gas or fluid transport measurements made on the core samples. 
Fig. 9.1a shows a resin-impregnated core sample after removal from the 
sample ring. The resin is seen to have travelled down the outer edge of the sample at 
various places. At one point the resin travels down the path of a plant root which has 
grown down the outer edge of the sample as the easiest route within a confined 
volume after the sample was placed into a refrigerator for temporary storage as is 
regularly required. At other places the resin has travelled into the upper surface of the 
sample and found its way to the outer edge. Fig. 9. lb shows a core sample after being 
removed from the sample ring and the voids at the outer edge of the sample are 
evident. Gas used in transport measurements would also use these routes, thus 
bypassing possible restricting structures within the body of the samples. Fig. 9.2 is a 
horizontal slice prepared at a depth of 4 cm below the surface to which resin was 
applied. The resin coating surrounds about 80 % of the sample perimeter. As the 
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resin is fluorescent under UV light there may be some exaggeration of the width of 
resin at the outer edge due to a halo effect which is picked up by the photographic 
film in what is otherwise a dark subject. This may be made worse at the side of the 
core as the exposed resin on the cylindrical surface below the cut face may add to the 
fluorescent halo. This halo effect could be reduced by photographing the soil while it 
is held in the sampling ring, or wrapping the sample in tape after it has been removed 
from the sampling ring. 
The extent to which resin manages to travel down the edge of core samples 
depends on the state of the soil when the sample was obtained or prepared. Thus a 
soil sample comprised of repacked aggregates will tend to exhibit quite large 
amounts of resin on the cylindrical surface of the soil core, while a minimally 
disturbed sample obtained from a moist, finely structured soil would be expected to 
show less evidence of resin reaching or travelling on the cylindrical surface. 
It is important to collect core samples from field sites at appropriate times, 
that is, when the soil is near to field capacity and the outer edge of the sample is more 
likely to be cut by the sampling ring rather than shearing or displacing aggregates 
and leaving a coarse surface. Care should be taken to ensure that no pathways are 
created during sampling by, for example, trapping plant parts at the outer edge of the 
soil core. It should also be noted that when core samples are used in moisture release 
studies that the soil within the core ring can, and often does, reduce in volume during 
the removal of water. The gaps at the outer edge of the soil cores would be regarded 
as soil pore space, thus increasing the pore volume at undetermined equivalent pore 
diameters. Similarly these gaps may bias transport measurements made on the core. 
Gas transport measurements are likely to be very sensitive to the presence of such 
pathways, even though it is usual in these procedures to try to seal the sample edge. 
In general terms, this effect means that it is preferable to use sample rings of as large 
a diameter as practical in order to minimise the effect of the edges and perhaps 
maximise relative treatment differences (Ball & Robertson, 1994a). 
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Fig. 9.1 Two core samples that have been extruded from the sampling rings. (a) 
was extruded after the addition of resin. The resin has travelled down the 
outside edge of the core at many locations, including alongside a plant root that 
also managed to travel down the outer edge of the core sample and alongside a 
piece of straw. (b) is a core extruded without the addition of resin and exhibits 
voids at the outer surface. 
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Fig. 9.2 A horizontal slice view at 4 cm below the upper surface to which resin 
was applied. The pore space is highlighted in yellow, much of which appears at 
the outer edge of the sample. 
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When cores are collected from, for example, various tillage treatments within 
a field experiment it is likely that the treatments will cause some differences in the 
magnitude of the gaps at the cylindrical surfaces of cores. This will affect the results 
of any measurements made on the core samples, as an artefact of sampling the 
various treatments in the same manner. It is worth noting, that in many cases, core 
samples represent the most practical and available method to obtain information 
about the physical properties of soils, particularly if the cores are collected with care. 
Rather than just noting the occurrence of resin at the cylindrical surface of 
core samples, it was decided to use image analysis to provide an estimate of the 
extent of this feature in terms of area and shape on horizontal slices of core samples. 
The image analysis program described in section 8 was used as a basis for a program 
that would allow an image to be partitioned into four classes. Images of circular, 
horizontal faces of core samples are segmented into four classes (i) solid soil, (ii) 
isolated resin-filled pore space that is not connected to resin at the cylindrical surface 
of the sample, (iii) resin-filled pore space that is at the cylindrical surface of the 
sample or that is connected to resin on that surface, and (iv) the background area 
against which the sample is positioned. The program can estimate only the amount of 
edge porosity at the depth of the sample image and can give no indication of how this 
may be connected with edge pore space at other depths. The number of resin-filled 
pore pixels within the sample are counted, as are the edge pixels. The number of 
solid soil pixels and the two pore classes provide the total sample area in pixels and 
can provide estimates of the proportions of each. The SCANPORE re-connection 
macro can evaluate individual pore sizes (in pixel area) and shape factors. Fig. 9.3 
shows a horizontal slice view of a sample image that has been classified to show 
isolated and edge related pore space. The relative proportions of the isolated and edge 
related porosity and solid soil are shown in Fig. 9.4. The proportion of pore space 
that is associated with the edge of the core may be as much as 80% of the pore space 
at that depth. While this does not necessarily mean that 80% of gas movement occurs 
at the sample edge, it must surely have a dramatic effect on the results obtained. The 
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Fig. 9.3. A horizontal core slice image that has been classified as having isolated 






Fig. 9.4. Proportions of isolated and sample edge-connected porosity and solid 
soil from Fig. 9.3. 
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gaps and as such, comparison between treatments sampled at the same time is still 
likely to provide important information. 
9.2. Resin at soil - stone interfaces 
On inspecting prepared sample faces, it was observed that there were often 
signs that the resin had travelled to and around stones within the sample. The resin at 
the stone/soil interface was seen as both a full covering and as quite intricate finger-
like patterns. When stones were picked out the resin tended to adhere to the soil. An 
example image showing this effect is in Fig. 9.5. This photograph was taken of soil 
that had been impregnated in-situ with the resin. 
The occurrence of this feature should, perhaps, come as no surprise as stones 
are commonly regarded as beneficial to the drainage qualities of soil. The appearance 
of the resin supports the theory that differential drying causes the creation of gaps 
around stones or any other solid non-soil objects and plant roots (Fig. 9.5 at A). The 
gaps at stone-soil interfaces may start as complex branched finger-like pathways, but 
may also form rather larger open pore space as is shown in Fig. 9.5 at B and C, 
respectively. 
The significance of this pore space, particularly in soils containing many 
stones, is that it may provide relatively unrestricted pathways for the transport of 
liquids and/or gases within the soil. Thus, a particularly stony soil may behave quite 
differently from a similarly-textured soil with a lower stone content. Another 
important point is that these structural features are likely to change in response to the 
changing soil water content, thus emphasising the dynamic nature of soil structure, 
and limiting description to distinct points during the changes. In considering soil core 
samples, the effect of the inclusion of only one or two stones within a sample, may 
bias the overall transport capabilities of the sample. This effect is likely to be 
important in sensitive measurements such as gas diffusivity. The effect of stones in 
amples undergoing water-release characterisation may be quite serious, particularly 
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Fig. 9.5. An image of a sample broken open after the application of resin to 
illustrate the appearance of resin at stone-soil interfaces. 
A = plant roots coated in resin, 
B = fine finger-like pattern highlighted by the ingress of resin and 
C = an area coated with resin. 
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It is considered beneficial that plant seeds should be held in close contact 
with soil to provide a route through which soil water and nutrients can enter the seed. 
Brown et al (1996) cite several authors who ascribe poor germination to inadequate 
contact. It is likely that seed-soil contact is also a dynamic characteristic and that 
some benefit may be gained by allowing excess water to drain away from the seed. 
As seed-soil contact is a three-dimensional characteristic it would prove difficult to 
estimate using two-dimensional images. Images containing seeds would be very 
difficult to describe as it would be necessary to know the orientation and relative 
position of the seed at the point where the prepared sample face cuts through the 
seed. Seed shape and/or orientation could provide misleading images containing 
distorted views. Flattened or elongated seeds would give rise to less distorted side-on 
views than spherical seeds. Likewise if resin found its way between plant roots and-
soil some correction would be required to characterise the pore structure that would 
resemble a hollow near-cylindrical shape. If an image contained a plant root coated 
with resin, it is likely that unless the root was perpendicular to the sample face, the 
resulting resin highlight would appear oval rather than circular as would be expected. 
Plant roots stained with resin could be classified and analysed using colour 
difference, as fresh roots tend to fluoresce light blue under ultra-violet light while the 
resin fluoresces yellow. In any case care should be taken to avoid orientation-
dependent results. 
9.3. Conclusions 
Some interesting features of soil structure are highlighted that are not 
normally visible. The appearance of resin around stones within samples, indicates 
that stones may play a part in gas exchange, perhaps as they are moved within the 
soil. The frequent occurrence of resin at core edges highlights the problem of sample 
shrinkage that could lead to errors in pore size distribution as determined using water 
release techniques. 
The two effects highlighted here are similar but unrelated. The resin at the 
outer edge of the sample is an artefact of the sampling method and may be reduced 
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by carefully collecting samples under the most appropriate conditions. The effect 
may be reduced by the addition of a sealing compound at the inner surface of the 
sample ring before sampling. The addition of a very fine smear of grease will, in 
many cases provide a reasonable seal over most of the side wall surface. However, 
the resin at stones, seeds and plant roots is, most often, an effect of the current state 
of the soil structure. While analysis of such features may be difficult to automate, it 
would be interesting and potentially useful to try to evaluate these features. It is 
likely that such areas of porosity will have to be regarded in the same way as other 
pore space, that is as if it were all on the same plane as the cut sample face. This 
would lead to errors in estimation of the area size and shape of the void. 
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10. The effect of uniaxial compaction on soil core samples 
10.1. Soil in uncompacted state. 
Soil aggregates were selected as the most straightforward means to obtain a 
repeatable starting point from which to compact soil. A Winton series top soil was 
sieved while moist, to remove stones and coarse organic matter. The aggregates 
passing a 5 mm sieve mesh were then packed into standard core sampling rings to a 
reasonably uniform dry bulk density of 0.96 ± 0.0083 g cm 3 . A set of these samples 
was subjected to increasing compaction using an oedometer. Each sample, including 
an uncompacted control, had air permeability measurements made on it and resin was 
then applied in order to obtain images of the resulting structures. Two more sets of 
samples were treated in the same manner except that gas diffusivity measurements 
were also made after compaction. 
It was considered likely that the application of a vacuum to the lower surface 
of the core sample would draw the resin through the sample, thereby illustrating the 
structure within a larger proportion of the sample. However the low vacuum applied 
was difficult to monitor and control with the equipment available. The uncompacted 
control sample was disrupted when even a very low suction was applied and it was 
apparent that the more compact samples would require a greater suction to achieve 
the same impregnation of resin. The use of a vacuum on samples would also be likely 
to alter or remove water films in pores, causing changes to the effective pore 
structure between the gas movement measurements and subsequent resin 
impregnation. It is conceded that gas movement measurements, particularly air 
permeability, may already have such an effect, but this is likely to be very small in 
comparison to the effect of the vacuum. Thus, for the upper parts of the sample, the 
gas movement measurements and the resin impregnation should use the same 
pathways. Deeper in the sample, the issue is less clear as the progress of the resin is 
quickly attenuated by the fine structure of the pore network. The structural 
restrictions will have an exaggerated effect on the resin impregnation in comparison 
to gas movement. The ingress of resin is also restricted by the presence of water so 
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that even pathways that are not completely water-filled are likely to restrict the 
progress of resin. Although a vacuum was applied to this set of samples it seems 
likely that the effect of the vacuum is unpredictable and should not be used on future 
samples. 
A core sample that had been subjected to the vacuum but without the addition 
of resin was sliced into five sections of about 10 mm deep. The gravimetric water 
content of each of the sections was determined and they were found to be very 
similar at 31.3 ± 0.2%. This suggests that either the vacuum was kept weak enough 
not to have moved substantial amounts of water, or that the effect of the vacuum is 
quite different without the resin plug at the upper surface. 
Fig. 10.1a illustrates the open arrangement of the repacked aggregates. The 
aggregates in these samples were very gently compressed in order to produce a stable 
starting condition, i.e. the soil aggregates were packed with the minimum force 
required to ensure that the sample remained intact during gas transport measurements 
and the subsequent application of resin. The complex arrangement of continuous 
pore space highlighted by the presence of the resin is of course artificial and unlikely 
to occur in soil under natural circumstances. The general appearance and distribution 
of the pore space is more like a magnified view of soil comprising mainly coarse 
sand or some other simple structural arrangement. The fact that samples such as these 
will not compact in the same manner as a structured field soil is conceded but the soil 
aggregates can demonstrate the effects of compaction on a simple structural 
arrangement of similar basic material. 
The complex structure highlighted by the resin shows packing voids, that is 
pore space between aggregates. Packing voids may also be seen to exist between 
individual grains or peds in undisturbed soils. Packing voids provide irregular shapes 
in both 3-D and 2-D that are highly interconnected in 3-D and can also be seen in 2-
D (Ringrose-Voase, 1991). Although it is not possible to tell from a single 2-D 
image, discreet poroids in images such as these could represent pores that may be 
called vughs. A vugh is the term applied to a pore space that is formed by the 
disconnection of packing pores, either by settling, or as in this case, compaction 
(Ringrose-Voase and Bullock, 1984) and also by extensive faunal activity (Brewer, 
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1964). Vughs tend to have an irregular but discrete geometry in 2-D. The major 
difference between vughs and packing pores is of connectivity as otherwise they may 
have the same form. 
As has been noted previously, resin travels down the outer surface of the soil 
core, within the sample ring. While this is less evident in samples that have been 
compacted within the sample ring, it occurs when resin travels down the pore space 
that is produced at the surface of the sample ring and as such could be termed 
packing pore space. However, in terms of gas transport, the effect of this pore space 
is likely to be similar to that of a fissure as may be produced naturally by shrink-
swell processes. 
10.2. Soil after uniaxial compaction 
In uniaxial compaction, an oedometer is used to apply a load to the upper 
surface of the sample which is confined within a stainless steel ring and in this case 
the standard core sampling rings are used. As the stress is applied, no account is 
taken of how much influence the confining ring may have on the soil. As lateral 
movement of soil aggregates is restricted, the stress is assumed to have been applied 
equally over the cross-sectional area of the sample. Figs. 10.1b, c, d and e illustrate 
the effect of progressively greater stresses on the arrangement of the repacked 
aggregate core samples as highlighted by the resin. The stresses applied were 78, 
155, 233 and 311 kPa and were achieved by loading weights on to the oedometer 
lever arm. The most striking feature of this series of images is that the progress of the 
resin is clearly seen to be restricted according to the increased stress applied. There is 
a distinct cut-off where the resin stops travelling down the 1 55, 233 and 311 kPa 
samples. The width of the resin tracks and the overall distribution are also reduced 
with increasing stresses. The pore spaces present within the prepared samples were 
reduced by the application of the stress. This occurs by the reduction in size of the 
packing pores which were produced in the initial preparation stage, whereby the 
aggregates are driven closer together. In most cases the aggregates were deformed or 
broken and this will allow the aggregates or their constituent parts to be packed 
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closer together. The remaining pore space is between the more resilient soil 
aggregates which are only deformed and moved to alter the packing pore space. 
Some of the pore space is likely to have changed classes from packing pores to vughs 
during compaction. These changes are likely to be apparent in 2-D images as a 
reduction in the size and complexity of the poroids. Additionally, a reduction in the 
number of marked discrete poroids is exhibited. It is interesting that the lowest stress 
of 78 kPa caused an increase in the number of discrete poroids. There were fewer of 
the large poroids in the control sample and the larger number of smaller poroids is 
likely to have been brought about by the closer packing of the aggregates after the 
stress had been applied. 
The distinct cut-off that the resin exhibits in response to the higher stresses 
represents the depth at which the now altered pore space restricts the progress of the 
resin. This may occur because the resin is displacing water from the pore space 
higher up, particularly as a low vacuum was applied at the lower surface, and the 
displaced water may have caused an obstruction because it could not travel down 
through the pore space quickly enough. Such a layer of water would encourage the 
curing of the resin as it is likely to enhance the removal of the acetone solvent from 
the resin mix and those areas of the sample might become depleted of air and this 
also promotes curing of the resin. 
Fig 10.1 f is the air-filled porosity of the samples pictured in Fig. 10.1 a to e, 
plotted against the stress applied. The air-filled porosity decreased rapidly under 
greater applied stresses. 
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Fig. 10.1 a - e. Binary images obtained from a set of core samples subjected to 
increasing stresses in an oedometer. Black represents resin-filled pore space. 
White represents solid soil. Each image is 1475 x 1000 pixels and is equal to an 
area of 44.15mm x 29.93 mm. f is a graph showing the reduction in air-filled 
porosity under the incresing stresses. 
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Progress of the resin is limited by even small stresses and at higher stresses 
the resin is stopped from travelling into the sample almost completely. This means 
that the amount of air-filled pore space connected to the upper surface is quickly 
reduced. In this case, some of the previously active air-filled pore space will be, at 
least partly, filled with the water that is forced from pore space that had been 
destroyed during compression. 
There is the possibility that the severity of the restriction may also be partly 
due to the upper surface having been the site of the application of the stress so 
causing an increased localised reduction in pores. The distribution of stress decreases 
with depth from the point of application. Aggregates at the uppermost surface will be 
positioned between the porous stone loading plate and the soil aggregates below. It is 
possible that these aggregates will be distorted unevenly by the application of stress 
to the uppermost areas of the aggregates. Soil lower down the sample may have been 
compacted more uniformly and under less stress as it is dissipated amongst the soil 
aggregates. The compacted surface was scoured with a stiff brush to try to remove 
any particles obstructing possible pore pathways before gas transport measurements 
and the subsequent application of resin. 
10.2.1. Effect on gas movement measurements. 
Air permeability measurements were carried out as described in section 5.3.1. 
The compacted samples all had reduced sample lengths and this was taken into 
account when air permeability was calculated. The soil within each of the core rings 
was located at the lower end of the core ring after compaction and so was 
repositioned centrally within the core ring so that sample and gas cell volumes were 
kept equal. This simplifies the calculation of air permeability. Repositioning the soil 
is likely to cause very little, if any, further compaction of the sample as the force 
required was small and the friction at the core ring sidewall would be minimised by 
the presence of the grease. 
The results of the pre- and post-stress air permeability measurements are 
shown in Table 10.1. along with other pertinent data. A particle density value of 2.6 
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g cm-3  was used to calculate the total porosity values from the dry bulk density 
values. Air permeability was measured on the samples before compaction to check 
that they had been prepared to a similar starting condition. However, the original air 
permeability values were very high and variable. Rather than suggesting that the 
samples were not prepared to the same initial condition, this gave rise to concern that 
there were likely to be large errors associated with these measurements because the 
pressure differences produced across the samples were very small and were at the 
lower limit of the range covered by the manometer in use. Flow rates were required 
to be high to produce a pressure difference across the samples and this increases the 
likelihood that the flow of air becomes non-laminar, thus creating large measurement 
errors and, hence high variability. After the range of stresses had been applied, air 
permeability rates show dramatic decreases under increasing stresses. The decreases 
are caused by the reduction in pore space as the aggregates are repacked or 
remoulded, or by the blocking of pores with smaller aggregates or soil particles as the 
original aggregates are broken. 
Table 10.1 Physical characteristics of the repacked aggregate core samples 


















Air permeability, tm2 
Pre-stress 	Post-stress 
0 0.995 0.259 0.617 0.358 1269.3 - 
78 1.306 0.340 0.498 0.157 902.0 123.6 
155 1.339 0.349 0.485 0.136 1185.3 14.86 
233 1.384 0.361 0.468 0.107 964.0 2.167 
311 1.442 0.376 0.445 0.070 588.8 0.346 
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10.2.2. Effect on structural characteristics. 
The binary images of the samples shown in Fig. 10.1 clearly demonstrate the 
effect of the compactive effort on the pore structure. In Fig. 10.1 a the resin marks a 
great deal of pore space, including many quite large pores and very many small 
pores. After the application of the lowest of the stresses, the soil contains fewer large 
pores but the number of individual pores identified actually increased (Fig. 10.1b). 
The pore space present is seen to be distributed more evenly across the sample face, 
as opposed to having the large areas containing no resin that are present in the 
uncompacted control sample, Fig. 10.1a. The stress has apparently caused the 
breakdown of the larger aggregates. In subsequent samples, the number of pores 
reduces further and only a few of the larger pores survive. It is difficult to understand 
fully the effect on subsequent samples of the reduced ingress of the resin. There must 
be pore space below the apparent cut-off layer, but the resin cannot reach it. There 
are still many small pores identified in the images of the more compact samples and 
this suggests that there is still a high degree of connectivity that is not apparent in 2-
D images. 
The results of analysing these images are shown in Figs. 10.2 to 10.5, with 
the results for one property graphed in each. Fig. 10.2 shows a graph of the porosity 
in each scan-line of each of the images, as a volume percentage. This represents the 
inter-connected, air-filled porosity in each of the three treatments. Fig. 10.3 is a graph 
of the soil pore surface area per unit volume and would be of particular interest in 
studies concerned with gas exchange. Figs. 10.4 and 10.5 are graphs of pore 
horizontal star length and solid horizontal star length, respectively, and these 
represent the expected continuous length of pore and solid areas in either direction 
from any random point on each scan-line. In each case the results provided by 
analysing the images confirm the obvious effects observed in the binary images in 
Fig. 10.1. The porosity shown in Fig. 10.2 highlights the fact that the samples were 
not completely homogenous at the start as the porosity of the 0 kPa, uncompacted 
sample increases towards its base. This effect is likely to have been caused during the 
packing of the aggregates into the sample rings. The even distribution of porosity 
porosity volume % 
	

















Fig. 10.2 Porosity shown as a percentage of volume. 
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Fig. 10.3 Surface area of pores per unit volume. 
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Fig. 10.4 Horizontal pore star length, mm. 
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Fig. 10.5 Horizontal solid star length, mm. 
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throughout the 78 kPa sample is perhaps more indicative of the effects of rolling soil 
after sowing a cereal crop, where the soil is packed more tightly to stabilise the 
environment while maintaining enough capacity for gas or fluid transport. Fig. 10.3 
confirms the effect of the more numerous smaller pores observed in the 78 kPa 
sample by exhibiting a higher surface area than the 0 kPa sample. 
Table 10.2 Physical characteristics of the repacked aggregate core samples 





largest pore, mm 
Equivalent 
diameter of 







0 2.65 0.22 2237 0.2509 
78 1.84 0.12 5715 0.2013 
155 0.75 0.11 1720 0.0509 
233 0.54 0.12 202 0.0064 
311 0.45 0.09 336 0.0067 
Table 10.2 contains a summary of pore information obtained by image 
analysis and shows that there is more than twice the number of discrete poroids 
present in the 78 kPa sample than in the 0 kPa sample. The data in table 10.2 also 
confirm the observations made on the binary images about the relative size of the 
largest and average pore sizes in the samples. The marked air-filled porosity derived 
from image analysis would appear to agree with the rank order of the air-filled 
porosity data in Table 10.1. The air-filled porosity values obtained by image analysis 
tend to be lower than values obtained by physical analysis. The marked air-filled 
porosity values for the two samples subjected to the greatest stresses are particularly 
low. This is likely to highlight the difficulty in getting resin into the smaller, and 
likely, more tortuous pores left after the application of the greater stresses. The low 
values may occur because image analysis is based on a very small subsample of the 
original core sample. In addition to this, the top and bottom layer of the original 
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sample had previously been removed. The removal of the tops of the original 
samples, in particular, is likely to remove much of the marked pore space in the 
samples subjected to the greatest stresses. The general declining trend observed on 
the higher stress samples in both Fig. 10.2 and Fig. 10.3 and, conversely, the 
increasing trend in Fig. 10.5 support the assumption that the progress of the resin is 
being restricted in the more compact samples. There is no reason to expect any 
physical barrier to be formed within the samples subjected to the higher stresses, and 
this may highlight a piston effect caused by water within the sample. Although the 
cut-off effect is more gradual when viewed in the results of the analysis than it 
appears in the binary images in Fig. 10.1, it remains an important failure in the 
method of resin impregnation of samples. 
10.2.3. Relationship between soil structural alteration and gas 
movement measurements. 
Although the air permeability values from the samples were quite variable 
before compaction (Table 10. 1), the resulting change in physical characteristics are 
clear, with for example, dry bulk densities increasing with increasing stress. The 
greatest increase occurs on the application of the smallest stress in the series of 78 
kPa. Increases in dry bulk density at stresses greater than 78 kPa are much smaller. 
Other values, such as volumetric water content and air-filled porosity, decrease when 
subjected to an increase in applied stress. The samples were prepared at the same 
time from uniformly wetted soil. The most likely sources of error in this data are the 
estimates of sample height and hence volume after compaction, possibly caused by 
rebound of the soil after the stress had been removed from each sample. 
The difficulties encountered in using samples with such an artificial structure, 
meant that only one set of samples was completed. While these results should be 
treated with caution, the use of a series of applied stress illustrates the effects of 
compaction on the pore structure within these samples. 
In an attempt to improve the progress of resin into samples without the 
application of a vacuum, cellulose thinners was tried in place of the acetone diluent. 
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This allows the resin to travel much deeper into a sample. The thinners provide a 
much less viscous resin that flows through the pore space with relative ease. There 
are several problems associated with using cellulose thinners as a diluent in this case. 
The first is that thinners are based on xylene which is reported to be a carcinogen. 
The resin-coated sample has a very strong smell and so must be processed and dried 
in a fume cupboard to minimise nuisance. This may take over a week. Most 
importantly, as the resin seems to travel into so much more pore space than acetone 
diluted resin, it suggests that the thinners may be forcing some water out of the way 
within the pore network. Thus the marked pore space may include pathways that 
were not available for gas exchange, or were severely restricted. These problems are 
the same as for the water replacement techniques used in thin section sample 
preparation, and the main reason for not using such a method here. 
The use of a sieved aggregated soil was, in hindsight, a severe test of the 
chosen resin. The highly connected network of pore space was difficult to 
characterise in the initial sample and the readily altered pore space hindered the 
progress of the resin too much after the application of the uniaxial stresses. 
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11. The effect of compaction on the structure of field soils as determined using 
minimally disturbed core samples. 
11.1. Soil under three contrasting traffic regimes 
The work was carried out on minimally disturbed cores taken from an existing 
field experiment. The field experiment was at the Cowloan, Bush Estate compaction 
and gaseous emissions experimental site (Ball and Ritchie, 1999, unpublished) on 
Macmerry series soil and comprised four blocks of five randomly positioned 
treatments. Three of the treatments in the first two blocks were sampled, namely Zero 
Traffic (ZT), Light Traffic (LT) and Heavy Traffic (HT). The LT treatment was 
provided by running a concrete roller on the plots after cultivation and again after 
drilling. The HT treatment was applied using a CASE 1394 (2-wheel drive) tractor 
which was loaded with front weights and a tractor-mounted KUHN rotovator. ZT 
received no traffic after sowing. The three treatments were previously ploughed, 
rotovated and sown with winter barley, and all three were subsequently rolled with a 
cambridge roller. 
Samples were obtained one week after sowing, after the barley had germinated, 
but before emergence. Two core samples were obtained from each treatment from 
two replications resulting in four cores per traffic treatment. The core samples are 50 
mm deep with an inside diameter of 73 mm. The steel sampling cylinders have a 
sharpened cutting edge and are hammered into the soil at the selected depth. In this 
case the uppermost 10 mm of soil was removed to provide a level surface, resulting 
in cores that sample from 10 to 60 mm. When the sample ring has been dug out of 
the soil, the open sample faces are trimmed to give a sample of approximately 209 
cm3 . The relative difflisivity and air permeability of each core sample was measured 
(Ball et al., 1981) at field water content. 
The core samples were then impregnated with the resin as described in section 
8.3.3 earlier. The resin was allowed to cure and the soil cores were extruded from the 
sampling rings. The cured resin provides a solidly bound sample when it has been 
allowed to travel throughout the sample. However in the less porous soil, its progress 
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is restricted and these samples can be more fragile. The cylinders of soil had a 5 mm 
layer removed at each end. This was intended to provide a horizontal face at depths 
of 5 and 45 mm within the samples. This would be equivalent to original depths of 
15 and 55 mm in the field. In reality, the depth of these faces varied somewhat as it 
can be quite difficult to obtain a level surface during the cutting process. Images 
obtained at, or near 15 mm depth are shown in Fig. 11.1. Images obtained at, or near 
55 mm depth are shown in Fig. 11.2. These figures show the contrast between the 
amount of resin that travels through the samples obtained from the different traffic 
treatments. Note the number of active pores associated with the outside edge of the 
samples, highlighted in red. The pores marked in blue are considered to be isolated 
from the sample edge, but they may of course be connected at some point within the 
sample. Other pores have been highlighted in green. These pores have been classified 
by the PORMETER analysis programme as being isolated pores and included in 
results as such. These green areas have been marked manually in order to point out 
the scale of errors possible due to the edge of the sample being difficult to distinguish 
from the background. The difficulty in identifying the edge of the sample can be 
observed at the left-hand side of Fig. 9.2. Future samples should be placed against a 
contrasting background to reduce this problem. Also, this problem is partly caused by 
inaccuracies in viewing and editing 'zoomed out' images rather than working on 
smaller full-size images. 
The poroid size distributions, averaged for the three treatments, are shown in 
Figs. 11.3 and 11.4 for the 15 and 55 mm depths respectively. The pore size 
distribution is very skewed with a very large number of smaller pores. Class sizes are 
successively doubled to simplify the figures. Although the larger pores are seen to 
account for a fairly small proportion of porosity in these samples, they are likely to 
have a disproportionately large effect on gas movement. The distributions of the 
various sizes are similar in both vertical and horizontal images and reflect the random 
distribution of pores within soil. The large number of single pixel pores may suggest 
that some are likely to be noise on the images rather than genuine small marked 
pores. This would be difficult to determine, and as they represent roughly similar 
proportions of porosity in all but the 55 mm depth horizontal images, it would not 
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make much difference to the overall results. There are much fewer marked pores at 
55 mm depth as the progress of the resin has been limited by its interaction with the 
structure of the samples. The increased proportion of single pixel pores may point to 
levels of noise becoming a problem. The noise may be caused by small specks of 
dust, reflections from soil particles or errors in the photographic or scanning 
procedures. 
The horizontal slice images were analysed using a modified version of the 
PORMETER program called PORSLICE. This program uses the same procedures to 
open and display bitmap (BMP) image files and to select the region of interest. The 
region of interest may be selected as a square or rectangular section of the image. As 
the horizontal core slice is circular, a digital art package was used to select and mark 
the background in one colour. The PORSLICE program then allows the user to set 
the threshold and segment the rest of the image as before. The selected area of the 
image is then analysed on a line-by-line basis. The analysis provides information 
about horizontal pore segments or chords that are then recombined to obtain poroid 
characteristics from the images by the re-connection macro, SCANPORE, in MS 
Excel. Pore segments that are adjacent to the background marker colour are labelled 
so that they may be identified as edge-connected pores when they have been re-
connected to adjoining segments. 
These same core samples were then cut vertically to obtain a two rectangular 
faces from each core sample. The vertical faces showed the progress of the resin on 
one plane and were analysed using the procedures described by Moran et al., 
(1989a). The pore segments detected in the vertical faces were also put through the 
SCANPORE re-connection macro in order to summarise the poroids present. There 
are some problems in applying this method as the pores exposed on the vertical faces 
may have been cut across vertical, or other axes, thereby distorting the shape of the 
pores present. The same problem can occur in horizontal faces, but as in this case the 
gas transport characteristics of the core samples are of interest in the direction 
perpendicular to the horizontal faces, they are likely to prove more relevant. Also, in 
the absence of an easily applied 3-D description, this kind of information is likely to 
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Fig. 11.1 Segmented images of horizontal slices through cores at c. 15 mm below 
original soil surface. Red = edge-connected pores. Blue = Isolated pores. Green = 
pores classified as isolated but likely to be edge-connected. Grey = soil matrix. 
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Fig. 11.2 Segmented images of horizontal slices through cores at c. 55 mm below 
original soil surface. Red = edge-connected pores. Blue = Isolated pores. Green = 
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Fig. 11.3 Pore size distribution expressed as equivalent pore diameter, mm. 











Fig. 11.4 Pore size distribution expressed as equivalent pore diameter, mm. 
ZT, LT and HT at 55 mm below original soil surface. 
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A Zero Traffic (ZT) treatment was used as a source of uncompacted field 
soil. The soil is i.mcompacted in relation to two other treatments within the 
experiment which offers three levels of traffic, equivalent to two levels of 
compaction and a control treatment. The field experiment was already in progress 
and was considered likely to provide suitable samples from contrasting treatments. 
The use of the phrase uncompacted state is not entirely correct as the seedbed was 
rolled after sowing to stabilise conditions for the benefit of the crop. The real 
distinction is that the seedbed area receives no further traffic throughout the season 
because all subsequent traffic is restricted to tramlines. This provides untrafficked 
beds for the crop while tractors straddle these beds using tramlines on either side. 
The benefits of such systems are reported by Dickson and Campbell, (1990). 
Figs. 11.5, 11.6 and 11.7. contain binary images from vertical faces cut 
down through cylindrical soil cores from each of the three traffic treatments. Pores 
are marked in black while the soil matrix is marked in white. The area of each sample 
is 750 pixels deep by 1200 pixels wide. Each pixel is equivalent to an area of 42.8 
m2  and each sample is approximately 32.1 mm deep by 51.3 mm wide. It is difficult 
to slice the cores accurately at 5 mm from the top and bottom surfaces and in several 
cases parts of the samples became detached below the target surface. The area used in 
analysis was centred on the centre of the core, that is equivalent to 35 mm from the 
original soil surface. As some of the samples were disturbed at either top or bottom 
surfaces, an area that was intact in all samples was used and this limited the analysed 
images to about 32 mm instead of the attempted 40 mm. Once again it is obvious that 
the precision with which the sample faces can be prepared constrains the accuracy of 
the method. 
Fig. 11 .5 is a set of 8 images from the zero traffic treatment (ZT) samples and 
it can be seen that the resin has travelled throughout the soil core with only a few 
areas not reached. Fig. 11.6 is a set of 8 images from the lightly compacted treatment 
(LT) and the resin is seen to have reached much less of the core with some areas 
exhibiting no penetrated pore space. The size of the individual marked pores is 
generally much smaller than in the ZT images. Fig. 11.7 is a set of 8 images from the 
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Fig. 11.7 Binary images of vertical face samples from cores from HT 
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uppermost part of the sample. There are very few of the finer pores exhibited by the 
ZT and LT treatments and this is likely to be caused by the finer pores being less 
well-connected or possibly more likely to contain enough water to stop the progress 
of the resin. Also the pores that are marked tend to be quite small. 
The results of applying the Moran et al. (1989) analysis to these images are 
shown in Figs. 11.8 to 11. 11, with the results for one property averaged for the 8 
samples and graphed in each. In Figs. 11.8 - 11.11 the faint lines are the treatment 
mean for each scan-line which, as noted above, is equivalent to a depth increment of 
42.8 m. The bold lines represent the treatment means averaged over 10 scan-lines, 
equivalent to a depth increment of 428 j.im and are labelled as "smoothed" lines in 
the key. This gave 75 depth increments for each plot mean. Averaging the data over 
10 scan-lines was carried out prior to statistical analysis. Each characteristic from the 
analysis of the images shown in Figs 11.5 - 11.7 was subjected to a split-plot analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) using Genstat (version 4.03) with the depth increments 
representing the sub-plots. The ANOVA tables and estimated standard error of 
means (sem) for the four characteristics are shown in Appendix E. The traffic 
treatment standard error for each characteristic is shown as the black bar on the right 
of each of Figs. 11.8 - 11.11 and may be used to compare the traffic treatments at any 
one depth. 
Split-plot ANOVA was chosen as it represents a straightforward statistical 
analysis that makes allowance for the fact that subsequent depth values are not 
independent of each other. While there are more complicated analysis methods 
available, the split-plot ANOVA makes good use of the data available without 
becoming over complicated. The data available from each plot may be used to 
provide answers to three important questions that are likely to be asked. The first 
question is, do the traffic treatments lead to differences in the porosity, surface area, 
pore or solid star length? The second is, does the depth within the sample affect the 
characteristics? The third is, does traffic and depth interact to cause differences? The 
statistical significance attributed to traffic, depth and their interaction for the four 
characteristics is summarised in Table 11. 1, where one, two or three stars denote a 
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significant difference with a probability of error less than 0.05, 0.01 or 0.001 
respectively and n.s. denotes no significant difference. 
Table 11.1. Summary of statistical significance of traffic, depth and their 
interaction on characteristics derived from image analysis of images shown in 
Figs. 11.5- 11.7. 
Porosity, Surface area, Pore star Solid star 
2 /mm 3 length, mm length, mm 
Traffic * ** * ** 
Depth *** *** *** 
(Scan-line) 
Traffic-Depth *** *** *** n.s. 
interaction 
Only plots from two replications within the field site were sampled and this 
provides a very low number of degrees of freedom (DF) for comparisons of the 
traffic treatments. However, the fact that the traffic treatments are responsible for 
64% of variability within the porosity data (see Appendix E) provides convincing 
evidence of the significance of the differences in the porosity, and the other 
characteristics, of the three traffic treatments. Conversely, when the data from groups 
of ten scan-lines are meaned for use as the subplots, the DF value is relatively large. 
This allows very small differences in the effect of depth to be tested for significance 
with a high degree of confidence. As part of the ANOVA procedure, the residual 
plots were examined to ensure that an appropriate method of analysis had been used. 
In fact the residual plots show that the data were not normally distributed by 
describing residuals that increased with increasing depth. While this does not totally 
discredit the ANOVA, it does mean that significance testing should be interpreted 
with caution as the assumption that the data is normally distributed appears to be 
violated (Draper and Smith, 1966). A log transformation was applied to the data and 
the ANOVA repeated but this time the residual plots showed that the transformation 
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had over compensated in the attempt to normalise the data. A second, milder, attempt 
was made to normalise the data by using the square root of the data values in the 
ANOVA. The residual plots now showed that the square root transformation was 
perhaps a slight improvement. However, it was decided to accept the ANOVA results 
from the untransformed data for the following reasons. The standard errors are 
directly comparable with the data. The transformation, although mild, removes some 
of the interaction effect between traffic and depth by spreading the smaller data 
values which tend to be at greater depths, thus removing a possibly genuine effect. 
The transformation causes only slightly more variability to be attributed to the traffic 
treatments and, as noted above, removes variability previously attributed to the 
interaction of traffic and depth. Thus, while the square root transformed data may 
provide a technically superior statistical analysis, using the raw data represents a 
realistic and conservative approach. 
Fig. 11.8 shows a graph of the average porosity in each horizontal scan-line 
of the images as the faint lines, and the mean traffic treatments averaged over ten 
scan-lines as the bold lines, as a volume percentage. This represents the inter-
connected, air-filled porosity in each of the three treatments. There is a clear 
difference in porosity of HT in comparison with both ZT and LT, while ZT tends to 
exhibit more porosity than LT. The three traffic treatments are significantly different 
(see table 11.1) from each other with a very highly significant depth effect. ZT and 
LT exhibit a gradual decrease in porosity, while HT exhibits a more rapid decrease in 
porosity before remaining at minimal values throughout the rest of the depths 
covered. 
Fig. 11.9 is a graph of the soil pore surface area per unit volume. This 
property is obtained from rules used in stereology whereby the shape and hence the 
volume of an item may be derived from assumptions made about a 2-dimensional 
image. While dealing with the complex structures that soils can contain, this property 
may not be wholly accurate, but it does offer information that could be of particular 
interest in studies concerned with gas exchange within a soil profile. There is again a 
marked difference between the results from HT in comparison with the results from 
both ZT and LT, The difference between ZT and LT is small with ZT exhibiting 
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slightly greater surface area as might be expected. Again the treatments are 
significantly different from each other and the way in which the results vary with 
depth is similar to the porosity values. Figs. 11.10 and 11.11 are graphs of pore 
horizontal star length and solid horizontal star length respectively and these represent 
the expected continuous length of pore and solid areas in either horizontal direction 
from any random point on each scan-line. The marked difference between HT and 
the other two treatments is again obvious. In all three traffic treatments the pore star 
length decreases with depth while the solid star length increases which coincides 
with the reductions in porosity observed in Fig. 11.8. The rank order of treatments is 
maintained through the characteristics derived and confirms the assumptions that 
may be made by visual inspection of the images. The ZT images contain more and 
slightly larger marked pores, LT contains only slightly fewer and smaller pores than 
ZT and HT contains fewer and smaller pores than the ZT and LT images. It is 
important to note that the data analysed above are based on the images of resin-
impregnated samples and can provide no information on any genuine traffic or depth 
effect on the ability of resin to impregnate any given sample. 
The poroid size distributions are obtained from the SCANPORE re-
connection procedure and are shown in Fig. 11.12 for the three traffic treatments. The 
pore size distribution is very skewed with a very large number of smaller pores. The 
class size is doubled to simplify the figure. There are a small number of relatively 
large pores present, particularly in the ZT image. The number and size of poroids 
rank in the expected order with the HT treatment containing fewer and smaller 
poroids than LT and ZT respectively. 
The images displayed in Figs. 11.5 to 11.7 were obtained from core samples 
that had previously undergone non-destructive gas diffusion and air permeability 
measurements. The results of the gas movement measurements and other associated 
data are shown in Table 11.1. Air permeability values were log-transformed to give a 
normal distribution. The standard error (Se) of the log-transformed data was 0.318. 
The data shown in Table 11.2 are means of four samples for each of two replicate 
blocks of the three treatments. This provides eight samples per treatment. A particle 
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density value of 2.6 g cm -3 was used to calculate the total porosity values from the 
dry bulk density values. 
Table 11.2. Summary of soil core sample properties. 
Treatment Dry Water Total Air- filled Air Relative 
bulk content, porosity, porosity, permeability, diffusivity 
density, V/ m3/m3 m3/m3 tm2 
Mg/rn 3 
ZT 1.047 0.299 0.597 0.299 924.0 0.069719 
LT 1.142 0.325 0.561 0.236 523.4 0.031842 
HT 1.264 0.395 0.514 0.119 2.3 0.000838 
se 0.030 0.018 0.012 0.029 - 0.008 
11.2. Effect on structural characteristics. 
Both the horizontal and vertical face images of ZT samples exhibit a large 
number of pores of a large range of sizes, including some very large pores that are 
close to, and possibly connected with, other pores. The LT images also exhibit a 
large number of pores, but these tend to be smaller and while they are distributed 
throughout the sample faces, there do appear to be several areas that contain no 
marked pores. In general, these LT samples must contain a reasonable number of 
inter-connected pores as the resin has been able to travel throughout the samples. It 
seems likely that while the ZT samples may contain pore space with many random 
inter-connections, the LT samples contain a slightly simpler pore structure with 
fewer inter-connections and, possibly, more readily defined continuous pathways. 
The HT images exhibit little in the way of large pores and those that are marked tend 
to be concentrated near the upper surfaces or at the outer sample edge. It should be 
stressed that this does not mean that there are no pores within these samples, but that 
there are likely to be fewer pores and they are likely to be much smaller generally 
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Fig. 11.12 Size distribution in terms of equivalent pore diameter, mm 
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and that this restricts the ingress of the resin and is likely to enhance the rate at which 
the resin becomes more viscous and begins to cure. The pores in the HT samples are 
also more likely to contain water which will also inhibit the ingress of the resin. 
These images are obtained from cylindrical cores and represent a small 
sample of each core. It is possible that a face cut only a few millimetres to either side 
of any of those shown might exhibit quite different pore structures and distributions. 
However as the replicated samples show, even images from different samples from 
the same treatments bear many similarities in the size and distribution of pores 
marked. 
11.3. Effect on gas movement measurements. 
The effect of the increased stress applied to the soil by the different levels of 
traffic is seen readily in the data presented in Table 11.2. Air permeability is reduced 
significantly by the application of traffic. The application of LT causes a dramatic 
decrease, almost halving the uncompacted value. Application of HT decreases air 
permeability to 0.25% of the ZT value. The gas diffusivity measurements are altered 
in a similar proportion. The other characteristics presented in Table 11.2 vary in line 
with the gas transport values. The mean dry bulk density of the cores is relatively 
greater under the respective traffic treatments. The mean total porosities for the three 
treatments do not vary by much, but this characteristic decreases with the application 
of traffic. 
The traffic treatments have higher mean volumetric water contents and this 
arises because the more compact soil can hold more water due to its physical 
structure. As the compacted treatments contain, generally, smaller pores, the soil can 
retain relatively more water through capillary forces when compared to the relatively 
coarse pores found in the uncompacted soil. This ability to retain more water can, in 
certain circumstances, prove beneficial. However, the increased water content leads 
to a decreased air-filled porosity, and this is likely to lead to a reduction in the 
number of pathways that are available for gas transport. The available pathways are 
likely to be more tortuous in compacted soil that had previously been cultivated 
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because the aggregates will be packed together in a random fashion with localised 
effects of water content and organic matter causing dead-end pores or pores with 
narrow necks that would restrict fluid transport. The spatial heterogeneity of soil is 
decreased during compaction as aggregates are packed together and pore spaces are 
reduced in size. 
The mean air-filled porosity of the treatments decreases in line with 
compactive effort. However, it does not decrease as much as the gas transport 
measurements would suggest. This is indicative of pores reducing in size; some 
becoming dead-end pores, and also that the number of possible pathways are reduced 
or become more tortuous under compaction. Fig. 11.13 shows a plot of porosity as a 
percentage of each vertical image against the air-filled porosity (af) estimate for 
each of the cores that were cut open for that image. Neither ZT or HT air-filled 
porosities appear to be correlated with the corresponding porosity derived from the 
images. LT behaves in a more expected manner in that increases in the image-derived 
porosity and air-filled porosity do show a moderate correlation. Although the 
variation between samples is large, the correlation is significant (P<0.05). 
Figs. 11.14 and 11.15 show plots of image-derived porosity as a percentage 
of each horizontal image at depths of 15 and 55 mm, respectively, against the air-
filled porosity estimate for each of the corresponding cores. At 15 mm, LT shows a 
strong and significant (P<0.05) correlation between the two properties while ZT and 
HT show none. At 55 mm, both LT and ZT show a strong correlation between the 
two properties while HT shows a weak correlation. Only the correlation for LT is 
significant (P<0.05). A similar effect is observed in the relationships between image 
derived porosity and total porosity, shown in Figs. 11.16, 11.17 and 11.18 for the 
vertical, 15 mm horizontal and 55 mm horizontal images respectively. Correlations 
between image derived porosity and total porosity in the horizontal images are 
strong, particularly at 55 mm. The negative correlation displayed by the HT samples 
is unexpected and may be caused by the relatively large proportion of the sample 
porosity that is water-filled or coated. The fact that the correlation for HT is 
significant (P<0.05) serves, perhaps, as a warning when dealing with rather small 
sample numbers. 
Fig. 11.13 Image porosity (vertical images) v air-filled porosity 
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Fig. 11.16 Image porosity (vertical images) v total porosity 
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Fig. 11.18 Image porosity (horizontal images 55 mm) v total porosity 
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Fig. 11.19 Image porosity (vertical images) v Vol. water content % 
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Fig. 11.20 Image porosity (horizontal images 15 mm) v Vol. water 
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Figs. 11.19, 11.20 and 11.21 show porosity derived from the vertical, 15 mm 
horizontal and 55 mm horizontal images, respectively, plotted against volumetric 
water content. The vertical image data again exhibits weak correlations in ZT and 
HT, due to variability. The negative correlation for LT is what might be expected, as 
the water content increases, the marked pore space decreases. This effect is much 
more obvious in the horizontal images, and particularly the images at 55 mm, where 
the correlation for LT is again significant (P<0.05). 
Figs. 11.22, 11.23 and 11.24 show plots of image-derived porosity as a 
percentage of vertical, 15 mm horizontal or 55 mm horizontal images, respectively, 
against the air permeability measured on the corresponding core. HT air permeability 
is not correlated with the porosity derived from the vertical images or the 55 mm 
horizontal images (Figs. 11.22 and 11.24). There is however a weak correlation in the 
data from the 15 mm horizontal images. ZT, likewise exhibits no correlation between 
the properties on the vertical images and only very weak correlations in both sets of 
horizontal images. LT air permeability and porosity from the vertical images shows a 
weak correlation, while both 15 and 55 mm horizontal images provide very high 
correlations with R 2 values of 0.91 and 0.97 respectively. LT correlations on the 
horizontal images are significant (P<0.05). 
Figs. 11.25, 11.26 and 11.27 similarly are plots of vertical, 15 mm and 55 
mm horizontal image based porosity against relative diffusivity measured on the 
corresponding cores. The three treatments behave in a similar manner to the previous 
plots of air permeability. The trendline for LT again describes the best, although 
weak, treatment correlation in the vertical images. Both ZT and HT show no relation 
between the characteristics and this may be explained by the likelihood that in these 
two treatments, pathways at the outer edge of the sample, at the sample-container 
interface, provide a large proportion of the effective gas transport pathways for these 
core samples. The LT cores must suffer a similar effect but perhaps, in comparison 
with ZT, the more stable structure and slightly wetter soil provides better samples. 
The HI cores are likely to be compacted to the extent that any pathways produced at 
the sample edges during sampling are large in comparison to those that may exist in 
the genuine structure of the soil as is particularly noticeable in Fig. 11.2c. LT 
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exhibits strong and significant (P<0.05) correlations between image-derived porosity 
and relative diffusivity in both Fig. 11.26 at 15 mm and Fig. 11.27 at 55 nun 
horizontal image data sets with R 2 values of 0.93 and 0.94 respectively. While ZT 
shows no correlation at 15 mm and conversely, a strong and significant (P<0.05) 
correlation with an R2 value of 0.91 in the 55 mm horizontal image set. The 
correlations between image-derived porosity and gas diffusion and, to a lesser extent, 
air permeability, particularly for LT, many of which are significant, confirms that the 
pathways used by the resin play a major role in gas transport capabilities of the core 
samples. 
The effects described above would probably be less evident in soil that had 
not previously been cultivated. In grass or direct drilled cereals the soil structure is 
allowed to develop over several years and during this process some very stable pores 
may be formed. These may be worm channels or quite small root channels. The 
action of micro-organisms on the walls of these pores can lead to a strengthening, 
which can result in pores being able to withstand the effects of traffic or other 
compactive force, which could otherwise have damaged the pore. Soil processes are 
very complicated and it is unlikely that many larger pores are destroyed completely, 
rather that they are disrupted and reduced in effectiveness. 
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11.4. Relationship between soil structural alteration and gas movement 
measurements 
In each treatment, the images obtained and the subsequent results of analysis 
and the gas transport data rank in the same order. It may not have been quite so 
obvious from the images alone or from the analysis of the images that the gas 
transport characteristics should become so reduced under compaction. This is 
particularly true of the differences between the ZT and LT treatments as, although the 
vertical images (Figs. 11.6 and 11.7) exhibit quite similar looking pore sizes and 
distribution, the gas transport measurements describe a reduction of roughly 50 %. 
The images obtained from horizontal faces at a depth of 15 mm in the ZT and LT 
samples, shown in Fig. 11.1 a and b respectively, do suggest fewer and smaller 
marked pores. The images obtained from horizontal faces at a depth of 55 mm in the 
ZT and LT samples, shown in Fig. 11.2 a and b respectively, confirm the reduced 
number of pores in the LT samples although some of the marked pores in these 
images are quite large. The difference between either ZT or LT and HI is more 
obvious with fewer marked pores and these tend to be small. At depth, the HI 
images show very few marked pores and these tend to be near the outer edge of the 
samples, supporting earlier concerns that these determine gas transport rates for these 
samples. Analysis of the HI images at 55 mm shows that very few of the marked 
pores are directly connected to the outer edge of the soil sample. However, the 
position of the marked pores in these images suggests that they are likely to be 
connected to the outer edge of the core in some way. Figs. 11.28 and 11.29 show 
porosity as segmented by image analysis into pores that are connected directly to the 
outside edge of samples and those that are isolated from the outer edge. It is, of 
course, possible and even likely that pores classed as being isolated are in some way 
connected to the pathways at the outer edge of the samples. While quite a large 
proportion of porosity at 15 mm (Fig. 11.28) in several samples is connected with the 
outer edge, at 55 mm depth, only a small proportion of the marked pores connect 
directly to the outer edge. While this supports the use of core samples for gas 
transport measurements in that only a small proportion of the controlling pores are 
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obviously connected to the outer edge of the samples, it does raise questions about 
the movement of gas in the rest of the sample and may be connected with difficulties 
in determining the porosity of core samples from the initial reduction in tracer gas in 
diffusion measurements. 
The relationship between image-derived porosity and both air permeability 
and relative diffusivity at 55 mm for ZT and LT is likely to be caused by the lower 
part of the core samples having a structure which restricts gas transport through the 
sample. The samples have a more open structure near the upper surface with some 
loosely packed aggregates and pore space that is likely to be dominated by what may 
be classed as packing pores. Lower down the sample a more complex structure exists 
that consists of a matrix of soil solids and network of pore space that would be 
classed as a mixture of channels and vughs with perhaps some small planes 
(Ringrose-Voase, 1991). This pore space deeper within the sample is likely to consist 
of smaller pores that would have a controlling effect on gas transport through the 
samples. This is confirmed in the vertical image results plotted in Figs. 11.8 to 11.10 
where reductions in porosity, pore surface area and pore star length are noted below 
about 40 mm depth, and in Fig. 11. 11 where an equivalent increase in solid star 
length may be seen. 
This site proved quite difficult to sample because of the large number of 
small stones that were present. However, this highlighted the presence of pore space 
around stones, mentioned previously in Section 9.3. It is possible that treatment 
differences would have been even greater if the soil had not contained so many small 
stones that are likely to contribute to a possibly disproportionate amount of gas 
transport under test conditions. It is likely that stony sites do not receive very much 
attention as they are more difficult to work with due to the many complications 
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12. Three-dimensional reconstruction of soil structural features 
An insight into the real effects of compaction on the structure of soil would 
benefit greatly from the availability of three-dimensional (3-D) information in an 
easy to interpret format. While the step towards 3-D information on computer is not 
in itself difficult, the increase in resources required means that it is unlikely that a 
reasonably simple method of collecting and dealing with the information required 
will be obtainable without expertise and expense. Also, while it is already possible to 
construct 3-D objects and to view them on a PC, available software tends to involve 
the use of geometrically simple shapes and their interaction with light sources to 
produce only a visual impression of a 3-D scene or object. The mathematics required 
to describe the complex 3-D structures that would be observed in soil would be very 
difficult to deal with. It is likely that a simplified structure would be the best 
available in terms of approximating channels to, for example, true cylindrical tubes. 
It may appear to be a backward step to be able to view some soil pore structures and 
then to approximate them to simple geometric structures that would not behave in the 
same complex manner. However, the number and complexity of pore structures 
within soils provides channels and planar pores with a complex network of 
interconnections and the aim is that they be described in terms that may be 
understandable and useful in the interpretation or prediction of soil processes. 
A general approach towards true 3-D structural description may involve the 
following steps. After the resin had been applied to the sample and allowed to cure, 
the sample would be sliced in various planes across the direction of interest. The 
images of individual slices would then provide intermediate data by linking active 
pore space on two adjacent slices, perhaps by a nearest relative position method 
and/or a shape factor. In this way a full 3-D structure could be assembled and various 
features could be studied, such as: the calculation of primary and overall potential 
flows; the identification of the number of active pathways and restrictions; the 
estimation of aeration status of solids derived from the surface area of pores. DeHoff 
et al. (1972) presented a method for counting features in serial sections. These were 
the volumetric number of disconnected parts of a structural unit and the number of 
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redundant connections. Vogel and Kretzschmar (1996) presented an algorithm for 
digital image processing based on the method of Gundersen et al. (1993). This uses a 
pair of serial sections as a minimum 3-D structure called a dissector to estimate a 
connectivity function. Tomography would be the best way to provide a 3-D matrix of 
data to use with such an algorithm but Vogel and Kretzschmar (1996) used a set of 
serial sections that were obtained by repeated grinding and etching of the samples. 
This method could be applied to a set of soil samples treated in different ways to 
describe how changes may occur. 
It would involve a huge amount of work to be able to describe the structure of 
a soil at any one time. If one then considers how structure may become changed over 
time, it becomes clear that this may be a currently impossible task on any soil other 
than the most simply structured. 3-D structural description would be most useful in 
explaining current or recent past characteristics of soil but as soil changes continually 
with time and weather as well as agricultural management this would still provide 
only an instantaneous image. Even the seemingly simple process of obtaining serial 
sections from a single sample is likely to involve a cutting process that is likely to be 
quite difficult to control without resorting to expensive equipment such as a lapping 
machine. 
All images from a single sample would have to be aligned with, for example, 
register points on the images. All of each set of images would need to be labelled 
correctly and stored leading to a rapid increase in storage space requirement. It would 
be very difficult to deal with the amounts of data that could be produced in this way. 
The software written for the present study would not easily be modified to operate on 
3-D structures as it is most likely that this would require individual poroids to be 
described in 2-D and then associated with any possible continuation on the next 
image in the series. 
Software and equipment are constantly developing although after starting the 
project it was not always possible to adopt such developments. Commercial solutions 
are already available but they tend to use very highly specified computer systems 
based on workstations or PCs (for example, C images 3D from Foster Findlay 
Associates Ltd. Newcastle Technopole, Kings Manor, Newcastle upon Tyne. NEI 
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6PA). On top of the cost of such a highly specified computer, the software package 
costs an extra £2000. Alternatively, dedicated hardware incorporating a PC as a 
control system, as is used in recent Quantimet systems (Mando and Miedema, 1997, 
Sort and Alcaniz. 1999), can readily handle 3-D information. The cost of such a 
dedicated system is around £30,000. Information on current Quantimet systems is 
available from the manufacturers site on the internet (www.leica.com ). In these 
systems the pixels that represent points on a 2-D plane are replaced with voxels 
which are used to describe small regular volumes of space within a 3-D matrix. The 
difficulties in obtaining accurate serial section images are still present. The range in 
the cost of imaging and processing equipment available to undertake work in 
determining the 3-D structure of soils is large. The resins that have been used tend to 
represent a small amount of the expense involved. The choice of resin used often 
based on being suitable for use in soils and for being available, with for example, the 
resin used by Moran et al. (1989a) being available only in Australia. The need for 
water replacement to allow the ingress of resin adds little to the cost of each sample 
but will add up to a month in preparation time. 
There are methods that rely on inferring 3-D structural information from 2-D 
images. An example of this is implemented in the PORMETER program where 
surface area is derived from the number of times a pore and solid pixel interface is 
found on sets of test lines in an image (Moran et al., 1989a). The use of such derived 
attributes provides what is currently the most readily available estimate of 3-D 
structure from 2-D images which in turn are relatively easy to obtain. Unfortunately 
stereological methods involve assumptions about pore shape that are not necessarily 
the case. These include that pores are symmetrical about the exposed face, and that 
the exposed face is perpendicular to axial direction of each pore. 
The chord distribution of either pore or solid soil may also be used as a 
descriptive feature of soil structure (Ismail, 1975, Murphy et al., 1977). Each chord 
starts and ends at an interface between soil pore and soil solid and they are generally 
obtained along parallel and equally spaced lines on the image. Cousin et al., (1996) 
calculated chords along randomly distributed lines on each image. The distribution of 
chord lengths was used to discover the minimum number of images required to 
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characterise their test soil structure in 2- and 3-dimensions. This worked well and 
required only eight or fewer images to characterise the test soil depending on the 
chosen scale. However this was because their test soil was homogenous and isotropic 
in structure. Vogel and Kretzschmar (1996) and Vogel (1997) describe a procedure to 
obtain a 3-dimensional binary representation of the pore space obtained by serial 
section of a resin-impregnated soil. The connected pore spaces in the 3-D 
representation were subjected to erosion and dilation operations to dictate a lowest 
limit of pore size that may be analysed. Images from adjacent sections were analysed 
to estimate the Euler-Poincaré characteristic as an index of pore connectivity in 3-
dimensions. The Euler-Poincaré characteristic (EPC) is the neighbourhood 
relationships of points within an object. Pore space in soil may be expressed through 
two structural characteristics which are (i) the number of disconnected parts of pore 
space in unit volume and (ii) the connectivity per unit volume, describing the number 
of redundant connections within all parts of the pore space which could be cut-off 
without creating a new disconnected pore. The EPC is an integrative topological 
measure which may be estimated from the comparison of sets of two parallel 
sections. This technique does not provide a comprehensive description of the pore 
structure but summarises an important functional description in terms of 
connectivity. The significance of this characteristic was described by Daniel et al., 
(1997) who used computer aided tomography to examine pores with diameter in the 
size range of 1 .5 to 9 mm from soil columns. Differences in relative diffusivity were 
attributed to the interconnectivity of the pore space within the test soil columns. 
Another benefit of this technique is that it is claimed to be independent of scale and 
so it is possible that it could be applied to a set of images obtained by other methods 
such as that described in section 8 of this report. 
X-ray computer aided tomography (CAT) has been used to obtain 3-D 
information about the pore structure, root and stone content, bulk density (Warner et 
al., 1989), water content (Anderson et al., 1988) and flow within soil samples 
(Crestana et al., 1985). CAT can provide a very convincing look at the structures that 
may be observed within a fairly simply structured soil (Ritz et al., 1996). CAT works 
by scanning the sample with X-ray beams. Detectors are positioned at the other side 
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of the sample and these detect the X-rays that pass through the sample. The X-rays 
are attenuated by the dense material of the sample in a manner similar to gamma 
radiation as used in soil density gauges described in section 4.1.1. The X-ray source 
and detectors are positioned on a frame which is rotated about the sample. A 
computer uses the information collected by the detectors to generate a two-
dimensional image based on the density of the material present in the sample. The 
sample is moved through the frame so that the next slice of material may be 
examined. In this manner, a set of images representing serial sections may be 
obtained without having to physically remove each slice of material from the sample. 
The process is repeated to allow a full three-dimensional image of the sample to be 
reconstructed. Time on CAT equipment may be bought at SAC-BioSS CT Unit in 
Edinburgh at a cost of £252.63 per hour. While around twenty scans may be carried 
out in an hour of access time, the costs involved will exclude many laboratories from 
this area of analysis. The spatial resolution that this method offers has been improved 
to about 20 pm cubes although this is dependant on the variability of the sample 
(Petrovic et al., 1982). In the past, limitations arose from the intended medical uses 
that these machines were designed for and some features, such as dose rates, may be 




The images produced by the new method are available at high resolution 
compared to that offered by many digitising systems available for the PC. 
Unfortunately the method involves sending photographic film for processing and 
scanning which takes time and puts two processes out of the control of the user. At 
high resolution, many of the errors in classification of pixels in low resolution images 
will be reduced in frequency and relative importance. These images can then be 
analysed by computer in order to quantify structural features potentially active in gas 
and liquid transport. Recent improvements in PC computing power and commercial 
image analysis software means that these high resolution images could be used in full 
colour which might improve the segmentation of images and allow other features to 
be identified and measured. 
While the new method used is not perfect, there are particular advantages in 
this implementation that are important to the aim of this study. This method 
represents a particular combination of techniques that provides information about the 
porous structure of soil samples and thus some understanding of their effects 
particularly on gas but also on liquid transport properties within the samples. 
While the resin used to highlight pores and maintain the integrity of the 
sample may itself cause changes, these are kept to a minimum by allowing the resin 
to progress into the soil under gravity rather than applying a vacuum to the opposite 
end face of the sample or indeed to the whole sample as favoured by McGarry 
(Personal communication, 1995). The addition of the resin to one face of a core 
sample also allows one to follow its progress through active pathways while the 
method of Moran et al. (1989a) of applying the resin to a prepared face can only 
highlight pores that are potentially active in the direction of resin application. Their 
process of grinding down a first application of resin and applying more resin and 
grinding the surface a second time may lead to distorted pore structures being 
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formed. Stones or aggregates dislodged or removed during the first polish may leave 
cavities which can become filled with resin at the second application. 
13.2. Sources of error 
It is important to acknowledge the many sources of error that may occur 
during the processes employed in this study, and these include the following 
problems. 
The samples used were usually core samples, either repacked aggregates or 
minimally disturbed field samples. As has been noted previously, the resin tends to 
find routes at the outer edge of the soil at the sample ring. The routes that the resin 
finds may also be used by gases or fluids in measurement situations. This effect was 
called sidewall flow by McCarthy and Brown (1992) and they tried to minimise its 
effect by applying vacuum grease around the outer edge of the full sample cylinders. 
Teflon rings were then used to compact this outer area prior to gas permeability 
measurements. While in this study less rigorous attempts were made to seal and 
compact the outer edge of samples, the fact that resin travels to the outer wall from 
the rest of the exposed sample face suggests that gas would do so even more readily. 
This highlights a problem in obtaining good soil core samples rather than a problem 
with the addition of the resin. The addition of a fine worm of vacuum grease around 
the inside of the cutting edge of the sampling core allows the interior wall to be 
coated with grease as the core is driven into the soil. Such a procedure is more likely 
to seriously disrupt the flow of gas at the outer edges and provide measurements 
based on the gas transport capabilities of the soil. 
As the resin travels into the sample, it will in some cases manage to move 
water or some loose soil particles or aggregates. This may lead to changes in the 
pathways that had been effective in gas transport. The major pathways will however 
be unaffected by minor damage to the sample and this is an unavoidable artefact of 
this and indeed almost any intrusive method. On curing the resin may contract very 
slightly. This effect is reduced by allowing the resin to cure slowly by including a 
high proportion of diluent and also by working in cooler temperatures. These same 
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conditions will allow the resin the best opportunities for progress into the sample. A 
limitation in the ability of the resin to infiltrate the whole sample may arise where the 
resin traps air between water already present in pores and the advancing front of the 
resin. This is likely to cause a piston effect in narrower pores, as the air may not be 
able to escape passed the resin. In wider pores the trapped air may bubble past or 
through the resin but this will depend on the surface tension of the resin. A very low 
viscosity resin with a low surface tension and slow curing time would provide the 
best solution in this case. In the worst case, the progress of the resin may cause water 
in pores to be forced downwards through the sample with resin marking pores that 
would not have been previously active in gas transport in the process. A constant 
head drip inuiltrometer (Moran et al., 1989a) may be used to control the speed of 
application of the resin to minimise the trapping of air as the resin is added to the 
sample slowly enough for air to be displaced by the resin. The flow of resin is 
controlled by the number and size of capillaries on the infiltrometer head and the 
resin must be prepared to allow infiltration to occur without curing. 
Samples may be dehydrated before the application of resin with several 
methods being put forward to try to preserve field structure during the dehydration 
process. Vermeul et al. (1993) subjected samples to 80 °C for 12 hours to remove 
water. The drying period was enough to establish a uniform temperature throughout 
the samples of 60°C to allow molten paraffin to be added to infiltrate the pore space. 
Such oven-drying or slow air-drying is likely to be most useful in soils with low clay 
contents (Ringrose-Voase, 1991) although it is now generally recognised that all clay 
material shrinks and is likely to alter the arrangement of pore space and other features 
(Moran et al., 1989b). Ismail (1975) showed that freeze-drying was preferable to 
using air- or oven-drying before impregnation with resin but Thompson et al. (1985) 
found that ice crystals altered the pore-size distributions particularly in the centre of 
frozen samples. 
Water replacement with an organic solvent has been widely used as a 
dehydration technique to try to ensure a thorough infiltration of the sample with 
resin. An organic solvent is added to the sample, after a few days the sample is 
allowed to drain and fresh solvent is added. This process is repeated until the water 
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content of the solvent is reduced to less than 0.5 %. The exchange of water for 
solvent may take several weeks and the resin added may also require several weeks 
to cure fully. The sample must be kept wet with the solvent until the resin is added or 
shrinkage will occur. The resin is added to the sample and finds its way throughout 
the pore space in the sample as it is miscible with the solvent. Acetone appears to be 
the most popular solvent to use in the dehydration of soil samples on the grounds of 
health and economy (FitzPatrick and Gudmundsson, 1978, Bullock and Thomasson, 
1979, Murphy, 1982. 1985) although it is a flammable liquid and the vapour is an 
irritant. Images obtained from samples that have been dehydrated in the above 
manner should contain all of the active pore space on that plane of the sample as 
resin-marked areas. This means that pores that were water-filled and thus not active 
in gas transport prior to sampling or any subsequent testing are now marked as are 
those pores that were active. If such images were to be used with an image analysis 
system that provided estimates of individual pore diameters, this information could 
then be used to partition the marked pore space into air- and water-filled pores for 
any given matric potential. As this study used a very simple approach of analysing 
each image a line at a time, it was not easy to apply such a partitioning procedure. 
The resin that was used in this study appears to have succeeded in marking a good 
proportion of the active pore space in the samples as can be seen by correlation of 
air-filled pore space and resin-marked pore space in the horizontal images at both 15 
and 55 mm depth (Figs. 11.14 and 11.15). This encouraging result and the much 
reduced effort in applying the resin and subsequent sample preparation supports the 
use of the simplified resin method, reported here, in highlighting and estimating 
active soil pores. 
As the resin fluoresces under UV light, it is possible to over-estimate the area 
covered by including surrounding fluorescence as solid resin. The four weak UV 
light sources used here minimise this problem, but it does mean that there is no 
obvious threshold point in the greyscale histograms obtained from sample images. 
The use of a localised thresholding procedure was felt unnecessary because the 
samples were so evenly illuminated. Earlier attempts at illuminating samples with 
single UV light sources would have required more attention to be paid to the 
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thresholding procedure. Pore space that is present in the sample but is very poorly 
connected to other pore space will not be filled with the resin as it is not likely to 
travel into such poorly linked voids. While such pores may play an important part in 
a microscopic scale of localised gas or water exchange, it would not be appropriate to 
use this method to describe its presence or importance. 
After the resin has cured within a sample, an appropriate face of the sample 
has to be prepared. The sample face should be as flat and level as possible to avoid 
errors in size across the sample face. The sample face must be positioned parallel to 
the camera to avoid distortion of the sample size. Samples for use in comparative 
studies should be of the same size and scale in order to avoid errors that would be 
introduced by the application of re-sampling images to get, for example, the same 
number of scan-lines in each of a batch of images. The method offers the opportunity 
to analyse images at high resolution. It is important therefore to position the sample 
so that it is viewed correctly in the camera. There is little point in sampling images in 
scan-lines of 30 tm if the sample was photographed at a slight angle and is 1 mm 
lower at the left-hand side compared to the right-hand side. Unfortunately, the 
apparent precision of this method is much higher than its likely accuracy. 
UV lighting used in a darkened room provides low levels of visible light and 
this can make photography a little complicated. Accurate focusing is made difficult 
by the reduced available light. In reduced light levels, photographic film may not 
respond linearly to increases in exposure settings. The use of photographic methods 
also introduces the possibility of failing to obtain adequate images. However, as 
processing the film is not instantaneous, this may not be apparent until it is too late. 
The processes involved in obtaining digital images in this study involve two steps 
that are carried out by commercial companies. These steps are therefore not directly 
controllable. The use of a quality-assured processor for photographic processing and 
Photo-CD transfer should limit problems. The use of different processors may lead to 
systematic errors and so this should be avoided. It must be assumed that the images 
are digitised in a uniform manner. There is little opportunity to influence the 
quantification process after the photograph has been scanned. Test images, which 
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might highlight any possible problems could be included in each film or batch of 
films sent for processing. 
The use of digital filters on images has also been avoided as it is very difficult 
to know what the sample should really look like. Filters should be limited to simple 
procedures such as noise reduction and segmentation. The use of dilation and erosion 
filters is likely to be useful in simplifying structural features. This may be beneficial 
in, for example, associating features in adjacent images in attempts to re-construct 3-
D images. 
The software used to read and display and convert images from a Photo-CD 
can affect the way the image is displayed. It is necessary to use software that converts 
image files in a uniform manner when, as in this case, the image is converted to a 256 
greyscale BMP Bitmap file. Some software will carry out such a conversion in 
different ways. Picture Publisher (version 3.1) converts Photo-CD images into only 
32 greyscales while Graphic Workshop for Windows (version l.lp) converts the 
images into 256 greyscales. The analysis programs used in this study assume that the 
image files have been converted to 256 greyscales even though they can only display 
the image using 64 greyscales. This is a limitation of the video driver used to control 
graphical output to the screen. The image is segmented by one of the 256 greyscales. 
13.3. Image analysis software. 
The analysis software was written to perform very specific analyses which 
limits its immediate use in other applications of image analysis. It would be possible 
to modify the program to operate on other images or, perhaps to include an analysis 
of some other feature not currently carried out. The continuing advancement of visual 
programming languages, such as Visual Basic, Delphi or Visual C for the PC and the 
spreading acceptance that windows-based software usually has a common user 
interface and so is easier to learn and operate means that this DOS-based analysis 
program is already outdated. The program does operate on what would currently be 
considered a very low specification PC computer system and in this respect has met 
with one of the initial aims of the study. 
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The SCANPORE re-connection macro obtains poroid size by re-connecting 
pore segments from adjacent scan lines in an image. The macro also records shape 
features about each poroid based on the number and length of the segments that 
connect to form each poroid and the number of occasions that parts of the same 
poroid are located on the same scan line of the image. The large numbers of pores 
detected in most samples has meant that summarising these shape features did not 
provide accessible information other than to show the varied pore shapes detected. 
This particular macro may provide interesting results from samples that have 
undergone treatment that is likely to provide a distinct change in pore shape. An 
example of such a treatment would be images obtained from samples that have 
undergone testing in a shear box. 
13.4. Effect of compaction on soil structure. 
The effect of compaction on soil structure can be signalled by the changes in 
distribution of the resin, but it is important to note that the compaction itself will 
affect the progress of the resin. The size and distribution of pore space is reduced by 
increasing compactive effort. This effect is likely to be caused by the disruption at or 
near the surface to which the load was applied. The number, size and distribution of 
pores is readily affected by the application of stresses to soil by, for example, traffic. 
The pores initially present within the soil tend to reduce to smaller structures. The 
number of inter-connections is likely to be reduced and thus gases or fluids are 
subjected to more tortuous routes through the soil. The number of pores is decreased 
as some are closed completely and others become isolated from surrounding pore 
space. This effect is demonstrated by the areas of samples that exhibit no resin-filled 
pore space while other areas of the same sample may contain marked pores. The 
resin-filled pores are not likely to be the only active pores within a sample but they 
are likely to be the major contributors to the gas and fluid transport capabilities of the 
soil. There is an optimal condition where a soil contains enough of a range of pores 
to be able to retain water in dry periods while still being able to allow water to drain 
away in wetter periods. The strength of the structure and its ability to withstand 
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disruption is also important, but information on this is not provided by the resin 
impregnation method except that the structure will have withstood the addition of the 
resin and the subsequent curing process. 
13.5. Effect of compaction on gas movement in soil. 
The reduction in gas transport in the more compact samples is greater than 
might be expected when the air-filled porosity values are considered. This is because 
the proportion of air-filled porosity that is active in gas transport is reduced during 
compaction by disruption in connectivity or controlling pore size. These properties 
may be very variable between samples anyway and it is the scale of the effects that 
make them important. The resin method lends weight to the usefulness of gas 
transport measurements as they are, normally, essentially blind tests, while the image 
analysis provides the user with a better understanding of the active routes for gas or 
fluid transport within a sample. 
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14. Conclusions and proposals for future work 
The automated analysis of samples helps to provide information on how 
structural features control gas movement while offering numerical information that 
may be used in statistical analysis. 
This method represents a relatively simple introduction to sample preparation 
and image processing and analysis. The minimal start-up costs and the likelihood that 
many laboratories may already possess much of the necessary equipment means that 
the method could be useful in preliminary or low-volume work. The particular 
stabilising resin used allows the sample to be treated in a more realistic manner and 
avoids the extreme treatment required by some other published methods and is likely 
to provide a conservative estimate of active pores. Other methods are more likely to 
include pores that were water-filled at sampling. This resin also has the advantage of 
being inexpensive and readily available in this country. 
The transfer of photographs to Photo-CD is an effective method for obtaining 
digital images. Unfortunately the process is not immediate and so it is very important 
to ensure that enough suitable photographic images are obtained in the first instance. 
Alternatively, samples should be retained to allow further photographs to be 
obtained. 
The high resolution, full colour images offered by the Photo CD-ROM 
transfer may provide opportunities to distinguish features within samples more 
readily and accurately. This is more likely to be realised with the use of a more 
powerful and user-friendly commercial software package that can make proper use of 
the memory and graphics capabilities of modern PCs. As computer technology has 
become more generally available, the improvements to the digital imaging products 
available have been immense. In the very near future, affordable, high resolution, 
digital cameras will replace this time-consuming step of sending film away to be 
processed and transferred on to CD-ROM. Such cameras already exist but are 
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currently expensive. Computer software has become less expensive as the use of PCs 
has increased, but image analysis software is still considered a niche market and the 
cost of commercial software remains relatively high. 
The step towards 3-dimensional study of soil structure is required before the 
true value of computer image analysis is shown with the direct application to liquid 
and gas transport properties. The use of lower resolution images, better computer 
memory management, or perhaps a windows-based visual programming language, or 
commercial software is required to make this step feasible on the PC. A method to 
describe and classify complex network pore systems is required to make use of such 
information. The method of describing pore connectivity described by Vogel (1997) 
provides a useful functional summary. 
The extent to which the resin appears at the sample side face gives rise to the 
concern that subsequent water release or gas transport measurements may be affected 
by the sampling method and the condition of the soil when it was sampled. The effect 
of the edge-connected pores can now be estimated and the results of, for example air 
permeability values, could be adjusted to exclude the effects of these edge pores. The 
enhanced connectivity that exists even if the sample ends are sealed may still 
exaggerate the transport capabilities of a sample. Consequently, support is lent to the 
practice of sealing the edges of soil cores by smearing the inner surface at the cutting 
edge with grease in order to reduce or restrict the connected pore space produced by 
these edge effects. 
The effect of stones increasing the porosity of soils is demonstrated by the 
presence of resin on stone/soil interfaces. The effect ranges from fine finger-like 
progress of the resin to complete coating of the stone. Although the positive drainage 
effect of stones is widely accepted it is often regarded as anecdotal wisdom. This 
effective addition to soil pore connectivity is likely to be a dynamic feature changing 
as the soil swells and shrinks against the constant volume of the stone. The effects of 
stone content on soil porosity would benefit from further work. 
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Porosity and gas measurements agree in scale and direction. The fact that gas 
transport measurements agree is not entirely surprising as treatments that were quite 
different were chosen to highlight the effect, but it is interesting to see the differences 
in structure that arise in treatments that exhibit broadly similar gas transport 
properties. In section 11 a light compaction treatment and a zero traffic treatment 
show similar gas transport properties and overall porosity is similar. The size and 
distribution of pores is quite different with the light compaction treatment containing 
more smaller pores distributed throughout the samples instead of fewer larger pores 
as seen in the zero traffic treatment. 
The number and approximate cross-sectional area of active pores can be 
obtained. The results from the lower face of soil core samples were related to 
permeability measurements made and so could be useful in estimating effective 
porosity for use in model systems 
A mathematical description of soil structure would allow the construction of 
mechanistic models which could be used to investigate the effects of rain events and 
activities such as sewage slurry or sludge application to soil. In reality, some kind of 
simplified connectivity estimate similar to that described by Vogel (1997) is likely to 
be the most readily available summary of the complex networks seen in soil 
structure. Arah and Ball (1994) described a model system where the porosity within a 
soil sample is attributed to one of three functional pore categories. The categories are 
called arterial, marginal and remote. The arterial pores allow the diffusion of gas 
through the sample and while the marginal pores take part in local gas exchange they 
do not contribute to diffusion across the bulk sample. Remote porosity in this model 
system is isolated from gas transport. Similarly, resin impregnation would occur 
primarily through arterial pores with some resin travelling into marginal pore space. 
Isolated pores would not be reached by the resin. In this way image analysis could be 
used to test such propositions. 
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17. Appendices 
Appendix A. 
A listing of image analysis program 'PORMETER'. 
(* 
(* Filename = Pormeter.PAS 




Image analysis program for 256 colour bitmaps ( BMP/DIB files). 
Displays 256 colour bitmaps in 64 grayscales. 
Displays 3072 x 2048 pixel BMPs from Photo CD, but not any wider. 
Tif files are not supported by this program!! 
Analyses are 
Porosity - volume per volume 
Surface area - area per volume 
Pore Star length - length! 
Solid Star Length -length ( also 
NB. 3 & 4 above estimate star lengths by 




($M 16384,0,655360) 	( * Maximum stack size 4.) 
{$S+} 
{$R+} 
($i c:\ear\image\svga256.inc } 
(4. 
Graphics driver files location must be set, if not in current directory. 




Top= l ;Right=2;Bottom=3;Left=4; 
var inf 	 : file; 
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outf,outfl ,outf2,outf3 ,outf4,outf5,outf6,outf7,outf 	 : text; 
outbmp 	 : file of byte; 
Fname,sout,s,outfile,PORESEGS 	 : string; 
c,key 	 : char; 
nonseq,KeyOk,ExitCodeThreshSet 	 : boolean; 
CMode,Ck,p,pixels,pe,scrap, inc,Threshold,Thresh, 







Num,Denom,RPerStrip,I Width,! Length,ifd,CurPos,Voffset, 
count,offdiff,Nstrip,Strip, StripRow, Row Start,nb,scrap 1, 
scrap2,TotalCount,Totalsample 	 :longint; 
XRes,YRes,comp,SComp,Yscale 	 :real; 
Colour: array[O..2551 of longint; 	{ Colours for palette. 
FieldL : array[ 1..5] of integer; 
SOffset : array [O..maxoffs] of longint; 
SumP: array[O..1000] of longint; 
Np : array[O..l000] of integer; 
hbox,vbox: array [0..2000,1..2] of byte; { To store covered pixels in } 
dine : array[O..3100J of byte; { To read a whole line of the image into } 
Pline: ARRAY [1..5] OF integer; 
procedure FileOpen; 
Checks for the existance of and opens input file, 
also opens fliame'.out, 'fname'.csv as well as a 
set of temporary files Scan*.tnip - these files 
are overwritten each time the program is run. 
function Exist(filename:string): boo lean; 
var 




exist: =( lOResult=O); 
end; { of function Exist in FileOpen } 
begin { FileOpen main procedure } 
repeat 
{ Enter the image filename, output is in filenameout } 
write(Enter File name );readln(Fname); 
if pos('.',Fname)=O then Fname:=Fname-+-'.DIB'; 
Any given extension will be accepted as long as the file exists 




if position=O then 
begin 




OutFile:=copy(Fname, I ,position)+'out'; 
PORESEGS:=copy(Fname. 1 ,position)+'seg'; 
end; 
{ filename.out is assigned as the output file here. } 
assign(outf,outfile); rewrite(outf); 
writeln(outf, 'Results from ',fname); 
{ Temporary result files for each characteristic and the named 
porosity segments file are assigned and opened here. } 
assign(outfl ,'scan 1 .tmp'); rewrite(outfl); 
writeln(outfl, 'Porosity results from ',fhame); 
assign(outf2,'scan2.tmp'); rewrite(outf2); 
writeln(outf2, 'Perimeter results from ',fname); 
assign(outf3 ,'scan3 .tmp'); rewrite(outf3); 
writeln(outf3, thame, ', Pore star lines/segments. 
assign(outfB, PORESEGS); rewrite(outf8); 
{writeln(outf8, 'Pore star length information from ',fhame);} 
{ This file is copied from scan3.tmp and is made in Procedure SaveData 
at the end of the analysis run. 
It is kept for use in Excel VBA = SCANPORE.xls) 
assign(outf4,'scan4.tmp'); rewrite(outf4); 
writeln(outf4, 'Average pore star length results from ',fname); 
ass ign(outf5,'scan5.tmp'); rewrite(outf5); 
writeln(outf5, fname,', Solid star lines/segments. 
This file could be kept for use in Excel VBA = SCANPORE.xls 
N.B. This would be SOLID soil features and should not be 
confused with porosity data. 
assign(outf6,'scan6.tmp'); rewrite(outf6); 
writeln(outf6, 'Average solid star length results from ',fiiame); 
A file which contains data for a greyscale histogram from selected area. 
This file will be overwritten each time the program is run. 
outfile:='hist.out'; 
assign(outf7,outfile); rewrite(outf7); 
writeln(outf7, 'Histogram data from ',thame); 
end; ( of procedure FileOpen 
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line(RightX,TopY,RightX, Bottom Y); 
line(RightX,BottomY,LeftX,BottomY); 
line(LeftX,BottomY,LeftX,TopY); 
SetColor(15); { Reset White Colour. } 
end; ( Procedure DrawFrame 
Procedure Draw Rectangle(LeftX,TopY,RightX,BottomY: integer); 
{ Draws a rectangle by joining four lines at corner co-ordinates. } 
begin 
SetViewPort(O,O,Mx,My, TRUE); 




end; { Procedure DrawRectangle) 
function ReadC:byte; 
{ Reads a byte from file into character C } 
begin 
Blockread(inf,c, I ,cc); 
if cc<>l then 
begin 




end; { of function ReadC } 
procedure ClearTBox(x l,yl ,x2,y2 :word); 
var x,y:word; 
begin 
for y:=yI to y2 do 
for x: =x I to x2 do 
putPixel(x,y,O); 
end; 
function ReadFie Id: long int; 
{ Reads fields from header according to field sizes (FieldL) read previously } 
var x: longint;i: integer; 
begin 
x:=O; 
for i:=I to FieldL[Field] do x:x+round(ReadC*exp((i1)*ln(256))) ; 
nbytes:nbytes+FieldL[Field]; 
ReadField:=x; 
end; { of function ReadField } 
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{$F+} 
function DetectVGA256 : integer; 
A function that baffles pascal into using the hi-res screen driver) 
begin 




( Set up screen graphics mode for hi-res screen } 
var 
Maxc:byte; 






if ErrorCodecgrOk then 
begin 















end; ( of procedure SetGraphics } 
procedure ReadBMPHeader; 
Reads header at start of file and sets values, 8 bit image only } 
var 
MaxC, offset: byte; 
info:array[ I.. 15] of longint; 
item:array[0..53] of longint; 
jkh : integer; 
begin 
reset(inf, 1); 












write ln(info[jkh]:8,item[i]:8,item[i+I ]:8); 
jkh:=jkh+1; 
info[jkh}:=Item[i+2]+(item[i+3]*256); 




info[jkhJ:=item[i]+(item[i+ I ]*756)+(it em [i+2]*4096)+(item [i+3]*65536); 






If Iwidth mod 4>0 then 
begin 
Pack:=4-Iwidth mod 4; 
Iwidth:=lwidth+Pack; 
end; 




SOffset[ 1 ]:=info[3] (+1078); 
RPerStrip:=info[6]; { ?} 
ResUnit:=0; 
end; of procedure ReadBMPHeader 
function ReadPixel:word: 
Looks at successive bits (reading bytes from file as necessary). 
Only works after pixel element (pe) has been set (eg by Pi function) 
and a byte read (unless pe=8). 
This was meant to be used for real binary images, but can just read 




if BitsPerSamplec'8 then 
begin 
for i:0 to BitsPerSample-1 do 




else Readpixel:=16+ pixels div 4; 
pe:=pe-4-BitsPerSample; 





end; ( of function ReadPixel } 
function Pi(x,y:longint):byte; 
Accesses individual pixels of image (reading the relevant byte each time) 
returning the colour attribute (currently only ibit, 0 or I). 
Can be used instead of array to access pixels i.e. use colour:=Pi(x,y) 




(if strip>1 then write( "g);} 
StripRow:=Y-(Strip- I )RPerStrip+ I; 
nb : =trunc(x * BitsPerSample/8); 
pe:=X* BitsPerSample_nb*8 : 
Rowstart:=trunc(SOffset[Strip]±(StripRow- I)* l Width* BitsPerSample/8+nb); 
seek(inf,RowStart); 




writeln("g,'ERROR: End of file met at ',rowstart,'. Filelength: ,filesize(inf)); 
writeln('x y nb pe strips offset striprow); 





if BitsPerSample=8 then pi:=ord(c) 
else for i:=0 to BitsPerSample- I do 
if ((pixels shi pe) and (128) = 128 ) then pix:=pix+(round(exp(i*ln(2)))); 
if BitsPerSample=8 then pi:=16+ ord(c) div 4 else pi:=pix; 
end; ( of function Pi 
procedure MoveloRowStart(y:longint); 
{ Move cursor to start of next row in image file, 
for use with fast blockread method. 	) 
begin 
Strip:=trunc(Y/RPerStrip)+ 1; 
if strip>200 then begin restorecrtrn ode, write ln(y);ha It; end; 
seek(inf,trunc(SOffset[Strip}+(Y-(strip_ I )* RPerStrip)* lWidth* BitsPerSample/8)) 
end; (of procedure MoveloRowStart ) 
procedure ReadLine; 
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{ Reads a line of bytes from file into character array Cline 
begin 
Blockread(inf,cline,Iwidth,cc); (modify for 1 bit, i.e. split to bits. } 






end; ( of procedure ReadLine 
procedure Draw Box; 
{ Draws Cursor box within compressed full image display. 




Top:= StartY div Icomp; 	Bottom:=EndY div Icomp +2; 
Left:=StartX dlv Icomp +My±1; Right:= EndX div Icomp +My+3; 
( Keep pixels overwritten by cursor box 
NOTE: High resolution screen driver cannot cope with SetWriteMode(XORput) 
which would eliminate this requirement 
for i:left to right do 
begin 
hbox[i, I ]:=getpixel(i,top); 
hbox[i,2]:=getpixel(i,bonom); 
end; 
for i:=top to bottom do 
begin 
vbox[i, I ]:=getpixel(left,i); 
vbox [i,2] :=getpixel(right,i); 
end; 
ptop:—top;pbottom:=bottom;pleft:=left;pright:=right; 
( Draw cursor box in white 






end; ( of procedure DrawBox 
procedure EraseBox; 
{ Erases Cursor box by restoring previously overwritten image pixels 
begin 











end; { of procedure EraseBox) 
procedure Message(s:string); 
{ Displays current display status } 
begin 




end; { of procedure Message 
procedure Info; 
{ Displays information about position and size of cursor Box) 
begin 
setviewport(My+2,Mx-My+ I 7,Mx,450 ( My) ,ClipOn); 
setfihlstyle(O,O);clearviewport; 
str(StartY:6,sout); outtextxy (2, O,sout+' : Top'); 
str(StartX:6,sout); outtextxy (2, 1 7,sout+' : Left'); 
str(EndY:6,sout); 	outtextxy (2, 33,sout+' : Bottom'); 
str((Ilength- I ):6,sout);outtextxy (8,50,'('+sout+')'); 
str(EndX:6,sout); outtextxy (2,67,sout+ : Right'); 
str((Iwidth- I ):6,sout);outtextxy (8,84,'('+sout+')'); 
str(BoxHeight:6,sout); outtextxy (2,101,sout+' : Height); 
str(BoxWidth:6,sout); outtextxy (2,11 8,sout+ : Width'); 
str(ISComp:6,sout); outtextxy (2,13 5,sout+' SegComp'); 
str(IComp:6,sout); 	outtextxy (2,1 52,sout+' : FuilComp'); 
setViewPort(O,O,Mx,My,clipon); 
end; { of procedure Info } 
function CursorKey:byte; 
{ Moves box cursor with arrow keys, speeding up if keys are held down 
Sets Top left of box first (with fixed box size unless Right or lower 
edges are encountered, then size is reduced. 
Bottom right is then set with top left fixed, thereby setting box size. 
Parameters BoxWidth and BoxHeight describe the box size in pixels, 
relative to the original image ie absolute size of box. 
StartX,StartY,EndX,EndY describe the co-ordinates of the box relative to 
the pixels of the original image 
var 
dum : char; 
begin 
repeat until Keypressed; 
key:=readkey: 




if keypressed then 
begin 	{ Key must have been held down so increment rep } 
rep:=rep+ I; 
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repeat dum:=readkey until not(keypressed); { Empty the buffer 
if rep=3 then begin inc:=inc+2; rep:= 1; end; { Increment inc after 3 passes 
end else 
begin inc:=l; rep:=l; end; { Key has been lifted so reset rep & inc } 
EraseBox; ( Rub out cursor 
if CMode=l then 
begin case ord(key) of 
72: if StartY>inc then StartY:=StartY-inc else StartY:=O; 
75 : if StartX>inc then StartX:=StartX-inc else StartX:=0; 
77: if StartX<lwidth-inc-1 then StartX:=StartX+inc else StartX:=Iwidth-l; 
80 : if StartY<I length- inc- I then StartY:=StartY+inc else StartY:=llength- 1; 
end; { case 
EndX:=StartX+Box Width-I; if EndX>IWidth- I then EndX:=IWidth- 1; 
EndY :=StartY+BoxHeight- 1; if EndY>lLength- I then EndY:=ILength- 1; 
end else 
begin case ord(key) of 
72 : if EndY>inc then EndY:=EndY-inc else EndY:=O; 
75 : if EndX>inc then EndX:=EndX-inc else EndX:=0; 
77: if EndX<lwidth-inc-1 then EndX:=EndX+inc else EndX:=lwidth-1; 
80: if EndY<Ilength-inc-1 then EndY:=EndY+inc else EndY:=llength-l; 
end; { case } 
if EndX<StartX then EndX:=StartX; 
if EndY<StartY then EndY:=StartY; 
end; 
Box Width:=EndX-StartX+ I; 
BoxHeight:=EndY-StartY+ I; 
DrawBox; { Redraw at new position } 
end else CursorKey:=ord(key); 
( Calculate integer compression factor ISComp (-ye means magnification) 
If BoxWidth>BoxHeight then SComp:=BoxWidth/(My+ I) else SComp:=BoxHeightl(My+ 1); 
if SComp>l then { Compression } 
begin 
IScomp:=trunc(Scomp); if frac(SComp)>0 then lScomp:=lScomp+ I; 
end else 
begin 	{ Magnification 
ISComp:=l; 
while SComp*(lSComp+ I )< I do lSComp:=ISComp+ I; 
if ISComp> 1 then lSComp:=ISComp* 1; 
end; 
end; { of function CursorKey } 
Procedure DrawScreen; ( The BIG one, this proc does the main screen. 
begin 
setfillstyle(5, I); 
textcolor( I );settextjustify(0,2); 
{ Instruction block } 
outtextxy(my+20,500,'Key Action'); 
line(my±20,525,mx-20,525); 
outtextxy(my+20,530,'S Select area'); 
outtextxy(my+20,560,'T Threshold'); 
outtextxy(my+20,590,'P Screen dump'); 
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outtextxy(my+20,620,'B Binary image); 
outtextxy(my+20,650,'C Calibrate); 
outtextxy(my+20,680,'A Analyse'); 
outtextxy(my+20,7 IO,'Q Quit'); 
Calculate compression factor for full image) 
Comp:=Iwidth/(Mx-My-2); if Ilengthi(Mx-My)>Comp then Comp:=flength/(Mx-My); 
Icomp:=trunc(comp); if frac(Comp)>O then Icomp:=Icomp+ 1; 




writeln('Too many compressed elements (',(Iwidth div Icomp)+1,').'); 
writeln(' Increase constant MaxComp in program and recompile.); 
halt; 
end; 
EndX:=StartX+My; if EndX>IWidth- 1 then EndX:=I Width-I; ( WidthDepth) 
EndY:=StartY±My; if EndY>lLength- I then EndY:=ILength- 1; 
{ Ends at edge of full image if Xlim/Ylim would be beyond it, 
(-1 is to account for start at 0)) 
(Initialise compressed image elements 
for Xc:=0 to (Iwidth div lcomp)+l do begin Sump[Xc]:=0;Np[Xc]:=0;end; 
{ Draw dividing lines between screen segments) 
line(My+ I ,0,My+ I ,My); 
line(My±l,0,Mx,0); 
line(Mx,0,Mx,(llength-l) dlv lcomp+2); 
line(Mx,(I length- I) div Icomp+2,My+2,(Ilength-1) dlv Icomp+2); 
line(My+ I ,0,(IWidth- I) div Icomp +My+3 ,0); 
Iine((I Width- 1) div Icomp +My+3 ,0,(1 Width-I) dlv Icomp +My+3,(Ilength- 1) div Icomp+2); 
line((IWidth-l) div Icomp +My+3,(Ilength-1) dlv Icomp+2,My+2,(Ilength-1) div tcomp+2); 
Message(' Drawing image'); 
if EndY-StartY<My- I then line(0,EndY-StartY+ 1 ,EndX-StartX+ I ,EndY-StartY+ I); 
if EndX-StartX<My- I then line(EndX+ I -StartX,EndY+ 1 -StartY,EndX+ I -StartX,0); 
{ Yinv:=(Ilength-I) div lcomp+2;} 
MoveToRowStart(0); { Move to file pos at start of image } 
for y: =0 to llength- I do 
begin 
ReadLine; 
for x:=0 to Iwidth-I do 
begin 
P:=16 ±Cline[x{+l}] dlv 4; { Read successive bits for remainder of row ) 
{ Display selected segment of image) 
if (x>=StartX) and (X<=EndX) and (y>=StartY) and (Y'z=EndY) 
then PutPixel(x-StartX,y-StartY,P); 
{ Calculate compressed images 
Xc:=x div Icomp; Yc:=y dlv Icomp; 
sump [xc]: =sump [xc]+p; np[xc]:=np[xc]+l; 
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{ Display compressed image } 
if (y mod Icomp = Icomp- I) or (y=llength- I) then 
if (x mod Icomp = Icomp-l) or (x=lwidth-1) then 
begin 
PutPixel(My±Xc+2,Yc+ I ,round(sump[xc]/np[xcfl); 




repeat segment until spacebar is pressed } 
end; { Procedure DrawScreen } 
Procedure DrawSegment; 
if (Ck=13) and 
((StartX<>PStartX) or (StartY<>PStartY) or (EndX<>PEndX) or (EndY<>PEndY)) then 





{ Calculate edge positions for compressed & magnified segment 
if ISComp>O then { compressed) 
begin 
if trunc(BoxHeight/lSComp)+ I <My-I then 
line(O,trunc(BoxHeight/lSComp)+ I, 
trunc(BoxWidthllSComp)+ I ,trunc(BoxHeight/ISComp)+ I); 
if trunc(BoxWidthllSComp)+ I <My-I then 
line (trunc(BoxWidthllSComp)+ I ,trunc(BoxHeightilSComp)+ 1, 
trunc(BoxWidthllSComp)-i- 1,0); 
end 
else { magnified } 
begin 
if BoxHeight*lSC omp<My  then 
if Box Width* ISComp<My  then 
line(Box Width* lSComp, Box Height* ISComp, Box Width* 1sComp,o); 
end; 
{ Initialise compressed element counters ) 
if ISComp>O then 
for Xc:=O to ((EndX-StartX+l) div IScomp)+l do 
begin Sump [Xc]:=O,Np[Xc]:=O;end; 
Draw image segment ) 
MoveToRowStart(Starty); 
for y:=StartY to EndY do 
begin 
ReadLine; 




( Read successive bits for remainder of row) 
{ Calculate compressed image segment) 
if ISComp>0 then 
begin 
Xc:(x-StartX) div IScomp: Yc:=(y-StartY) div IScomp; 
sump[xc]:=sump[xc]+p; np[xc]:=np[xc]+ 1; 
( Display compressed image segment) 
if ((y-StartY) mod IScomp = IScomp- I) or (y=EndY) then 
if ((x-StartX) mod IScomp = IScomp- 1) or (x=EndX) then 
begin 
PutPixel(Xc,Yc,round(sump[xc]/np[xc})); 
sump[xc]:=0;np[xc]:=0; { Clear compressed pixel 
end; 
end 
else 	Display magnified image segment 
begin 
{ Repeat pixels x & y at level of magnification ) 
for yc:=0 to l*lSCo mpl do 
for xc:=0 to 1*1SC ompl do 













{ Calculate edge positions for compressed & magnified segment) 




trunc(Box Width/I SComp)+ 1 ,trunc(BoxHeighti!SComp)+l); 
iftrunc(BoxWidth/!SComp)+l<My-1 then 
line (trunc(BoxWidthllSComp)+ I ,trunc(BoxHeightllScomp)+ 1, 
trunc(BoxWidth/ISComp)+ 1,0); 
end 
else { magnified ) 
begin 
if BoxHeight*lSComp<My then 
if Box Width * ISComp<My then 
end; 
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{ Initialise compressed element counters } 
if ISComp>O then 
for Xc:=O to ((EndX-Startx+l) div IScomp)+1 do 
begin Sump[Xc]:=O;Np[Xc}:=O;end; 
{ Draw image segment 
MoveToRowStai-t(Stai-tY); { Move to file pos at start of first row 
for y:=StartY to EndY do 
begin 
ReadLine; 
for x:=StartX to EndX do 
begin 
(* ColourP:=16+ Cline[x{+1}] div 4; *) 
ColourP:=Cline[x]; 
{ Read successive bits for remainder of row } 
If ColourP<Threshold then P:= 16 + ColourP div 4 
{ It's own scaled colour } 
else P:= 3; ( A marker colour } 
(* 
The test against the Threshold value must be in the 0 - 255 range to keep 
the senstivity high. After the test: 
if pixel >= Threshold then pixel = 3 (Blue) 
else pixel = 16 + {cline[x] value} div 4 
to scale the value for display. 
{ Calculate compressed image segment } 
if ISComp>0 then 
begin 
Xc:=(x-StartX) div IScomp; Yc:=(y-StartY) div IScomp; 
sump[xc] :=sump[xc]+p; np[xc] :=np[xc]+ 1; 
Display compressed image segment) 
if ((y-StartY) mod IScomp = IScomp- I) or (y=EndY) then 
if ((x-StartX) mod IScomp = IScomp- 1) or (xEndX) then 
begin 
PutPixel(Xc,Yc,round(sump[xc]/np[xc])); 
sump[xc]:=O;np[xc]:=O; f Clear compressed pixel } 
end; 
end 
else { Display magnified image segment) 
begin 
{ Repeat pixels x & y at level of magnification 
for yc:=0 to 1*ISCo mpl do 
for xc:=0 to l*lSC ompl do 





Message(' Threshold done); 
Repeat until keypressed; 





BoxWidth:=My± 1; if StartX+BoxWidth>IWidth then Box Width:=I Width-StartX; 




{ Previous coords } 
rep 1;inc:=1; 
Select Box Position) 
Message( Set Top left '); CMode:=1; 
repeat Ck:=CursorKey; Info; until (Ck=I3) or (Ck=32); 
{ Positions box (Top left) } 
{ Select Box size } 
Message('Set Bottom right'); CMode:=2; 
if Ckc'32 then repeat Ck:=CursorKey; Info until (Ck=13) or (Ck=32); 
{ Sizes box (Bottom right) 
{ Draw segment - redraws selected segment in main screen area.) 
if (Ck=13) and 
((StartX<>P5tartX) or (StartY<>PStarty) or (EndX<>PEndX) or (EndY<>PEndY)) 
then DrawSegment; 
{ only if it has been changed since previous time. } 
until Ck=32; 
message(' Selected area'); 





writeln(' 	 IMAGE ANALYSIS program');writeln; 
writeln('Reads BMP image files and displays the full image and a segment.'); 
writeln('The position and size of the segment can be adjusted using the arrow keys.'); 
writeln('The segment is magnified or compressed to best fit inside the display box.'); 
write In; 
end; { of Procedure FrontPage } 
Procedure Showcolours; 
{ **** **** **** **** **** **** 
This section shows the range and number of colours 
available using the SVGA graphics driver. 
begin 
settextjustif'(lefttext,toptext); 
for i:=O to IS do 







repeat until keypressed: 
halt: end; 
{ **** **** **** **** ***S **** **** ) 
Procedure SetThreshold; 
{ Allows the user to set threshold while viewing the histogram } 
var 
Bar: array[1..2] of integer; 
key : char; 
Begin 
j :=639-(trunc(Colour[Thresh] * (Yscale))); 
Setcolor(4); 	 { red for visibility 
Line(200±Threshj-20,200+Threshj-40); { mark threshold value } 




repeat until Keypressed; 
key:=readkey; 




Line(200+Bar[ I ],Bar[2] -20,200+Bar[ 1 ],Bar[2]-40); Rub out cursor } 
if ord(key)=75 then 
begin 
if Thresh-1 >= 0 then Thresh:=Thresh-1 else Thresh:=0; 
end else 
if ord(key)=77 then 
begin 
ifThresh+l <= 255 then Thresh:=Thresh+l else Thresh:=255; 
end; 
j:=639-(trunc(Colour[Thresh] *(Y sca le))); 
Setcolor(4); 	 { red for visibility } 
Line(200+Thresh,j-20,200+Thresh,j-40); { mark new threshold value 







until ord(key)=l 3; 
end; { of Procedure SetThreshold } 
Procedure Histogram; 
var 
Channel,chancol : byte; 








Outtextxy(80,2 16,' Histogram - Use the left'); 
Outtextxy(80,233,' and right arrow keys <-
Outtextxy(80,250,' to adjust the threshold'); 
Outtextxy(80,267,' value between 0 and 255.'); 
Outtextxy(80,284,' Enter to select.'); 
Outtextxy(80,650,' 	0 	255'); 
SetColor(0); { Add axis to histograph 
line(199,640.460,640); { x axis } 
line(199,640,199,340); (y axis 
i:= 0; { Set frequency count to Zero } 
For  :=0to255 do 
begin 
Colour[i] := 0; 
end; 
{ Construct frequency table - read selected area a line at a time. 
SetColor( 15); 
Message('doing histogram'); 
MoveToRowStart(StartY); Move to file pos at start of first row } 
for y:=StartY to EndY do 
begin 
ReadLine; 
for x:=StartX to EndX do 
begin 
Channel:= Cline[x]; 




For  :0to255 do 
begin 
if Colour[i] > HiChannel then HiChannel := Colour[i]; 
end; 
Yscale := 300/1-liChannel; 
setcolor(7); 
For  :=Oto 255 do 
begin 
Line(20O+i,639,200+i,639(trunc(Co lour[ i]*(yscale)))); 
Writeln(outf7, Colour[i]); 
end; 
SetColor(0); { Redraw axis for histograph) 
line(199,640,460,640); { x axis) 






Draw Rectangle(70,200,570,700); { Clear the histogram } 
SetColor( 15); { reset white colour 




year, month, date, dow, hours, minutes, seconds, hunds: Word; 
begin 
GetDate(year,month,date,dow); 
WriteLn(outf,'Analysed ',date:O, 'I', month:O, 'I', year:O); 
Getlime(hours,minutes,seconds,hunds); 
WriteLn(outf,'at about ',hours:O, ':,minutes:O,' hrs.); 
AnSegWide:= 0; 
AnSegHigh:= 0; 
AnSegWide:=EndX - StartX +1; 
AnSegHigh:=EndY - StartY +1; 
Writeln(outf,'Analysis section width ,AnSeg Wide); 
Writeln(outf,'Analysis section height ',AnSegHigh); 
Writeln(outf,'StartX ',StartX, ','EndX ,EndX); 
Writeln(outf,'StartY ',StartY, ','EndY ',EndY); 
Writeln(outf,'Threshold ',Threshold,' Thresh ,Thresh); 
flush(outf); ( File flushed here - otherwise info may be lost. } 
end; { of procedure ResultHeader } 
Procedure Analysis; 
var 
PrevL :array [0..3100] of byte; 
Surfcount,sinPc90,sinPc45 :real; 




Totalsample := 0; 
TotalCount 0; 
Writeln(outfl,' Porosity scans); 
MoveToRowStart(StartY); { Move to file pos at start of first row } 
begin 




for x:=StartX to EndX do 
begin 





Total sample: =((EndY-StartY)+ I)* ((EndX-StartX)+  1); 
Writeln(outfl,'-999 ',',',•-999 '); 
Writeln(outfl,'Total sample pixel count = ',Totalsample:lO); 
Write ln(outfl,'Total pore pixel count = ',TotalCount:6); 
flush(outfl); File flushed here - otherwise info may be lost 
end; 
( Perimeter scans 
Writeln(outf2,' Pcount90',',', Pcount45); 
sinPc90 := Sin(90); sinPc45 := Sin(45); 
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Message( Perimeter '); 
MoveloRowStart(StartY- 1); 
Move to file pos at start of row above first row. 




For i:=O to EndX+l do 
PrevL[i]:=ord(Cline[i]); 
For y:=StartY to EndY do 
begin 
Pcount9O:=O; { zero left ( or is it right) interface counter } 
Pcount45:=O; { zero upper left ( or is it right) interface counter 
ReadLine; 
For x:=StartX to EndX do 
begin 
if (ord(C line[x ])<Thresh) AND (Thresh<=ord(Cline[x+ 1])) then Pcount9O:=Pcount9O+ 1; 
if (ord(Cline[x])>=Thresh) AND (Thresh>ord(C line [x+ 11)) then Pcount90:=Pcount9O+ 1; 
if (ord(Cline[x])<Thresh) AND (Thresh<=PrevL[x+ 1]) then Pcount45 :Pcount45+ I; 
if (ord(C line [x])>=Thresh) AND (Thresh>PrevL[x+ 1]) then Pcount45 :=Pcount45+ I; 
end; 
Writeln(outf2,y:5,',',Pcount9o:5,',',Pcount45:5); 
flush(outf2); { File flushed here - otherwise info may be lost. 
i:=O; { Save Cline into PrevL i.e. previous line } 
For i:=O to EndX+l do { Don't need past End.X+l 
PrevL[i] :=ord(Cline[i]); 
end; 




pbits, numpbits,Tporepix : longint; 
AvPStarL,psl : real; 
CounterA,CounterB: integer; 
OSum,lSum: longint; 
partlines: array [1..500J of word; 
begin 
Message(' Porebits 
Writeln(outf3,StartY,' Minimum Y co-ordinate'); 
Writeln(outf3,EndY,' Maximum Y co-ordinate'); 
Writeln(outt3 StartX,' Minimum X co-ordinate'); 
Writeln(outf3,EndX,' Maximum X co-ordinate'); 
Write ln(outf3,'p,':6,'Y,':6,'Xs,:6,'xe,:6,Edge,:6,Lengthl:7); 
Write ln(outf4,'y,':6,'AvPStarL,':9,' PsI '); 
MoveToRowStart(Starty); { Move to file pos at start of first row } 
p := 0; Tporepix := 0; 
y:=StartY; 
repeat 
pbits := 0; numpbits := 0; 
CouriterA:=0; 
Readline; 
x := StartX; 
repeat 
if ord(Cline[x]) >= Thresh {old} THEN 
begin 
p:= p+ I;  
str(p,$); 
Message(s); 
Pline[l] :=y; 	{ 1 =yco-ordofporelme start pixel } 
Pline[21 := x; { 2 = x co-ord of poreline start pixel } 
if y=StartY then PLine[4]:=1 else if y=EndY then Pline[4]:=2 
else PLine[4}:=0; 
{l = Top, 2 = Bottom} 
if x=StartX then PLine[4]:=Pline[4] + 4; 
{ 4 = Left } 
while (x<EndX) and (ord(Cline[x+l])>=Thresh{old}) do x:=x+1; 
Pline[3] : (x); 	{ 3 = x co-ord of poreline end point 
Pline[5] := Pline[3] - Pline[2] + 1; 
CounterA :=CounterA+ I ;partlines[CounterA] :=pline[5]; 
if x=EndX then Pline[4] := PLine[4] + 8; 
{8=Right } 
Writeln(outf3,p:6,',',PLine[ I 1:6,',',PLine[2]:6,',',PLine[3]:6,',',PLine[4]:6,',',pLine[5]:o); 
pbits := pbits + PLine[5]; (sum of pore lengths in each line } 
numpbits := numpbits-+-1; 








for CounterB:=1 to CounterA do 
begin 








if numpbits>0 then Psl:= I +2*(OSum)/pbit s; 
If numpbits = 0 then 
begin 
AvPStarL := 0; 
PSI := 0; 
end 




{ Save results to files. } 
Writeln(outf3,' -999,',' -999,',' -999,',' -999, 1 ,' -999,',' -999 ,); 
Writeln(outf3,'Number of porelines = 
Writeln(outf3,'Number of porepixels = ',Tporepix); 
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flush(outf3); { File flushed here - otherwise info may be lost. 
Writeln(outf,Number of porelines = 
Writeln(outf,'Number of porepixels = ',Tporepix); 
flush(outf); { File flushed here - otherwise info may be lost. 
end; { PoreBits } 
PROCEDURE SolidBits; 
var 
solid 	: longint; 
sbits, numsbits, Tsolidpix longint; 
AvSStarL, ssl: real; 
OSum,ISum : longint; 
partlines:array[l..500} of word; 
counterA,counterB :integer; 
begin 
Message( Sol idbits 
); 
Writeln(outf5,StartY,' Minimum Y co-ordinate'); 
Writeln(outfs,EndY; Maximum Y co-ordinate'); 
Writeln(outf5,StartX,' Minimum X co-ordinate'); 
Writeln(outfs,EndX; Maximum X co-ordinate'); 
Writeln(outf5,'p,':6,'Y,':6,xs,:6,xe.•6Edge' . 6Length'.7); 
Writeln(outf6,'y,:6,'AvSStarL,':9, Ssl '); 
MoveToRowStart(Starty); { Move to file pos at start of first row } 
solid := 0; Tsolidpix := 0; 
y:=StartY; 
repeat 




if x<l then x:=l; ( this avoids sampling to the left of the image.) 
repeat 





Pline[l] := y; 	{ 1 = y co-ord of solidline start pixel } 
Pline[2] := x; { 2 = x co-ord of solidline start pixel } 
if y=StartY then PLine[41:=1 else if y=EndY then Pline[4]:=2 
else PLine[4]:=0; 
{l Top,2 =Bottom } 
if x=StartX then PLine[4]:=Pline[4]+ 4; 
( 4 = Left 
while (x<EndX) and (ord(Cline[x+l])<Thresh{old}) do x:=x+l; 
Pline[3] := (x); 	{ 3 = x co-ord of solidline end point) 
Pline[5] := Pline[3] - Pline[2] ± I; 
counterA:=counterA+ 1; partlines[counterA];=Pline[5] 
if x=EndX then Pline[4] := PLine[4] ± 8; 
{ 8 = Right) 
\Vriteln(outf5,p:6,,,PLine[ 1 J: 6,, ,PLine[2 ]:6,,,pLjne[3]:6;pLine[4] .6pLjfle[5]:6); 
sbits := sbits + PLine[5]; { sum of solid lengths in each line 
numsbits := numsbits+l; 
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for counterB:=l to counterA do 
begin 








if numsbits>O then Ssl:=1+2*(OSum)/sbits; 
If numsbits = 0 then 
begin 
AvSStarL := 0; 
Ssl := 0; 
end 
else AvSStarL sbits/numsbits; 
Write ln(outf6,y:6,',',AvSStai - L:9,',',Ssl:7:2); 
y:=y+l; 
until y=EndY+1; 
{ Save results to files. 
Writeln(outf5, -999,',' -999,,' -999,',' -999, 1,' -999,',' -999'); 
Writeln(outf5,'Number of sol idlines = ',solid); 
Writeln(outf5,'Number of solidpixels = ',Tsolidpix); 
flush(outf5); { File flushed here - otherwise info may be lost. ) 
Writeln(outf,'Number of solidlines = ',solid); 
Writeln(outf,'Number of solidpixels = ',Tsolidpix); 
Write ln(outf,'ScanY',',','Porepjx',',','scany',',','perpix9o''''perpX45''' 
'ScanY',',' ,'AvPStarL',',','Ps l',',','ScanY',',','AvSStarL',',','SsI'); 
flush(outf); { File flushed here - otherwise info may be lost. 
end; { SolidBits } 
Procedure writelong(temp: Ion gint); 
{ splits longints into byte values and writes to file lsb first 
var 
item : array [1.4] of longint; 
bytevals : array [1.4] of byte: 
begin 
item[4} :=temp div 16777216; temp:=temp-(item [4]* 16777216); 
item[3]:=temp div 65536; temp:=temp_(item[3]*65536); 
item[2] :=temp div 256; temp:=temp(item[2]*256); 
item[ I ]:=temp; 





Write(outbmp,bytevals[ I] ,bytevals[2],bytevals[3 ],bytevals[4]); 
end; 
procedure writeBMP; 
{ Writes the Hi-res graphics screen to a BMP file, 8 bit image only. ) 
var (BMP procedure variables) 
bfsize, bfOffbits, bisize, biWidth, biHeight, biCompression longint; 
biSizelmage,biXPelsPerMeter, biYPelsPerMeter, biClrlJsed, 
biClrlmportant,temp,MaxX,MaxY 	 : longint; 
bfreserved, biPlanes, biBitCount,b,m : integer; 





Sound(220); 	{ Beep) 
Delay( 100); { For 200 ms } 
NoSound; 	{ Relief' ) 
end; 
SetColor( 15); 
Message(Screen dump BMP'); 
assign(outbmp,'screen 1 .bmp'); 
rewrite(outbmp); 
{ Write bitmap file header) 
chval:=ord('B'); Write(outbmp,chval); 
chval:=ord(M'); Write(outbmp,chval); 
MaxX:=GetMaxX+ 1; MaxY:=GetMaxy+ I; ScreenSize:=MaxX*Maxy; 
bfsize 	(MaxX * MaxY) + 1078; temp:=bfsize; 
writelong(temp); { ScreenSize + 1078 header + colour map) 
bfreserved := 0; temp:=bfreserved; Writelong(temp); 
bfOffbits 54 + (256 * 4); temp := bfOftbits; 
Writelong(temp); 
Write bitmap info header) 
bisize 	40; temp:= biSize; Writelong(temp); 
biWidth := MaxX; temp:=biWidth; Writelong(temp); 
biHeight := MaxY; temp:=biHeight; Writelong(temp); 
biPlanes := 1; chval:= biPlanes; Write(outbmp,chval); 
chval:= 0; Write(outbmp,chval); 
biBitCount := 8; chval:= biBitCount; Write(outbmp,chval); 
chval:= 0; Write(outbmp,chval); 
biCompression 0; temp:=biCompression; Writelong(temp); 
biSizelrnage MaxX * MaxY; temp:=biSizeImage; 
writelong(temp); 
biXPelsPerMeter := 0; temp:=biXPelsPerMeter; 
writelong(temp); 
biYPelsPerMeter 0; temp:=biYPelsPerMeter; 
writelong(temp); 
biCirUsed = 0; temp:=biC IrUsed; Writelong(temp); 
{ 0 = default 256 colours, or so they say !!!!! not! } 
biCirlmportant := 0; temp:=biClrlmportant; Writelong(temp); 
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rgbReserved := 0; 
set colour map to increasing greyscales 
for i := 0 to 255 do { set the others colours to screen white/print black } 
begin 
rgbBlue := i; rgbGreen := i; rgbRed := i; 
Write(outbmp,rgbBlue,rgbGreen.rgbRed,rgbReserved); 
end; 
{ Write screen image using cartesian origin i.e. 0,0 at lower left. } 
for  := biHeight-1 downto 0 do 
begin 
for i := 0 to biWidth-1 do 
begin 
Pet := GetPixel(i,j); 
if Pet <15 then Pet =255 else 
if Pet = 15 then Pet := 0 else 






Sound(220); 	{ Beep } 
Delay(100); { For 200 ms 
NoSound; 	{ Relief! 
end; 
SetColor( 15); 
Message('Screen BMP done'); 
end; 
procedure binaryBMP; 
Writes the selected image area to a binary BMP file, 8 bit image only. } 
var (BMP procedure variables) 
bfsize, bfOffbits, bisize, biWidth, biHeight, biCompression longint; 
biSizelmage,biXPelsPerMeter. biYPelsPerMeter, biClrUsed, 
biClrlmportant,temp,MaxX,MaxY 	 : longint; 
bfreserved, biPlanes, biBitCount,b,m : integer; 
rgbBlue, rgbGreen, rgbRed, rgbReserved,chval,Pel,packer 	byte; 




Sound(220); 	{ Beep) 
Delay(lOO); { For 200 ms 




assign(outbmp,'bin image. bmp'); 
rewrite(outbmp); 




MaxX:=(EndX-StartX)+1 ; MaxY:=(EndY-StartY)+l; { + I for inclusive size 
BMP files are packed to 4 byte multiples. 
packer := 0; 
packer := (Max-X+4) mod 4; 
if packer>0 then packer 4 - packer 
else packer := 0; 
binlmageSize := ( MaxX+4+packer) MaxY+4); 
{ + 2 for 2 pixel wide line around edge + packer on each horizontal } 
bfsize :=binlmageSize + 1078; temp:=bfsize; 	Writelong(temp); 
{ bininiageSize + 1078 header + colour map } 
bfreserved := 0; 	temp:=bfreserved; Writelong(temp); 
bfOffbits := 54 + (256 * 4); temp:= bfOffbits; Writelong(temp); 
{ Write bitmap info header } 
bisize := 40; 	temp:= biSize; 	Writelong(temp); 
biWidth MaxX+4; 	temp:=bi Width; 	Writelong(temp); 
biHeight := MaxY+4; temp:=biHeight; Writelong(temp); 
biPlanes := 1; 	chval:= biPlanes; 	Write(outbmp,chval); 
chval:= 0; 	Write(outbmp,chval); 
biBitCount := 8; 	chval:= biBitCount; Write(outbmp,chval); 
chval:= 0; 	Write(outbmp,chval); 
biCompression := 0; 	temp:=biCompression; Writelong(temp); 
biSizelmage := MaxX+4 * MaxY+4; temp:=biSizelmage; Writelong(temp); 
biXPelsPerMeter := 0; 	temp:=biXPelsPerMeter: Writelong(temp); 
biYPelsPerMeter := 0; temp:=biYPelsPerMeter; Writelong(temp); 
biClrUsed := 256; 	temp:=biClrUsed; 	Writelong(temp); 
{ 0 = default 256 colours, or so they say !!!! not! } 
biClrimportant := 256; 	temp:=biClrlmportant; Writelong(temp); 
{ set colour map to levels of grey or black and white for binary image } 
rgbReserved := 0; 
for i := 0 to 255 do { set the others colours to screen white/print black ) 
begin 
rgbBlue := i; rgbGreen := I; rgbRed 
Write(outbmp,rgbBlue,rgbGreen,rgbRedjgbReserved); 
end; 
{ Write image } { This BMP is viewed by some packages and not others. 
MoveToRowStart(StartY); f Move to original file pos at start of first row } 
Pei := 0{255}; 
for i := 1 to (MaxX+4+packer) do { 2 pixel wide line along top of image } 
Write(outbmp,PeLPeI); 
for y:= EndY downto StartY do 
begin 
ReadLine; 
Write(outbmp,Pel,Pel); 	{ 2 pixel wide line at left of image } 
for x:=StartX to EndX do 
begin 
Pei := 0; 




Pet := 0{255}; 
Write(outbmp,Pel,Pel); 	{ 2 pixel wideline at right of image } 





for i := I to (MaxX+4+packer) do { 2 pixel wideline along bottom of image 
Write(outbmp,Pel,Pel); 




Sound(220); 	{ Beep 
Delay( 100); { For 200 ms) 
NoSound; 	{ Relief! } 
end; 
SetColor( 15); 
Message('Binary BMP done'); 
end; 
Procedure SaveData; 
{ Saves data from the scan*.tmp  files into the file.out results file. } 
var 





for i:= I to 2 do 	{ Read past header of each .tmp file 
begin 





for y:=StartY to EndY do { Read each lines data from each .tmp file } 
begin 




writeln(outf,sc 1,',',' ',sc2,',',' ',sc4,',',' ',sc6); 
end; 
Flush(outf); 
Flushes any write caches in operation - otherwise data can be lost 
{ The next part copies scan3.tmp into it's named version for keeping. 
reset(outf3); 







{ Flushes any write caches in operation - otherwise data can be lost) 
end; { of procedure SaveData } 
(* 
Procedure compassmarker; 
{ 	Doesn't work yet!! ******* } 
{ Allows the user to set the compass points on a "circular" sample } 
var 
Bar: array[l..2] of integer; 
Maskit : array[ L.201 of integer; 




j :=639-(trunc(Colour[Thresh] *(Y sca le ))); 
Setcolor(2); 	 { green for visibility } 
For i:=l to4do 
begin 
getpixel( 
Line(200±Thresh,j-20,200+Thresh,j-40); { mark threshold value) 




repeat until Keypressed; 
key:=readkey; 




Line(200+Bar[ 1 1,Bar[21-20,200+Bar[ I ],Bar[2}-40); { Rub out cursor } 
if ord(key)=75 then 
begin 
if Thresh-I >= 0 then Thresh:=Thresh- I else Thresh:=0; 
end else 
if ord(key)=77 then 
begin 
ifThresh±l <= 255 then Thresh:=Thresh+I else Thresh:=255; 
end: 
j :=63 9-(trunc(Colour[Thresh} *(Y scale ))); 
Setcolor(4); 	 { red for visibility } 
Line(200+Threshj-20,200+Thresh,j-40); { mark new threshold value 
Bar[ 1]:Thresh: Bar[2]:=j; 	{ - to remember and erase mark 







until ord(key)= 13; 
end; { of Procedure CompassMarker 
Procedure circiecontrol; 








circle(3 07,260, Radius); 
setcolor( 15); 
end; tend of Procedure circlecontrol) 




FileOpen; { fhame:='\gws\pcd_3 .bmp; assign(inf,fhame);reset(inf, 1); } 
clrscr; 
If pos('.tif,fiame)=O then ReadBMPHeader; 
StartX:=O; StartY:=0; writeln; 
(* 
repeat 
write('Enter starting X co-ordinate (0 to ',IWidth- 1,') );readln(StartX); 
until StartX<l Width; 
repeat 




Showcolours; { This section shows the range and number of colours 




Repeat 	{ Program loop - choose what you want to do 
ExitCode := false; 
codekey := ord(Readkey); 
case codekey of 
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(84) or(1 16): begin { View histogram, set & apply threshold. } 
Histogram; 
Threshold:= Thresh; { 16+Thresh div 4; 
ThreshSegment; 
end; 
(80) or(1 12): writeBMP; { Copy the screen to a BMP file. ) 
4) (66) or (98) : binarybmp; 
{ A black and white BMP file of the selected area. } 
(65)or(97) :begin 
If StartY <= 1 then 
begin 
StartY := 2; 
Writeln(outf,'Cannot analyse 1St line of image.'); 
Sound(220); 	{ Beep } 
Delay( 100); { For 200 ms } 






(* Close(inf); It may be neater to close files, but it's not so handy! *) 
Savedata; 
Message(' Analysis done'); 
end; 
(67) or (99) : Message('No Calibration'); 
(8 1) or (113) : begin 
ExitCode := False; { Exit the program. } 
Message(' Quit? Yy / Nn'): 
Repeat 
Ck:=CursorKey; 
until (Ck=89) or (Ck= 121) or (Ck=78) or (Ck= 110); 
if(Ck=89) or (Ck=121) then ExitCode := True 
else ExitCode := False; 
end; 



















A listing of the SCANPORE reconnection macro for use with 'PORMETER' or 
'PORSLICE' output file within Microsoft Excel 5 spreadsheet package. 
This macro is a Visual Basic program that runs within Excel 5. The data is stored in 
Excel spreadsheets which provides access to more of the computers memory.. 
:scP01 re-connection macro for use in MS Excel 5 
'PoreS ize Macro 
Sub PoreSize() 
Dim YCont(3073), YCPore(3073) As Integer 
Dim Ymin(10000), Ymax(I0000), Xmin(l0000), Xmax(I0000), PC(10000), - 
YSmax( 10000), YSn( 10000), XSmax( 10000), XSn( 10000), EdgeCode( 10000) As Integer 
Dim NPixels( 10000), Sx( 10000), Sy( 10000), XSsum( 10000), YSsum( 10000), - 
XPerim( 10000), YPerim( 10000) As Long 
Dim Conns(2000), psn(I), psxl(1, 2000), psxe(1, 2000) As Integer 
• ROW based arrays 
YCont : Length (in pixels) of open Y segments 
YCPore :Pore ID Nos of open Y segments on previous row (& current row upto current pixel) 
• PORE based arrays 
NPixels : Number of pixels in pore 
Ymin 	: Upper limit of pore 
Ymax : Lower limit of pore 
Xmin 	: Left limit of pore 
Xmax : Right limit of pore 
• PC 	: Lowest ID No of all pore connected to pore 
• YSmax : Longest Y segment in pore 
YSn 	: Number of Y segments in pore 
• XSmax : Longest X segment in pore 
• XSn 	Number of X segments in pore 
Sx : Sum of X co-ords of pixels in pore (needs to be 'Long because co-ords are large Nos) 
• Sy 	Sum of Y co-ords of pixels in pore 
• XSsum : Sum of lengths (in pixels) of X segments in pore 
YSsum : Sum of lengths (in pixels) of Y segments in pore 
EdgeCode : Binary code to indicate if an edge is touched (& which one) 
NPixels, XSsum &YSsum end up the same but are needed for re-allocations at intermediate 
stages because some (most) Y segments are not complete when pore ID Nos are re-assigned 
and end up being assigned to different ID nos even though they ultimately belong to the 
same pore 
'XSEGMENT based arrays 
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Conns : Pore ID Nos of any pores connected to current X segment 
Psn 	: Number of X segments on previous row 
Psx I : Starting X of each segment on previous row 
Psxe 	: End X of each segment on previous row 
Select mode of running macro: 
Mode = 0 - Run from scratch with new data 
= 6 - Re-run Histogram with current dataset 
= 7 - Load a previous pore file (CSV file) and re-run histogram 
Mode =0 
resp = MsgBox('Do you want to analyse new data?" + Chr(13) + "Answer No to re-load a previous 
pore file or re-run histogram.', 3) 
Ifresp = 2 Then 
End ' Cancel pressed 
Elseif resp = 7 Then 'No pressed ie Not running new data 
Mode = MsgBox("Do you want to re-run histogram with current data?" + Chr(13) + "Answer No to 
re-load a previous pore file.", 3) 
If Mode = 2 Then End Cancel pressed 
Yes pressed (Mode=6) ie re-run histogram only 
'No pressed (Mode=7) ie re-load previous pore file 
End If 
If Mode > 0 Then GoTo redo 
Close #1 
'Open 'c:\ear\image\scan3.seg " For Input As #1' Open file for input." 
file = App lication.GetOpenFilename("Pore Segment File (*. seg), *. seg,All files  
If file = False Then End 
Open file For Input As #1' Open file for input." 
Application.Calculation = xlManual 'Switch off re-calculate to prevents delay re-calculating after 
every change 
GoSub ClearSheet 
Input #1, Title, Heading 
Cells(l, I) = Title 
Cells( 1, 2) = Heading 
Input #1. Rmin, RMinLab 
Input ftl, Rmax, RMaxLab 
Input #1, CMin, CMinLab 
Input #1, CMax, CMaxLab 
NRows = Rmax - Rmin + 1 
For i = I To 6: Input #1, Headings: Next i 
Input # l, ident, Y, xl, xe, edge, n: ns = I 'Read data for first X segment 
npore=0: py=Y 
ps = I: cs = 0: psn(cs) = I: psx I (Cs, psn(cs)) = xl: psxe(cs, psn(cs)) = xe 
'ps & Cs alternate between 0 & I so that segment data on current row can be recorded in one 
element of arrays (referred to by Cs) while data stored from the previous row (referred to by 
ps) can be used simultaneously. Ps & Cs are switched over every time a new row is encountered. 
Spreadsheet headings 
CelIs(2, 10) = "Segments": 	CelIs(2, II) = 
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Cells(3, 10) = "Rows": 	Cells(3, 11) = Rrnin: Cells(3, 12) = Rmax: Cells(3, 13) = "": Cells(3, 
14) = "%" 
Cells(4, 10) = "Initial pores": Cells(4, 11) = 
CeIls(5, 10) = "Final pores': Cells(5, 11) = "": Cells(5, 13) = ": CelIs(5, 14) = 
lxe = 0 
'First row 
Do Until Y <> py 
For xc = Ixe + I To x  - I: YCont(xc) = 0: Next xc' Fill Ycont for unopened pores with zeroes 
npore = npore ± I 
PC(npore) = npore 
YSn(npore) = 0: YSsum(npore) = 0: YSmax(npore) = 
NPixels(npore) = n 
Sx(npore)= n * (xl - l)+ CInt(n / 2 * (n + 1)) 
Sx(npore) = n * (xl - I) + n / 2 * (n + 1) 
Sy(npore) n *( 
Ymm(npore) = Y: Ymax(npore) = Y 
Xmin(npore) = xl: Xmax(npore) = xc 
XSmax(npore) = n: XSsum(npore) = n: XSn(npore) = 
EdgeCode(npore) = edge 
YPerim(npore) = 2: XPerim(npore) = n 
For xc = xl To xe 
YCPore(xc) = PC(npore) 
YCont(xc) = 
Next xc 
Ixe = xe 
Input #1, ident, Y, xl, xc, edge, n: ns = ns + 1' Read data for next X string 
If Y <> py Then ps = (ps + 1) Mod 2: cs = (cs + 1) Mod 2 
If Y = py Then psn(cs) = psn(cs) + I Else psn(cs) = 
psx 1 (cs, psn(cs)) = xl: psxe(cs, psn(cs)) = xc 
Loop 
For xc = Ixe + 1 To 3073: YCont(xc) = 0: Next xc 
'MAIN LOOP for all data except first row 
Do Until ident = -999' Or Y> 400 'ns > 499 
If this row is not immediately below previous then add all open Yconts to YSsum and reset Ycont 
IfY<>py+ 1 Then 
For i = I To psn(ps) 
For xc = psx I (ps, psn(ps)) To psxe(ps, psn(ps)) 
p = PC(YCPore(xc)) 
YSsum(p) = YSsum(p) + YCont(xc): YSn(p) = YSn(p) + 1 
If YCont(xc)> YSrnax(p) Then YSmax(p) = YCont(xc) 
YCont(xc) = 0: YCPore(xc) = 0 
XPerim(p) = XPerim(p) + psxe(ps, psn(ps)) - psxl(ps, psn(ps)) + 1 
Next xc 
Next i 
psn(ps) = I: psx I (ps, 1) = 3074: psxe(ps, 1) = 9999: Blankrow = True 
'Clears previous row arrays to prevent connections across blank row 
Else Blankrow = False 
End If 
py = Y 
Cells(3, 13) = (Y - Rmin) * 100 / NRows 
r I 
pseg = 
xc = psxl(ps, pseg) 
Examine all segments until start of next row 
Do Until Y <> py 
allocate any closed off Yconts found before next segment 
px = 0 
Do Until xc >= x  
p = PC(YCPore(xc)) 
YSsum(p) = YSsum(p) + YCont(xc): YSn(p) = YSn(p) + I 
If YCont(xc)> YSmax(p) Then YSmax(p) = YCont(xc) 
If xc =xl - 1 Then px = p Remember IDNo if there was a pore atxl-1 on previous row 
YCont(xc) = 0: YCPore(xc) = 0 
XPerim(p) = XPerim(p) + I 
xc = xc + I 
If xc > psxe(ps, pseg) And pseg <psn(ps) Then 
pseg = pseg + 1 
xc = psxl(ps, pseg) 
End If 
Loop 
Find how many connections (nc) to this pore segment 
and store their Pore Id Nos in Conns 
If Not Blankrow Then 
If px > 0 Then nc = 1: Conns(l) = px: minpore = px Else nc = 0: minpore = 29999 ' special case 
for xl - 
For i = xl To xl + n 
If YCPore(i)> 0 Then 
con = 0 
j= 0 
Do Until j = nc Or con = 1 Checks IdNo of pore just found to see if it is already connected to 
this segment (con=l if true) 
j=j+l 
If PC(YCPore(i)) = Conns(j) Then con = 
Loop 
If con = 0 Then 
nc = nc + I 
Conns(nc) = PC(YCPore(i)) 




If nc = I Then If there is only one connection 
pore = Conns(l) 
PC(pore) = pore 'assign IdNo of pore and connection 
Elselfnc> I Then For Multiple connections assign lowest IdNo of connected pores 
If minpore = 29999 Then resp = MsgBox('Minimum pore hasn't been found in multiple 
connection", 1): z = I / 0 
pore = minpore 
For i = I To nc 
Assigns lowest pore No to all connections 




If nc = 0 Or Blankrow Then 
npore = npore + 1 
pore = npore 
PC(pore) = pore 
zero variables & set limits (remember sums & maxlmins are done later) 
Sx(pore) = 0: Sy(pore) = 0: NPixels(pore) = 0 
Ymin(pore) = Y: Ymax(pore) = Y 
Xmm(pore) = xl: Xmax(pore) = xe 
XSmax(pore) = n: XSsum(pore) = 0: XSn(pore) = 0 
YSmax(pore) = 1: YSsum(pore) = 0: YSn(pore) = 0 
EdgeCode(pore) = edge 
XPerim(pore) = 0: YPerim(pore) = 0 
End If 
Update Y segment counters 
YPerim(pore) = YPerim(pore) + 2 
For x = xl To xe 
If YCont(x) = 0 Then XPerim(pore) = XPerim(pore) + I 
If x <xc Then' Start new Y segment 
YCont(x) = 
YCPore(x) = pore 
Else Increment Y segment counters 
If x <> xc Then resp = MsgBox("Counter fault", 1): z I / 0 
YCont(xc) = YCont(xc) + I 
YCPore(xc) = pore 
xc = xc + 1 
If xc > psxe(ps, pseg) And pseg <psn(ps) Then 






If xe >= xc Then: XPerim(i) = XPerim(i) + xe - xc: xc = xe + I 
If xe >= xc Then xc = xe + I 
'Add sums for X segments and check overall range 
Completed Y segments need to be done later after their ends are found 
NPixe}s(pore) = NPixels(pore) + n 
Sx(pore) = Sx(pore) + n * (xl - 1) + CInt(n /2 * (n + 1)) 
Sx(pore)= Sx(pore) + n * (xl - 1) + n /2 * (n + 1) 
Sy(pore) = Sy(pore) + n * 
If Y <Ymin(pore) Then 
Ymin(pore) = Y 
Elself Y> Ymax(pore) Then Ymax(pore) = Y 
End If 
lfxl <Xmin(pore) Then Xmin(pore) = x  
If xe> Xmax(pore) Then Xmax(pore) = xe 
If n> XSmax(pore) Then XSmax(pore) = n 
XSsum(pore) = XSsum(pore) + n 
XSn(pore) = XSn(pore) + I 
EdgeCode(pore) = EdgeCode(pore) Or edge 
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'xc = xe + I 
Input #1, ident, Y, xl, Xe, edge, n: ns = ns + 1 Read next X segment 
If Y = py Then 
psn(cs) = psn(cs) + 1 
psx I (cs, psn(cs)) = x 1: psxe(cs, psn(cs)) = xc 
Else 
'allocate any closed off yconts upto end of row 
If Not Blankrow Then 
Do Until xc> psxe(ps, psn(ps))' Or xc = 3073 
If YCont(xc) > 0 Then 
p = PC(YCPore(xc)) 
YSsum(p) = YSsum(p) + YCont(xc) 
YSn(p) = YSn(p) + I 
If YCont(xc) > YSmax(p) Then YSmax(p) = YCont(xc) 
YCont(xc) = 0: YCPore(xc) = 0 
XPerim(p) = XPerim(p) + I 
End If 
xc = xc ± I 
If xlimit <> 3073 And xc > psxe(ps, pseg) And pseg < psn(ps) Then 
If xc> psxe(ps, pseg) And pseg <psn(ps) Then 
If pseg + I > psn(ps) Then resp = MsgBox("Looking for too many segments", 1): z = 1/0 
pseg = pseg + I 




ps=(ps+ 1) Mod 2: cs=(cs+ l) Mod 2 
psn(cs) = I 





'After file is completed allocate any Yconts that are still open to relevant pores 
If Not (Blankrow) Then 
For pseg = I To psn(ps) 
For xc = psx I (ps, pseg) To psxe(ps, pseg) 
p = PC(YCPore(xc)) 
YSsum(p) = YSsum(p) + YCont(xc) 
YSn(p) = YSn(p) + 1 
If YCont(xc)> YSmax(p) Then YSmax(p) = YCont(xc) 
YCont(xc) = 0: YCPore(xc) = 0 





Cells(3, 13) = 100 
Cells(2, II) = ns 
Cells(4, 11) = npore 
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fn=O 
Re-Allocate data from subsidiary pores to main pore (lowest ID) 
For i=nporeTo I Step - i 
If PC(i) = i Then 
fn=fn+ 1 
Else 
If PC(i)> i Then resp = MsgBox("Pore connection too high', 1): z = I / 0 
NPixels(PC(i)) = NPixels(PC(i)) + NPixels(i) 
Sx(PC(i)) = Sx(PC(i)) + Sx(i) 
Sy(PC(i)) = Sy(PC(i)) + Sy(i) 
If Ymin(i) <Ymin(PC(i)) Then Ymin(PC(i)) = Ymin(i) 
If Ymax(i)> Ymax(PC(i)) Then Ymax(PC(i)) = Ymax(i) 
If Xmin(i) < Xmin(PC(i)) Then Xmin(PC(i)) = Xmin(i) 
If Xmax(i)> Xmax(PC(i)) Then Xmax(PC(i)) = Xmax(i) 
If XSmax(i) > XSmax(PC(i)) Then XSmax(PC(i)) = XSmax(i) 
XSsum(PC(i)) = XSsum(PC(i)) + XSsum(i) 
XSn(PC(i)) = XSn(PC(i)) + XSn(i) 
If YSmax(i) > YSmax(PC(i)) Then YSmax(PC(i)) = YSmax(i) 
YSsum(PC(i)) = YSsum(PC(i)) + YSsum(i) 
YSn(PC(i)) = YSn(PC(i)) + YSn(i) 
XPerim(PC(i)) = XPerim(PC(i)) + XPerim(i) 




If fn >4000 Then 
Cells(6, 10) = 'WARNING - Excel can only show 4000 points on graphs, so some will be omitted 
Cells(7, 10) = 	ALSO CHECK SPREADSHEET calculations cover all rows of data" 
End If 
'Print out data to spreadsheet or file 
Writing data to a CSV file and then opening the file as a Workbook & copying the data into the 
main spreadheet is much faster than writing directly to spreadsheet for large datasets. 
If only small files are being handled the direct method might be faster (need to 'unRem' 
Cells statements below & 'Rem' all #2 statements 
Checks if corresponding CSV file already exists. If it does then user has the option 
to overwrite it or choose a new name 
p = lnStr(file, 
If p> 0 Then ofile = Left$(file, p) + "csv' Else ofile = file + ".csv" 
resp = 0 
Do Until Err = 53 Or resp = 6 
On Error GoTo a 
= FileLen(ofile) 
s = "Intended output file "+ Chr(13) + ofile + Chr(13) + "already exists." + Chr(13) ± - 
"Do you want to OVERWRITE it?" 
resp = MsgBox(s, 3) 
If resp = 2 Then End 
If resp = 7 Then ofile = lnputBox("Enter new filename, "FILENAME', ofile) 
If ofile = " Then End 
a: If Err <>53 Then 
On Error GoTo 0 




On Error GoTo 0 
GoSub CloseBook 
'Headings 
Open ofile For Output As #2 Open file for output 
Write 42, Title 	Read data into variables. 
Write #2, Rmin, RMinLab, , , , , ,,, "Segments", ns 
Write #2, Rmax, RMaxLab,,, ,,, , ,"Rows", Rmin, Rmax 
Write #2, CMin, CMinLab, , ,, ,, ,, "Initial pores", npore 
Write #2, CMax, CMaxLab,,,,,,,, "Final pores", fn 
Write #2,: Write #2,: Write #2, 
Write #2, , "No of', "X range", , , "Y range", , , "XSegments", , , "YSegments", , , "Edge", 
"Perimeter" 
Write #2, 	"Pixels", "Mean", " Min", "Max", 	'', ''N1in'', 	 I. .,J1I - 
, "Mean " , "l'l 
Row = 10 
Cells(Row, 1) = "Pore" 
CeIls(Row - 1, 2) = "No of' 
Cells(Row, 2) = "Pixels" 
Cells(Row - 1, 3) = "X" 
Cells(Row, 3) = "Mean" 
Cells(Row, 4) = "Mm" 
Cells(Row, 5) = "Max" 
Cells(Row - 1, 6) = "Y" 
Cells(Row, 6) = "Mean" 
Cells(Row, 7) = "Mm" 
Cells(Row, 8) = "Max" 
Cells(Row - 1, 9) = "XS" 
Cells(Row, 9) = "Max" 
Cells(Row, 10) = "Mean" 
Cells(Row, 11) = "N" 
Cells(Row - 1, 12) = "YS" 
Cells(Row, 12) = "Max" 
CelIs(Row, 13) = "Mean" 
Cells(Row, 14) = "N" 
Cells(Row - 1, 15) = "Edge" 
Cells(Row, 15) = "Code" 
Cells(Row - 1, 16) = "Perimeter" 
Cells(Row, 16) = "X" 
Cells(Row, 17) = 
fi=0 
For I = I To npore 
If PC(i) = i Then 'only printout data for Main pores 
fi=fi1 
Cells(5, 13) = fi * 100 / fn 
If YSn(i)> 0 Then Ymean = YSsum(i) / YSri(i) Else Ymean = 
'There can be zero Y segments, only if the ID No is changed before any segments are assigned 
This doesn't happen for X's because values are assigned immediately (no delay waiting for 
segments to close) 
Write #2, i, NPixels(i), Sx(i) / NPixels(i), Xmin(i), Xmax(i), Sy(i) / NPixels(i), - 
Ymin(i), Ymax(i), XSmax(i), XSsum(i) / XSn(i), XSn(i), YSmax(i), Ymean, - 
YSn(i), EdgeCode(i), XPerim(i), YPerim(i) 
Row = Row + 
Cells(Row, 1)=i 
Cells(Row, 2) = NPixels(i) 
Cells(Row, 3) = Sx(i) / NPixels(i) 
Cells(Row, 4) = Xmin(i) 
Cells(Row, 5) = Xmax(i) 
Cells(Row, 6) = Sy(i) / NPixels(i) 
Cells(Row, 7) = Ymin(i) 
• 	CeIls(Row, 8) = Ymax(i) 
• Cells(Row, 9) = XSmax(i) 
• 	Cells(Row, 10) = XSsum(i) / XSn(i) 
• Cells(Row, II) = XSn(i) 
CeIIs(Row, 12) = YSmax(i) 
• 
	
	CeIls(Row, 13) = Ymean 
Cells(Row, 14) = YSn(i) 
• 	CelIs(Row, 15) = EdgeCode(i) 
Cells(Row, 16) = XPerim(i) 




redo: Setup files and spreadheets for normal run with new data (Mode=0) 
or for rerunning previous data (Mode=7) 
or to just redo Histogram with current set of data (Mode=6)' 
NB The numbers are so wierd because they are Yes/No answers to MsgBox 
If Mode = 7 Then' Open CSV file from a previous run and clear spreadsheet 
ofile = Application.GetOpenFilename("Text Files (* .csv), * .csv") 
GoSub ClearSheet 
End If 
If Mode <> 6 Then Copy CSV file into spreadsheet 
Workbooks.Open Filename:=ofile 
ir = Range("alO").End(xlDown).Row 
Ic = Range('al ").End(xlRight).Column 
prange = "A I :Q' + Trim$(Str$(Ir)) 
Range(prange) . Select 
Application.CutCopyMode = False 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("SCANPORE.XLS").Activate 
Sheets("Sheet I ').Select 
Range("A l").Select 
ActiveSheet. Paste 
Selection. PasteSpecial Paste:=xlValues, Operation: =xlNone, 
SkipBlanks:=False, Transpose:=False 
GoSub CloseBook 
Else Find last row of current data 
Windows('SCANPORE.XLS").Activate 
Sheets("Sheet 1 ').Select 
Ir = Range("aIO').End(xlDown).Row 
End If 
Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic' Re-calculate turned back on 
• Calculate HISTOGRAM of Pore Size distribution 
'Choose number of categories in histogram 
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s = "How many categories in Pore Size distribution histogram' + Chr( 13) + - 
"(Largest pore=" + Str$(Ceils(2, 23)) + 
ncat = Val(InputBox(s, 'Histogram categories", Str(Cells(6, 3 1)))) 
Range("ae6") = ncat 	'Save No of categories to allow size calculation & future reference 
SNcat = Trim$(StrS(ncat + 6)) Make strings of last row No of Bins (Category limits) 
Sir = Trim$(StrS(lr + I)) ' & Pore data (+1 ensures enough rows to calculte histogram as I only 
fails) 
• Generate variable instruction for Histogram statement according to selected Cats & No of pores 
Next line is normal histogram instruction to allow comparison with variable instruction 
• Application. ExecuteExcel4Macro String:= - 
"HISTOGRAM([SCAN PORE. XLS]Sheet 1! R  I C2:R5000C2, 
[SCANPORE.XLS]Sheet 1! R7C33, [SCANPORE.XLS]Sheet I !R7C3 I :R58C3 I, FALSE, FALSE, 
FALSE, FALSE)" 
s = "HISTOGRAM([SCANPORE.XLS] Sheet l !Ri iC2:R' + Sir + "C2, 
[SCAN PORE.XLS]Sheet 1! R6C33, [SCAN PORE.XLS] Sheet I ! R7C3 1 :R" + SNcat + "C3 I, FALSE, 
FALSE, FALSE, FALSE)" 
Range("ael") = s' Shows variable instruction in case of problems 
Range("ag5') = Cells(i, I). Value'Identifies histogram with file header 
Application.ExecuteExcel4Macro String:=s 
s = "HISTOGRAM([SCAN PORE. XLS] Sheet l !Ri 1CIO:R' + Sir + "CIO, 
[SCANPORE.XLS] Sheet l !R6C36, [SCANPORE.XLS} Sheet l !R7C35:R" + SNcat + "C35, FALSE, 
FALSE, FALSE, FALSE)" 
Application.ExecuteExcel4Macro String:=s 
s = "HISTOGRAM([SCANPORE.XLS]Sheetl Ri lC13:R' + Sir + "C13, 
[SCANPORE.X LS] Sheet 1! R6C38, [SCANPORE.XLS]Sheet I! R7C35 :R" + SNcat + "C35, FALSE, 
FALSE, FALSE, FALSE)" 
Application.ExecuteExcel4Macro String:=s 
'Find last row of calculated histogram data & changes 'More' to an extra category 
This stops Excel changing the graph from an XY plot to categories thus permitting autoscaling 
By using 'RoundUp' to calculate category sizes, this last row should always have zero points 
It might be better to select acategory size rather than the number of categories 
s = "ag" + Trim$(Str$(ncat + 7)) 
Range(s) = Range('ae7").Value * (ncat + 1) 
s = "aj" + Trim$(Str$(ncat + 7)) 
Range(s) = Range("ai7").Value * (ncat + I) 
s = 'al" + Trim$(Str$(ncat + 7)) 
Range(s) = Ran ge("ai7").Value * (ncat + 1) 
Change zeroes in categories to 0.1 to allow logarithmic axis 
For i = 7 To ncat + 7 
If Cells(i, 34).Value = 0 Then Cells(i, 34) = 0.1 
If Cells(i, 37).Value = 0 Then Ceils(i, 37) = 0.1 
If Cells(i, 39).Value = 0 Then Ceils(i, 39) = 0.1 
Next i 
Range("A I ").Select' Put display back to first cell 
End 
ClearSheet: 
Clear histogram part of spreadsheet 
Sheets(sheetl ").Activate 
er = Range('ag7). End(xlDown). Row 




er = Range("aj7").End(xlDown).Row 
prange = "Aj7:Am" + Trim$(Str$(er)) 
Range(prange).Select 
Selection.ClearContents 
Clear main part of spreadsheet (Saved values from a previous run) 
er = Range(a 11 ").End(xlDown).Row 





If related CSV file is already open in Excel, the macro will crash 
This section searches through all open sheets and closes relevant sheet if found, after 
asking for permission (only alternative is to end macro) 
ofn = UCase$(ofile) 
Do Until InStr(ofn, "\") = 0 
p = lnStr(ofli, "V') 
ofn = Mid$(ofh, p + 1, 999) 
Loop 
wn = 
Do Until wn> Workbooks.Count 
If Workbooks(wn).Name = ofn Then 
s = ofile +" is already open in a speadsheet and will be closed if you continue." + Chr(13) + - 
"Choose CANCEL if you want to prevent it being closed" 
resp = MsgBox(s, I) 
If resp = 2 Then End 
Workbooks(wn).Close 
End If 






The Bitmap (BMPIDIB) file format. 
Although Bitmap (BMP and DIB) files are regarded as a standard format, it is 
not always possible to read an image file with one package that was created with 
another. This was less often the case with BMP/DIB files than with TIFF files which 
was the file type originally chosen as it had a reputation for being a well documented 
and supported standard. It soon became clear that the many variations of the TIFF 
filetype would be too awkward to deal with and so the BMP/DIB Bitmap filetype 
was adopted for use as image files and as output images from the analysis program 
'PORMETER' and associated programs. The file format used is essentially that 
described by Kay and Levine (1992). Each image file consists of a file header, a 
Bitmap header, a colour map and the image data. The file header should always start 
with the ASCII characters B and M so this can be used to verify that a suitable file is 
being used. The information required to interpret a BMP/DIB Bitmap file is shown in 
Table 17.1 and includes example values for a 768 by 512 pixel image in 256 (8 bit) 
colour. The byte offset is the address of the appropriate byte with respect to a starting 
byte numbered zero. 
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Table 17.1. The file information contained in a standard BMP/DIB Bitmap. For 
illustration the information shown is for an image that is 768 x 512 pixels in 256 






File Header  
0 2 ASCII "BM" BM 
2 4 Size of the file in bytes 25654 
6 2 zero 0 
8 2 zero 0 
10 4 Byte offset after header where the image data 
begins  
1078 
Bitmap Header  
14 4 Size of this header, 40 bytes 40 
18 4 Image width in pixels 768 
22 4 Image Height in pixels 512 
26 2 Number of image planes, Must be 1 1 
28 2 Bits per pixel. only 8 bit images used 8 
30 4 Compression type, 	No 	compression 	types 
supported  
0 
34 4 Size in bytes of compressed image 0 
38 4 Horizontal resolution, in pixels/meter 0 
42 4 Vertical resolution, in pixels/meter 0 
46 4 Number of colours used in colour map 256 
50 4 Number of important colours 256 
54 4*N Colour map, N = Number of colours used. In 
Red, Green, Blue plus reserved for each 




Value from byte 
10 (i.e. 1078) 
- Image data, in lines "Image Width" long, 
 packed to 4 byte multiples  
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Appendix D. 
A reprint of the published paper which contains parts of sections 8 and 11. 
Robertson E. A. G. and Campbell D. J., 1997. Simple, Low-Cost Image Analysis of 
Soil Pore Structure. Journal of Agricultural Engineering Research 68: 291-296. 
J. agric. Engng Res. (1997) 68, 291-296 
Simple, Low-Cost Image Analysis of Soil Pore Structure 
E. A. G. Robertson; D. J. Campbell 
Soils Department, SAC, Bush Estate, Penicuik. Midlothian EH26 OPH, UK 
('Received 28 February 1996; accepted in revised form 14 August 1997) 
A low-cost method to obtain and analyse digital images 
of prepared soil sample faces is described. Soil samples are 
stabilized and pore space is highlighted using a hard-
setting resin. The sample faces are photographed using 
a 35 mm SLR camera fitted with a macro-lens and digital 
images of the negatives or slides are transferred on to 
Kodak Photo-CD. The images are analysed using custom-
written software on a standard IBM-compatible PC. Vari-
ous soil structural characteristics are evaluated that have 
previously required greater resources for evaluation. 
The method is illustrated with images of three con-
trasting soil compaction treatments from a field experi-
ment and the results obtained are examined in relation to 
gas movement measurements. 
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I. Introduction 
In order to characterize the structural organization 
within a soil sample, it was decided to investigate the use 
of simple image analysis techniques on soil core samples. 
It was considered that image analysis applied to various 
surfaces cut through a soil core would provide a more 
complete picture of soil structure as it varies within 
a sample. Measurements of air permeability and gas 
diffusion are commonly used to provide information on 
the structural state of intact soil samples collected from 
field sites, and can also be of use with remoulded samples 
in laboratory studies.' 
A limitation of gas movement measurement techniques 
is that they are carried out on a whole-sample basis, with 
no information about the spatial variation and effect of 
individual pores or pore sizes within the sample. As 
minimally disturbed cores obtained from field sites may 
often contain quite distinct layers, the most restricting 
layer will determine the result. It was considered appro-
priate to try to combine the gas transport measurements 
with some more detailed information about the pore 
structure that produced them. 
In the past. image analysis has tended to involve the 
use of expensive, dedicated equipment. Moran et al. 2 and 
McBratney and Moran' provided a reasonably straight-
forward procedure for preparing and analysing images of 
soil. Unfortunately, the resin used by Moran et al.2 to 
stabilize samples and highlight pore space is not readily 
available in the UK and they used an expensive worksta-
tion to analyse the images. Vermeul et al.4 used a high-
contrast photographic processing technique to obtain 
prints that were digitized using a desktop scanner. This 
approach removes any opportunity to obtain wider in-
formation from the original image. The method of heat-
ing the sample to allow the impregnation of the wax 
marker meant that all of the connected macroporosity 
within the sample could be filled with wax. 
This paper describes a simple. low-cost procedure for 
preparing samples and obtaining and analysing images 
based on locally available products and services and 
a PC-style computer. The resin used does not mix with 
water so that it marks pore space involved in gas trans-
port only. The storage of the images in colour on Photo-
CD offers the opportunity to analyse the images using 
more rigorous methods, should the facilities become 
available. 
2. Materials and method 
In this study, image analysis involves a series of opera-
tions to obtain and analyse a digital image, represen-
tative of soil structure. The work was carried out on 
minimally disturbed cores taken from a field experiment. 
The field experiment was sited on Macmerry series soil 
and comprised four blocks of five randomly positioned 
treatments. Three of the treatments in the first two of the 
blocks were sampled, namely zero traffic (ZT), light traf-
fic (LT) and heavy traffic (HT). The LT treatment was 
provided by running a concrete roller on the plots after 
cultivation and again after drilling. The HT treatment 
was applied using a case 1394 (two-wheel drive) tractor 
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which was loaded with front weights and a tractor-
mounted Kuhn rotovator. ZT received no traffic after 
sowing. The three treatment areas were previously 
ploughed, rotovated and sown with winter barley, and 
all three were subsequently rolled with a cambridge 
roller. 
Samples were obtained one week after sowing, after the 
barley had germinated but before this was visible on the 
soil surface. The core samples are 50mm deep with an 
inside diameter of 73 mm. The steel sampling cylinders 
have a sharpened cutting edge and are hammered into 
the soil at the selected depth. In this case the uppermost 
10mm of soil was removed to provide a level surface, 
resulting in core samples from 10 to 60 mm. When the 
sample ring has been dug out of the soil, the open sample 
faces are trimmed to give a sample of approximately 
209 cm'. The relative diffusivity and air permeability of 
each core sample was measured' at field water content. 
The following steps are required to obtain digital im-
ages from the core samples. First, a resin is added which 
sets hard and serves to stabilize the soil core sample and 
highlight structural features. The polyester resin is 
a readily available and reasonably inexpensive product 
called 'Fastglas" (W. David & Sons Ltd., Welling-
borough, Northants. England, NN8 2QP); it is supplied 
as a thick liquid resin and a tube of hardener which must 
be combined to set. Acetone is used as a diluent in the 
resin and 'Oracet yellow 8GF" dye (Ciba-Geigy Pig-
ments, Clayton, Manchester, England, Ml 1 4AR) is also 
mixed into the resin. A combination of 50 ml resin, 15 ml 
acetone, 20 cm hardener and 05 g of dye is thoroughly 
mixed and applied to the upper surface of the samples. 
The dilute resin has a low viscosity and this allows the 
resin to travel into the pore space within the sample. 
Adhesive tape is used to form a collar around the target 
surface of the sample. The resin mix is trickled onto the 
surface and finds its way into the pores. It is best to avoid 
ponding the sample surface as the resin sets more rapidly 
in the absence of air. A second, less dilute, application is 
required to fill up larger pore spaces such as worm 
channels. The dye provides good contrast between the 
soil particles and the resin-filled pores. This contrast is 
greatly enhanced under ultraviolet illumination as the 
yellow dye fluoresces. 
The sample can then be cut open at the desired hori-
zontal or vertical plane. The exposed face is then photo-
graphed using an ordinary 35 mm SLR camera fitted 
with a macro-lens which allows close-up focusing so that 
the frame of the film can be filled with the subject. As 
a safe alternative to UV light, a long-wavelength fluor -
escent tube light was used to illuminate the sample. 
However, this produced a blue light which caused a dis-
tinct blue cast in photographs so a Cibachrome 05 
yellow filter and a UV filter were placed over the lens to 
Table 1 
Image resolution in pixels and size of the 8-bit grey-scale file 
obtained using the Kodak Photo-CD system. The five versions of 
each image are stored as one compressed file on the CD 
Length, pixels Width, pixels File size, bytes 
128 192 25630 
256 384 99358 
512 768 394270 
1024 1536 1 573918 
2048 3072 6292510 
correct the colour cast and to block near UV light which 
can adversely affect photographic film. 
The next step was to digitize the photographs, i.e. to 
convert the image in the photograph into a computer-
readable form. In this study, Kodak's Photo-CD transfer 
service was used. This is a service whereby 35 mm mono-
chrome or colour, negatives or slides are scanned at five 
resolutions and stored on a compact disc. Such compact 
discs can be accessed on a PC equipped with a compat-
ible CD-ROM drive and some appropriate software. 
Unfortunately, the transfer service is not immediate and 
so it is very important to ensure that enough suitable 
photographic images are obtained in the first instance. 
Alternatively, samples should be retained to allow further 
photographs to be obtained. Although each image is 
stored as a 24-bit colour file at the five resolutions noted 
in Table 1, a simpler 8-bit grey-scale version of the file 
was used to simplify the analysis. 
Once a digital version of the image is obtained it is 
a common practice to carry out some pre-processing to 
ensure that the features of interest are easily identified 
and quantified.' However, as the effects of pre-processing 
are difficult to gauge on images which contain uncertain 
and highly varied features, this was limited to segmenta-
tion of the images. 
The segmentation of an image iF the process whereby 
each pixel of the image is regarded as being a member of 
any one of two or more sets. In the simple case here, it 
would be whether the pixel belonged to light-coloured 
resin-filled pore space or dark-coloured soil solid. In 
order to segment an image, a threshold value must be 
selected. The individual pixels are then classified in rela-
tion to the threshold value. Selection of the threshold 
value is subjective in this case. A histogram of the grey-
scales is displayed: this usually takes the form of one large 
peak with a tail to the right. The large peak is generally 
the larger number of solid soil pixels, while the tail of the 
peak represents the resin-filled areas. 
After the image has been segmented into pore and 
solid categories, the image is analysed using the methods 
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of porosity, pore surface area per unit volume, horizontal 
pore-star length and horizontal solid-star length. Each of 
these characteristics is obtained for each horizontal scan-
line of the image. The advantage of analysing images in 
the manner described by McBratney and Moran' is that 
only two horizontal scan-lines, or rasters, of the image 
are required to be accessed by the analysis program at 
any one time. This method cannot therefore provide 
information about the individual pores within an image 
directly. In order to obtain measurements of individual 
pores, the locations of the start and end points of pore 
pixel occurrences on each scan-line are saved to a file 
during the above analysis. 
The resulting file is then imported into Microsoft Excel 
5 where a macro is used to re-connect the strings of pore 
pixels and derive various characteristic factors. Pore-size 
distribution for the example images are included, while 
other derived boundary and shape factors require further 
investigation. The methods noted above allow the use of 
large high-resolution images containing many pore fea-
tures to be analysed while avoiding the difficulties in 
directly managing extended or expanded PC memory. 
3. Results 
Figure 1 contains typical examples of binary images 
from cylindrical soil cores from each of three treatments 
in a field experiment involving various traffic regimes. 
The area of each sample is 770 pixels deep by 1200 pixels 
wide. Each sample is approximately 326 mm deep by 
508 mm wide and each pixel is equivalent to an area of 
423 pm square. Figure 1(a) is an image from a zero-
traffic treatment (ZT) and it can be seen that the resin has 
travelled throughout the soil core with only a few areas 
not reached. Figure 1(b) is from a lightly compacted 
treatment (LT) and the resin is seen to have reached 
much less of the core with some areas exhibiting no 
penetrable pore space. Figure 1(c) is from a heavily com-
pacted treatment (HT) and shows little penetrable pore 
space below the uppermost part of the sample. There are 
very few of the finer pores exhibited by the ZT and LT 
treatments and this is likely to be caused by the finer 
pores being less well connected or more likely to contain 
enough water to stop the progress of the resin. 
The results of analysing these images are shown in 
Figs 2-6, with the results for one property, shown in 
each. Figure 2 shows a graph of the porosity in each 
scan-line of each of the images, as a volume percentage. 
This represents the inter-connected, air-filled porosity in 
each of the three treatments. Figure 3 is a graph of the 
soil pore surface area per unit volume and would be of 
particular interest in studies concerned with gas ex-
change. Figures 4 and 5 are graphs of pore horizontal  
b 
• 	.. • 	 e 
C 
Fig. I. Binary images from three tra ffic treatments. Black areas 
represent pores. (a) zero traffic (ZT); (b) light compaction (LT); 
(e) heavy compaction (HT). Each image is a vertical face covering 
a region approximately 15-47 mm depth below the original soil 
surface 
star length and solid horizontal star length, respectively, 
and these represent the expected continuous length of 
pore and solid areas in either direction from any random 
point on each scan-line. The poroid size distributions are 
obtained from the re-connection procedure and are 
shown in Fig. 6 for the three traffic treatments. There are 
a small number of relatively large pores present, parti-
cularly in the ZT image. The number and size of poroids 
ranks in the expected order with the HT treatment 
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containing fewer and smaller poroids than LT and ZT, 
respectively. 
The images in Fig. I were obtained from core samples 
that had previously undergone non-destructive gas diffu-
sion and air permeability measurements. The results of 
the gas movement measurements and other associated 
data are shown in Table 2. Air permeability had to be 
Jog-transformed to give a normal distribution. The stan-
dard error (SE) of the log-transformed data was 0318. 
The images in Fig. I were selected as typical for each 
treatment and the results shown in Figs 2-5 are the 
results obtained by analysing those images. The data 
shown in Table 2 are means of four samples for each of 
two replicate blocks of the three treatments. 
4. Discussion 
The treatment effect on soil porosity is clearly evident 
in the binary images in Fig. I. The amount and distribu-
tion of porosity within each treatment varies in line with 
other related soil properties indicated in Table 2. ZT air 
permeability and gas diffusivity measurements are about 







While the gas movement measurements are very sensi-
tive to the compaction treatment, it is likely that values 
for looser samples such as ZT are exaggerated by gas 
movement at the sample/sample holder face. This was 
highlighted by resin that had travelled down the outside 
of some of the soil samples during preparation. This effect 
is likely to depend particularly on how coarsely struc-
tured the test soil is. It should also be remembered that 
the faces shown in Fig. I are typical of the faces obtained, 
and that the pore structure may vary even within the 
cores that were used to produce Fig. I. 
The fact that the total porosities for the three treat-
ments are similar suggests that the differences in gas 
movement are strongly influenced by the varying ratio of 
air to water-filled pore space. The images in Fig. / rein-
force the premise that water-filled pore space restricts the 
transport of gas and also highlight structural differences 
that cause these effects. 
The various characteristics in Table 2 are ranked in 
the order that would appear appropriate from the images 
of the three treatments in Fig. 1. The ZT treatment 
exhibits lower dry-bulk density and volumetric water 
content and higher total- and air-filled porosity, air per-
meability and relative diffusivity. The two compaction 
Pore star length, mm 
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Table 2 
Summary of soil core sample information 
Treatment Dry bulk density. Water content. Total porosiiv, Air-filled porosity, Air permeability, Relative diffusivity 
Mg1rn 3 by volume m 3  /m 3  m 3/rn3 pm 2 
ZT 1047 0299 0597 0299 9240 0069719 
LT 1142 0325 0561 0236 5234 0031842 
I-IT 1264 0395 0514 0119 23 0000838 
SE 0030 0018 0.012 0029 - 0008 
treatments have higher dry-bulk density and volume-
tric water content and lower porosity, permeability and 
diffusivity. 
The pore characteristics shown in Figs 2-6 are consis-
tent with the qualitative treatment effects displayed in 
Fig. 1. Figure 3 provides an indication of the surface area 
of the pores and it shows that the pores in ZT provide 
a greater surface for gas exchange or other chemical or 
biological activities than either of the two compaction 
treatments. 
Figure 4 describes the variation in horizontal pore 
star length down the samples faces. Pore star length does 
not directly represent pore size. It provides an indication 
of how this varies with depth and between treatments. 
The HT treatment contains many scan-lines with only 
one or with no pixels at all marked as pore space. 
Similarly, Fig. 5 shows that, in many cases, the indi-
vidual scan-lines of the HT image consist of solid soil 
as denoted by the solid horizontal star length being 
equal to the sample width. Both ZT and LT exhibit 
a variable pore horizontal star length (Fig. 4) through-
out the samples, while Fig. 5 shows a steadily increasing 
solid star length for the LT treatment. This suggests 
that the pores present in the ZT treatment are smaller 
at depth, while the pores present in the LT treatment 
vary less in size but are positioned closer together at 
depth. The small but distinct increase in solid star length 
(Fig. 5) in the ZT treatment at about 31 mm depth may 
emphasize the position of a restrictive layer within that 
sample. 
It should be noted that Figs 1-6 describe the variation 
in specific properties observed on two-dimensional faces 
and as such can only provide information on how the 
properties vary across the chosen sample face. 
5. Conclusions 
The automated analysis of sample images helps to 
provide information on how structural features control  
gas movement while providing numerical information 
that may be used in statistical analysis. 
The new method represents a relatively simple intro-
duction to sample preparation and the transfer of photo-
graphs to Photo-CD is an effective method for obtaining 
digital images. The minimal start-up costs and the likeli-
hood that many laboratories may already possess much 
of the necessary equipment, means that the method could 
be useful in a wider range of situations where preliminary 
or low-volume image processing and analysis is required. 
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Appendix E. The analysis of variance tables from the data shown in 
Figs 11.8-11.11 
The analysis of variance tables, treatment means and estimated standard errors of the 
means of the four characteristics derived from image analysis of the images shown in 
figs 11.5 - 11.7. are shown on the following pages. These characteristics are plotted 
in figs 11.8 - 11.11 as the smoothed lines. The information shown here is taken from 
the output files generated from a split-plot analysis of variance carried out using 
Genstat (4.03). 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ***** 
VARJATE: POROSITY 
176 
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS SS% 
BLOCK STRATUM 1 846.2 5.4 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC STRATUM 
TRAFFIC 2 10087.6 64.5 
RESIDUAL 2 335.9 2.2 
TOTAL 4 10423.5 66.6 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE STRATUM 
SCAN-LINE 74 2127.1 13.6 
TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE 148 1092.8 7.0 
RESIDUAL 	 222 1163.0 7.4 
TOTAL 444 4382.9 28.0 
GRAND TOTAL 449 15652.6 100.0 
GRAND MEAN 7.56 











***** TABLE OF MEANS ***** 
VARIATE: POROSITY 
GRAND MEAN 7.56 
TRAFFIC ZT LT HI 
12.09 	9.55 	1.02 
***** EFFECTIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF MEANS ***** 
TABLE 	TRAFFIC SCAN-LINE TRAFFIC* SCAN-LINE 
REP 	 150 	6 	 2 
ESE 1.058 	0.934 	 1.925 
EXCEPT WHEN COMPARING MEANS WITH SAME LEVEL(S) OF: 
TRAFFIC 	1.618 
STRATUM STANDARD ERRORS AND COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION ***** 
STRATUM 	 DF 	SE 	CV% 
BLOCK 	 1 	1.939 	25.7 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC 	 2 1.496 19.8 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE 222 	2.289 	30.3 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
VARIATE: SurfaceArea 
177 
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF 	SS SS% 
BLOCK STRATUM 1 	4332.9 1.5 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC STRATUM 
TRAFFIC 	 2 213304.2 	73.7 
RESIDUAL 2 1814.3 0.6 
TOTAL 4 	215118.5 74.3 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE STRATUM 
SCAN-LINE 74 	43055.8 14.8 
TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE 148 13920.1 4.8 
RESIDUAL 222 	13169.9 4.6 
TOTAL 444 70145.8 24.2 
GRAND TOTAL 449 	289597.2 100.0 
GRAND MEAN 38.00 











**** TABLE OF MEANS ***** 
VARIATE: SurfaceArea 
GRAND MEAN 38.00 
TRAFFIC ZT LT HT 
57.69 48.65 7.65 
EFFECTIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF MEANS ***** 
TABLE 	TRAFFIC SCAN-LINE TRAFFIC* SCANL[NE 
REP 	 150 	6 	 2 
ESE 2.459 	3.144 	5.943 
EXCEPT WHEN COMPARING MEANS WITH SAME LEVEL(S) OF: 
TRAFFIC 	5.446 
***** STRATUM STANDARD ERRORS AND COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION ***** 
STRATUM DF SE CV% 
BLOCK 1 4.388 11.5 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC 2 3.478 9.2 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE 222 7.702 20.3 
***** ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ***** 
VARIATE: PoreStarLength 
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF SS SS% MS VR 
BLOCK STRATUM 1 6.8 10.2 6.75630 157.1 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC STRATUM 
TRAFFIC 	 2 36.5 55.1 18.3 37.49 
RESIDUAL 2 0.97 1.5 0.5 11.33 
TOTAL 4 37.5 56.6 9.4 218.09 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE STRATUM 
SCAN-LINE 74 5.1 7.6 0.07 1.59 
TRAFFIC. SCAN- LINE 148 7.4 11.2 0.05 1.17 
RESIDUAL 222 9.5 14.4 0.04 
TOTAL 444 22.0 33.2 0.05 
GRAND TOTAL 449 66.3 100.0 
GRAND MEAN 0.5904 
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 	450 
***** TABLE OF MEANS ***** 
VARIATE: PoreStarLength 
GRAND MEAN 0.5904 
TRAFFIC ZT LT HT 
0.8606 0.7143 0.1964 
EFFECTIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF MEANS ***** 
TABLE 	TRAFFIC SCAN-LINE TRAFFIC* SCAN-LINE 
REP 	150 	6 	 2 
ESE 0.057 	0.08466 	0.15642 
EXCEPT WHEN COMPARING MEANS WITH SAME LEVEL(S) OF: 
TRAFFIC 	0.14664 
STRATUM STANDARD ERRORS AND COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION 
STRATUM 	 DF 	SE 	CV% 
BLOCK 	 I 	0.17329 	29.3 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC 	 2 0.08061 13.7 
BLOCK. TRAFF IC. 5CAN-LINE 222 	0.20738 	35.1 
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***** ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ***** 
VARIATE: SolidStarLength 
SOURCE OF VARIATION DF 	SS 
BLOCK STRATUM 1 	495.2 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC STRATUM 
TRAFFIC 2 	71687.3 
RESIDUAL 2 153.7 
TOTAL 4 	71840.9 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE STRATUM 
SCAN-LINE 74 	6049.2 
TRAFFIC.SCAN-LINE 148 1887.1 
RESIDUAL 	 222 3020.4 	3.6 
TOTAL 444 	10956.6 
GRAND TOTAL 449 	83292.8 
GRAND MEAN 19.20 
















7.3 	81.8 	6.01 




TABLE OF MEANS ***** 
VARIATE: SolidStarLength 
GRAND MEAN 19.20 
TRAFFIC ZT LT HI 
9.00 11.62 36.99 
***** EFFECTIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF MEANS ***** 
TABLE 	TRAFFIC SCAN-LINE TRAFFIC*SCANLINE 
REP 	 150 	6 	 2 
ESE 0.716 	1.506 	 2.688 
EXCEPT WHEN COMPARING MEANS WITH SAME LEVEL(S) OF: 
TRAFFIC 	2.608 
STRATUM STANDARD ERRORS AND COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION ***** 
STRATUM 	 DF 	SE 	CV% 
BLOCK 	 1 	1.484 	7.7 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC 	 2 1.012 5.3 
BLOCK.TRAFFIC. SCAN- LINE 222 	3.689 	19.2 
Appendix F. A copy of the 'Control of Substances Hazardous to 
Health' (COSHH) risk assessment form for working with 





CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH (COSHH) 
Risk Assessment Form 
This form MUST BE COMPLETED prior to the commencement of any process 
involving risks to health from a hazardous substance, so that a suitable and 
sufficient assessment of health risks is made and measures adopted where 
applicable to ensure that these risks are reduced to an acceptable level. 
- 
[Al] Department 	cV-\ 	 LF ( \CULI&. 	jtC!It\ 
Locations of Work 	c- Ltc r.ç Lir 
Title of Process taI\ 	P\-91 	C 
Describe the procedure having first considered the elimination or substitution 
of hazardous substances: 
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Personal Protective Equipment Requirements 
Where engineering control measures, general ventilation and reduction of 
period of exposure does not sufficiently reduce exposure, suitable PPE 
may be necessary for all or part of the procedure as specified; 
Eye protection - safety spectacles, goggles. ------------------------------------------------ Z 
Eye/face protection - faceshield 
Hand protection - gloves/gauntlets - material type. 
Foot protection - rubber/nitrile boots, overshoes --------------------------------------------
Body protection - coveralls, lab coat, apron ------------------------------------------------ Z 
Neck/head protection - hood, hat, helmet. ------------------------------------------------- ----- 
 
PPE washed and maintained/replaced 
Respiratory protection - disposable masks BS601 6 Type 2/3 
one shift, discarded after use. 
Respiratory protection - non-disposable respirators BS2091 
(see below) 	 maintained, examined, recorded. 
An examination of respirators should be made every 1-3 months, 
depending on the type of respirator and frequency of use. 
Hygiene - tick boxes to indicate that the following will be 
observed. 
All surfaces will be cleaned/disinfected after use 
Adequate washing facilities are available 
No eating/drinking/smoking during procedure 




[A121 Information, Instruction and Training. 
Is training required for the procedure? 	 Yes 	No 7' 
If answering Yes to the above question, describe the training required. 
Is a specific level of competence/certification required in order to carry out 
the procedure? 	 Yes 	No 
If answering ri  Yes to the above question, specify competence/certification 
level. 
Have individuals been given or made aware of all information relating to the 
possible risks to health arising from the procedure? 	Yes 	No ii 
If answering No to the above question, list below the information which 
should be obtained and read prior to the start of the procedure. 
Is the supervisor satisfied that the procedure can be carried out safely 
without supervision? 	 Yes 7 	No 
If answering No to the above question, tick the level of supervision 
required. 
Direct Personal Supervision 




[A15} Implications for Other Persons 
Processes subject to the COSHH Regulations may have implications for 
other persons such as students, cleaning staff, contractors or visitors 
additional to those directly involved. They may have to be told in part or in 
full about the information contained in this assessment. 
Specify others implicated: 
-- - Designatio 
Nam -- ignatio 
Name-------------------------------------------------------- DesigflatiQn -  
Name:  
----------------------------------- ------------------- Designatio 
--- ------------------------------------------------------ DgnatiQn; 
--------------------------------------------------------- Desi g nat i on: 
Name:  
Nam- - Desjgnatio 
Designation:  
Designatlo- - 
signtio- - ------------------------------------ ---- 
Designatio-- 
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[A17] Assessment Review 
The assessment should be reviewed if there is reason to suspect that the 
assessment is no longer valid or if there have been signifigant changes to 
the work to which the assessment relates. The assessment should be 
reviewed within a maximum of two years. If the assessment is not valid at 
the date of review, the sections requiring review should be completed, 
circulated and signed as appropriate. 
Date of Review a) Valid Yes 11 
Date of Review b) Valid Yes 
Date of Review c) Valid Yes 
Date of Review d) Valid Yes 
Date of Review e) Valid Yes II 
Date of Review f ) ------------------------ Valid Yes 
Date of Review g) Valid Yes 
Date of Review h) Valid Yes II 
Date of Review i 	) 	------------------------ Valid Yes 
Date of Review j 	)------------------------ Valid Yes 
Date of Review k) Valid Yes 
Date of Review I 	) Valid Yes II 
11 
